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The Department of Business, Economic Development and Tourism (DBEDT) has

contracted GeothermEx to provide technical advice and to evaluate geothermal resources

and methods used in their exploration and development in the State of Hawaii. In this

report, particular emphasis has been placed on the Kilauea East Rift Zone (KERZ), where a

significant exploration and drilling database exists. A 25 MW (net) geothermal power plant,

owned and operated by Puna Geothermal Venture (PGV) and supplied by wells drilled in

the Puna area of the KERZ, has been in commercial operation since April 1993.

Government-funded surveys of the KERZ have resulted in a wealth of geophysical

and geochemical data from an active volcanic area. All data are clearly of academic interest;

Hawaii was used as a testing grounds for various geophysical methods in the early days of

geothermal exploration in the United States. In many cases, varying scales, sensitivities and

interpretive biases diminish the usefulness of survey data Many surveys are pertinent from a

regional perspective, but only a few methods can assist in identifying and quantifying

geothermal resources and siting productive geothermal wells in areas such as the KERZ.

Both types are described below.

Gravity data reveal the geometry of the dike swann which is thought to represent the

heat principal heat source for the known geothermal system in the KERZ. As such, gravity

is useful in a general sense by outlining potentially productive areas. Repeat gravity

measurements may allow recognition of new dike emplacement through changes in mass

(density) at previously measured stations. Magnetic surveys clearly identify recent magmatic

intrusions; however, the resolution of both gravity and magnetic surveys has been insufficient

for selecting specific drilling targets.

1-1
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The results from geoelectric surveys indicate that the SP method may be more useful

in the selection of geothermal targets in the KERZ. It is possible that resistivity soundings

could also be useful; however, the present data distribution is insufficient to allow more

definite conclusions. Further drilling and testing of deep wells is required to confirm the

tentative findings from resistivity soundings. The relationship between CSAMT anomalies

and geothermal production zones remains unclear.

Sampling of Hawaiian water wells may lead to identification of areas with significant

geothermal potential by testing for the three geothermal parameters of Cox and Thomas

(1979): temperature, Cl/Mg ratio, and Si02 concentration. Radon (222Rn) and mercury (Hg)

soil surveys have revealed correlations between gas anomalies and the PGV/HGP-A area. It

should be noted that well HGP-A was drilled without the benefit of these data, and the PGV

discovery wells were probably sited on the basis of other criteria. However, the

unproductive, deep Lanipuna wells just south and southeast of the PGV wellfield are located

at the edge or outside of the soil gas anomalies. This indicates that soil gas surveys,

particularly 222Rn, may be useful for siting future exploration wells. The Hg data are

probably too uncertain for such use.

Since 1976, five operators have drilled 18 deep holes into the KERZ, in the Puna

area and further to the west in the Kilauea Middle East Rift Zone (KMERZ). Twelve wells

have proven the existence of hot water and steam beneath the Puna area at temperatures

reaching 680°F; at least eight of these (HGP-A, KS-l, KS-2, KS-IA, KS-3, KS-8, KS-9 and

KS-I0) were commercially productive. Six wells were found to have capacities of about 3

MW each, and two (KS-9 and KS-I0, which now supply the PGV plant) were initially

capable of producing 25 MW or more each. KS-4 was successfully completed as an injector

and was never flow tested. KS-7 had to be abandoned before any testing could be

completed. The data from the single large-diameter test well in the KMERZ (well

1-2
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KMERZ A-i) are inconclusive with regard to commercial productivity. Flow testing of the

State's slim holes (SOH-l , -2 and -4) was not permitted; however, temperature and injection

test data indicate that one of these (SOH-2) may have been marginally productive.

The combination of extremely high temperatures and high levels of hydrogen sulfide

gas (H2S) has resulted in minor to very severe drilling problems at Puna. The first two KS

wells (KS-l and -2) suffered from parted casings, and the casing program of KS-1A was

modified to alleviate these problems. Surface and intermediate casing strings were set

deeper, and an attempt was made to pre-stress KS-1A's production casing to prevent

thermally-induced stress upon start-up and shut-in. Mechanical damage occurred

nonetheless, and KS-1A had to be repaired in 1992. It is currently in use as an injection

well, together with KS-3 and KS-4.

Well KS-7 encountered a high pressure steam and gas zone at a depth of about 1,500

feet and had to be plugged and abandoned. The most severe drilling problems occurred in

well KS-8, including an uncontrolled flow event (blowout), cementing difficulties, parted

casing, collapsed casing and thermal expansion of the production casing string. The well was

plugged and abandoned in April 1993, approximately two years after its spud date. The

remaining PGV wells encountered few problems during drilling, but some casing repairs have

since been required.

Power generation from the PGV plant began in April 1993, with well KS-9 providing

100% of the steam required. Well KS-l0 was brought on line several months later, and both

initially produced a two-phase mixture that was predominantly steam. KS-9 has continued in

this mode of production, but the brine fraction in well KS-l0 increased suddenly in

November 1993. This change is thought to be in response to drawdown of the steam cap

and rising of the brine level in the productive fissure from which both wells produce. It is

1-3
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likely that well KS-9, which is shallower than KS-lO, will undergo a similar change in

production characteristics in the future as the upper, steam-dominated part of the reservoir

is further depleted.

Using pertinent data from numerous surface exploration studies and the results of all

deep drilling, a conceptual model of the Puna geothermal reservoir and surrounding area

was developed. Subsurface temperature distribution indicates that geothermal fluid is

flowing from SW to NE, channeled along steeply dipping structures which are parallel and

sub-parallel to the NE-trending 1955 eruption zone . The steeply dipping zones are probably

related to tensional fracturing during dike emplacement, resulting in enhanced permeability

and attractive geothermal drilling targets. A leaky upper seal on the geothermal reservoir

may be formed by the transition zone from subaerial to submarine basalt flows about 3,000

feet below the ground surface.

The deep geothermal fluid is a mixture of meteoric and seawater, with the more

saline component increasing toward the SEe Natural recharge may be mainly meteoric

water, but significant seawater recharge may be induced as a result of reservoir pressure

decline. The thin, high temperature zone encountered in well GTW-3 shows that some

lateral discharge on top of the local cold groundwater table is occurring; however, the

absence of large hot springs suggests that such discharge is limited. Large volumes of cold

groundwater move through shallow aquifers on the northern and southern margins of the

geothermal reservoir area.

Based on the quantity and quality of data available primarily from deep wells, the

KERZ was divided into three separate areas for the purpose of calculating geothermal

energy reserves. A probabilistic approach was taken to account for uncertainties in some

input parameters required for reserve estimation. The most likely value of the reserves in

1-4
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the Developed Area (the PGV project area) was estimated to be 38 MW, with a 90%

certainty that the reserves exceed 33 MW. In the Undeveloped Lower Rift (extending

eastward from well KMERZ A-I to the coast but excluding the Developed Area), reserves

were estimated to range from 48 to 581 MW, with a most likely value of 141 MW, with a

90% certainty that reserves exceed 100 MW. In the Upper Rift Area (extending westward

from KMERZ A-I to the summit of Kilauea Volcano), there is a 90% certainty that reserves

exceed 80 MW, and the most likely value is estimated to be 157 MW. These figures

represent energy reserves for 30 years, based on known or estimated resource parameters

and assumptions of the recoverable heat content of the volume of rock beneath each of the

three areas. It should be noted that the existence of reserves does not guarantee

commercially acceptable well productivity; this remains to be proven by further drilling in

two of the three areas discussed above.

Several categories of risk exist when developing high temperature geothermal

resources such as those at Puna. The first relates to the drilling of wells, which, as discussed

above, has been problematic. Outer casings need to be set deep enough to prevent damage

to inner casings due to exposure to potentially corrosive groundwater aquifers. Casing and

wellhead materials need to be carefully selected to withstand HzS attack and corrosion.

Cementing operations must be performed with care to avoid lost circulation and groundwater

contamination and to ensure a good cement bond. Blow-out prevention equipment which

will remain functional in high temperature and high gas environments must be used during

drilling. If further slim holes are to be drilled, the risk of cost overruns can be severely

reduced by choosing an appropriately sized drilling rig and limiting the scope of coring

operations.

Chemical risks are numerous, including changes in produced water and gas chemistry

over time, corrosion, scaling and contamination of groundwater. Most of these processes,

1-5
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which are fairly well understood, can be easily mitigated; however, regular and careful

monitoring, sampling and analysis is required. Natural hazards relating to volcanism and

associated seismicity are present in volcanically active areas such as the KERZ. Their

mitigation depends largely upon recognizing the danger and choosing optimum locations and

designs for vulnerable structures. In the event of created or natural disasters such as a well

blowout or a threatening eruption, detailed procedural manuals and training exercises will

prove invaluable.

The numerical simulation model of the Puna geothermal field, initially developed in

late 1993, has been revised and updated to include production and injection data through

July 1994. The initial state (i.e., pre-production) numerical model of the field has been

calibrated further and the production histories of wells KS-9 and KS-10 have been matched

to further calibrate the model before forecasting reservoir behavior.

The history match of KS-9 has been entirely satisfactory. However, the match for

KS-10 since late April 1994 is not yet considered satisfactory. The reasons for this are found

in (a) the need for further geological and thermodynamic data on the reservoir, (b) inherent

limitations of such computer modeling, (c) the unusual reservoir behavior experienced at

Puna, and (d) limitations on the field measurements available for use in predicting well

behavior.

The scenario used for forecasting reservoir behavior assumed a steam production rate

of 450,000 pounds per hour, divided equally between KS-9 and KS-10, to maintain a

generation level of 25 MW. The forecast indicates that the wells will be capable of supplying

the plant at capacity for at least ten years without the need for a third production well. It is

anticipated that well KS-9 will gradually increase in brine fraction until its brine content in

similar to that of KS-10; this is expected to occur in a period of about four years.
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In view of the unsatisfactory match of KS-10's behavior since late April 1994, it is

recommended that production, drilling and well test data continue to be collected, and well

behavior be monitored carefully during the next year or two. As data become available, the

numerical simulation should be updated further, to allow more definitive matching and more

confident prediction of long term field behavior.

In its 1991 assessment, the GEO TAC considered a high temperature resource to be

one with a temperature in excess of 125°C at depths less than 3 km located in an area with a

maximum ground elevation of 7,000 feet above sea level. Using these same criteria, we have

independently estimated the likelihood of finding high temperature geothermal resources

throughout the State of Hawaii. It is highly unlikely «5% probability) that such resources

exist on Kauai, Oahu and Molokai. The probability increases only slightly to < 10% for

Lanai, West Maui, the east and northwest rift zones of Haleakala, and the Mauna Kea and

Kohala volcanoes on the Island of Hawaii. There is a moderate «20%) chance that high

temperature resources exist in Haleakala's southwest rift zone and the Mauna Loa and

Haulalai rifts of Hawaii. Higher probabilities are found only in the rift zones of Kilauea

Volcano, with <50% probability in the southwest rift zone and 100% probability in the

KERZ.

Additional work done in the KERZ will continue to define those exploration methods

which may be useful for future assessments of commercial geothermal potential elsewhere in

the Hawaiian Islands. Highest priority for State-supported efforts should continue to be

directed toward definition and characterization of the KERZ.
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GeothermEx, Inc., has been contracted by the Department of Business,

Economic Development and Tourism (DBEDT) to provide consulting services

relating to the development of geothermal resources in the State of Hawaii.

Assessment of the Kilauea East Rift Zone (KERZ) of the Island of Hawaii (figure

2.1), including the commercial geothermal development in the Puna area, has been

the focus of the effort. The first assessment report was submitted to DBEDT in

September 1992. It was anticipated that a second annual report would be issued at

the end of 1993, which would include the results of the latest drilling efforts, an

analysis of production and injection data, and forecasts of future reservoir behavior

from a numerical simulation study. However, due to long delays in completing the

wells required for the 25 MW Puna Geothermal Venture (PGV) power plant and

major changes in the behavior of production well KS-10, the second report was

postponed for one year. Since the September 1992 report was written, GeothermEx

has collected a significant amount of new data on drilling, testing, logging, production,

injection, fluid chemistry and power plant operation, all of which are reported on

herein.

This report is similar in structure to the September 1992 report, with some

additions. The major topics discussed herein are:

• a discussion and analysis of the available database;
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an evaluation of the results of geological, geophysical and geochemical

surveys, principally in the KERZ;

• the results of all drilling and well testing in the KERZ to date;

• a review of the production and injection history of the Puna Geothermal

Venture (PGV) project and power plant;

• a conceptual hydrogeologic model of the KERZ geothermal system;

• an evaluation of the extent, characteristics and geothermal energy reserves

within the KERZ;

• a discussion of the methodology and a presentation of results from numerical

modeling of the Puna geothermal reservoir;

• a summary of the Statewide geothermal resource assessment program,

including an independent assessment of the likelihood of finding high

temperature geothermal reservoirs throughout the Hawaiian Islands; and

• recommendations for continued work.

For ease of reference, the two reports consider these topics in the same order.

Much of the material in the earlier report has been included in the current one to

provide the reader with a unified source of information. The principal changes and

additions in this report are in those sections that consider geochemical surveys
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(Chapter 3), well drilling and production and injection (Chapter 4), hydrogeology and I

fluid geochemistry of the Puna reservoir (Chapter 5), estimation of reserves (Chapter

6) and reservoir modeling (Chapter 8).

In the remainder of this chapter, information sources and assessment

methodologies are discussed. The results of surface exploration in the KERZ, which

has produced a significant amount of geological, geophysical and geochemical data,

are presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 discusses the results of drilling and well

testing throughout the KERZ, as well as the production and injection data from the

PGV operation. From this information, a conceptual hydrogeological model of the

geothermal system is developed and presented in Chapter 5. An estimate of the

geothermal energy reserves of the KERZ is provided in Chapter 6.

Chapter 7 presents a discussion of the impacts and possible risks associated

with development of the Puna geothermal resource, including a commentary on

drilling practices and related engineering considerations. The results of numerical

simulation of the Puna resource are described in Chapter 8. The status of the

Statewide geothermal resources assessment and an independent evaluation of the

likelihood of finding high temperature geothermal resources throughout the Hawaiian

Islands can be found in Chapter 9.

All cited and selected additional references are given in Chapter 10. Tables,

figures and the downhole summary plots of each well (in the Appendix) have been

updated and revised as necessary and are included in this report to further illustrate

and document of the report's findings and recommendations.
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Surface exploration has been conducted by a large number of investigators;

these are discussed in detail in Chapter 3 and references are provided in Chapter 10.

Those data which are pertinent to the evaluation and development of geothermal

resources in the KERZ have been integrated with subsurface data to construct the

conceptual model described in Chapter 5.

Subsurface data from the KERZ are derived from a variety of sources. Data

on drilling, lithology, downhole temperature and pressure, fluid chemistry and well

test results from wells KS-1, KS-2, and KS-1A, which were drilled by Thermal Power

Company, have now become public information. Similar data in the public domain

from Barnwell Industries' Ashida and Lanipuna wells also have been used. A variety

of useful data from the HGP-A well and its demonstration power plant have been

published since the well was drilled in 1976; these also were used in our analysis.

During 1990-91, data became available from the State of Hawaii Scientific

Observation Hole (SOH) wells, including drilling information, lithologic data from

cores, downhole temperatures, and injection test results. GeothermEx was contracted

by the Hawaii Natural Energy Institute (HNEI) and the Electric Power Research

Institute (EPRI) to design and conduct the injection tests and to collect, process and

interpret the test data. As part of this project for DBEDT, GeothermEx also has

examined the cores and reviewed the geological interpretations of the HNEI

investigators.

From 1991 to the present, GeothermEx has received data on the results of the

drilling, logging, testing and operation of wells KS-3, KS-4, KS-7, KS-8, KS-9 and KS-
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10, all located in the Puna area. These wells were completed by Puna Geothermal

Venture (PGV), an entity originally formed by DESI Power Corporation, the

successor-in-interest in the Puna project to Thermal Power Company. Some of this

information remains confidential and cannot be included herein. However, our

knowledge of the characteristics of those wells has added to our understanding of the

geothermal system, and has helped shape our views on the potential risks and impacts

of commercial development of high temperature resources in Hawaii.

A limited amount of information has been released from geophysical and

geochemical surveys and well monitoring projects in the KERZ currently being

sponsored by the State of Hawaii. However, for the most part, the groups conducting

the projects retain these data. All available annual reports of State-sponsored

scientific investigations have been considered herein.

In June 1992, limited information was received from the Department of Land

and Natural Resources (DLNR) regarding the True/Mid-Pacific well KMERZ A-I.

This information included mud logs from the original hole and four redrills. Some

temperature and spinner logs and daily drilling reports were included. Significant

items not received include directional surveys, flowing temperatures and pressures,

and chemical analyses of water and steam produced from the well. The volumes of

fluids produced are unclear from the available data.

2.3 Methodology

The available surface and subsurface data were reviewed in detail, and then

processed, plotted and analyzed, to evaluate the physical characteristics of the Puna

geothermal system and the KERZ in general. These characteristics are:
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These characteristics were used to construct a three-dimensional conceptual

model of the KERZ. The conceptual model was used to identify the major zone of

upflow of the geothermal fluid, and to provide probable physical boundaries and flow

constraints for the geothermal system. Fluid chemistry data were used to define

pathways of fresh and/or saline water inflow into the geothermal system, and to

estimate the degree of fluid mixing. Well test data then were used to determine well

productivity and injectivity, estimate reservoir flow capacity, and provide an initial

indication of reservoir behavior under production conditions.

In the September 1992 report, the KERZ was divided into three segments,

based on the availability and quality of surface and subsurface information.

Subsurface information was clustered near well HGP-A and the PGV area, with a few

good distant data points from SOH-2 and SOH-4, Ashida-1 and KMERZ A-l. From

this process, and application of probability theory to the calculated reservoir

dimensions and temperature distribution, estimates of geothermal energy reserves

were derived for each of the three sub-areas. These have been updated where

appropriate based on data collected from recent wells, particularly in the PGV area.
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Having analyzed all data from surface exploration, drilling, well testing and

fluid chemistry, the risks and potential impacts associated with developing high

temperature resources similar to that found in the Puna area of the KERZ were

assessed in detail. These include problems that may be encountered while drilling

future wells, chemical problems such as scaling and corrosion, and natural hazards

common to regions of youthful volcanism.

The next step in quantification of the Puna resource was to model the

reservoir using numerical simulation techniques. An initial state model was

completed in late 1993, in which the subsurface distributions of temperature and

pressure prior to exploitation were matched. Production data from the first four

months of testing and production of wells KS-9 and KS-lO were then used to further

calibrate the model and develop forecasts of future behavior. However, in early

November 1993, radical changes occurred in production well KS-lO, and the well

changed from producing mostly steam to producing mostly brine. This necessitated

revising the numerical model to simulate the depletion of the steam cap and rise in

brine level in the productive fissure tapped by wells KS-9 and KS-10.

Finally, the potential for high temperature geothermal resources elsewhere in

the Hawaiian Island was assessed. The age of volcanism and the existence of certain

geophysical phenomenon in other areas throughout the State were compared to

conditions in the Puna area of the KERZ, and the probabilities of finding significant

new resources were estimated for several potential resource areas.
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3. HISTORY AND RESULTS OF SURFACE EXPLORATION IN THE KERZ

The KERZ has been the subject of repeated studies by many investigators, over

a long period of time, using a wide variety of surface exploration and analytical

techniques. The objectives of the intensive and widespread exploration activity have

not necessarily been related to geothermal resource assessment or development.

Many of the surveys have been concerned with such topics as: determination of the

physical properties of magma chambers; studies of the hydrologic systems of island

volcanoes; evaluation of potable groundwater resources; compilation of regional

geological or geophysical maps; research into active volcanic processes; evaluation of

the seismicity of an active volcanic rift; identification of pre-eruption earthquake

signatures; determination of the sequences of hydrothermal mineral deposition in

volcanic rock suites and research into gas emissions from active volcanic systems.

Despite their varied origin and purpose, many of these research studies have

been applied in geothermal exploration or characterization of the KERZ. Not

surprisingly, the utility of results has been highly variable, reflecting such factors as

the area(s} of coverage, the scale at which work has been done, and the ultimate

purpose of the work. Chapter 10 presents a list of source works utilized in this

report; reference is given to most of the geological, geophysical and geochemical

studies made across the KERZ in the past two decades, unless their purpose has been

marginal to the objectives of this report.

3.1 Geophysical Surveys

Government-funded geophysical surveys carried out over the KERZ during the

1970s included gravity, magnetic, seismic, and a variety of electrical surveys, including
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DC resistivity (bipole-dipole and pole-dipole), EM (time domain, variable-frequency

inductive soundings and transient soundings), mise-a-la-masse and SP (self-potential,

detection of electrical streaming potentials).

Homogeneous coverage of the KERZ is afforded by passive seismic,

aeromagnetic, and airborne very-low-frequency electromagnetic (EMNLF) survey

data. Other types of data, including ground-based geoelectrical, gravimetric,

microearthquake and ground noise, have been collected in the lower KERZ, east of

Pahoa; however, these data are virtually non-existent for the middle and upper parts

of the KERZ. Efforts are underway to extend gravity surveys (Kauahikaua, 1993;

Kauahikaua and Hildenbrand, 1992) to the middle and upper KERZ, but large areas

southwest of the geothermal wells remain unsurveyed. Even within the lower KERZ,

the distribution of observation points has been very uneven; station positions

apparently have been confined to the irregular, mostly sparse, distribution of roads.

3.1.1 Gravity Surveys

A Bouguer gravity anomaly map that covers the entire island of Hawaii has

been prepared (Kinoshita, 1965), but the upper and middle KERZ were devoid of

gravimetric stations, and the contours drawn across that area were merely inferred.

The lower KERZ has been surveyed in some detail (Furumoto, 1976), and the

resulting Bouguer anomaly map reveals a strong, elongate high, parallel to the rift, in

the western part of the lower KERZ. The source of this feature has been modeled as

a zone of high-density dikes and flanking sills, in which the top of the dike complex

may rise to within 5,000 feet of the land surface (Broyles, 1977). The high-density

rock is believed to be composed of olivine-rich gabbro with a density of 3.1

grams/cubic centimeter (g/cc), about 0.5 glcc greater than the country rock. This
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density contrast is supported by high P-wave velocities (around 7.0 km/s) interpreted

from seismic-refraction surveys.

In the vicinity of the Puulena Craters and geothermal HGP-A, this gravity high

appears to be offset slightly along a NNW-trending belt in a left-lateral sense . This

subtle offset might not have been noticed and discussed were it not for the nearby

presence of several wells that penetrate the high-temperature geothermal reservoir.

This and other features of the gravity data are correlated with aeromagnetic

anomalies. However, the gravity data of themselves do not provide clear or definitive

geothermal targets.

Most recently, regional gravity surveying of Kilauea has been conducted by

Kauahikaua and Hildenbrand (1992) and James Foster, supported by the U. S.

Geological Survey (HVO) and DBEDT (UH). It is anticipated that new gravity

maps, together with interpretation and modeling, will be part of a University of

Hawaii Master of Science thesis by Foster.

3.1.2 Aeromagnetic Surveys .

Aeromagnetic surveys were flown in 1966 and 1978 (Flanigan et al., 1986a).

The earlier survey was flown too high (13,000 feet above ground level, a.g.l.) to have

resolution useful in characterizing shallow structures of geothermal interest, while the

later one was flown at only 1,000 feet a.g.l., with flight lines separated by 2,600 to

5,200 feet. Because the regional (IGRF) field has a very small gradient (not more

than 4 nT/km) in the area, it was not subtracted from the data by the authors in

making their aeromagnetic anomaly map, which was published by the U.S. Geological

Survey. The map shows steep linear gradients and associated dipolar anomalies
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aligned with the southern flank of the KERZ along much of its length. The

orientation of the dipoles is in accord with a remanent magnetization of the source

bodies, which is close to that of the present geomagnetic field, with an inclination of

around 350 N. This implies that the source bodies had cooled to below the Curie

temperature within the current polarity epoch (beginning 20,000 years ago). The

map also shows a major discontinuity in magnetic anomalies corresponding to the

location of a possible NW-trending fault that cross-cuts the KERZ.

Flanigan et al. (1986a) have modeled the typical anomaly pattern in terms of a

two-dimensional prismatic body which is about 8,200 feet wide and 6,600 feet high,

with its top near the ground surface. This is considered to represent a complex of

dikes that have higher magnetic susceptibility than the country rock. The model

predicts that the anomaly extremes are approximately over the prism edges, so that

the mapped extremes may be taken to locate the edges of the source. The magnetic

susceptibility (K) contrast of the model is around 0.03 cgs units, with K higher in the

source prism than in the country rock. This model agrees well with that put forward

for the gravity anomaly in the lower KERZ. Hildenbrand et al. (1993) re-analyzed

and modeled the data, describing a shallow magnetic low zone paralleling a 1.5 mile

wide, highly magnetic zone (of dikes) in the active KERZ. The former is likely to

"depict rocks chemically altered by hydrothermal fluids" along the flanks of a rift.

In the Puna area, the aeromagnetic data appear more complex than to the

west, and some researchers suggest that an offset of the anomaly pattern is present,

similar to and perhaps related to the Bouguer gravity anomaly. However, neither the

offset nor its relationship to the gravity data is obvious or compelling to the writers of

the present report. Although the aeromagnetic data appear to be effective in
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illuminating intrusive structures of moderate to large dimension, it seems that they

cannot resolve geothermal targets, such as those drilled successfully in the Puna area.

Recently SOH core samples have been subjected to paleomagnetic studies at

UH-SOEST. Magnetic grain-size, low-field susceptibility, NRM delineation and

inclination values have been obtained, as well as paleointensity measurements. These

parameters may help constrain the magnetic model.

3.1.3 Passive Seismic Data

Since the 1950s, the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory (HVO) has operated a

seismographic network with stations located primarily in the vicinity of Kilauea and

near the southern coast of the Island of Hawaii. The number and sensitivity of the

seismographs have increased steadily since the network's inception. Since 1969,

virtually all shocks on the island with Richter magnitudes of 3 or larger have been

located satisfactorily; by 1985, the magnitude threshold of complete detection and

location had dropped to around 1 in the middle and upper KERZ. Tens of

thousands of small shocks have been detected and located by the HVO during the

past 30 years.

The positions, source mechanisms, and rates of occurrence of earthquakes, in

relation to magmatic activity associated with Kilauea volcano and its rift zones, and

with reference to the tectonics of the surrounding region, have been studied in great

detail by a number of investigators. Scientific articles concerning these phenomena

probably number several hundred, and this large body of work cannot be totally

characterized here. However, a few important features are noted:
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since 1960, many tens of thousands of small earthquakes have been detected

and located beneath Kilauea as well as beneath the KERZ and the Southwest

Rift, at depths from nearly 0 to more than 35 miles;

• earthquakes associated with eruptive and intrusive magmatism occur in rather

tight space-time clusters known as "swarms";

• swarm shocks are small, with magnitudes that rarely exceed 4; and

• shocks related to magmatism are caused by the fracturing that takes place when

magma forces its way into and through brittle rock.

Although there is clearly a genetic relationship between shallow magmatic

activity (which produces earthquakes) and hydrothermal systems, Kauahikaua and

Morse (1993) note that there is no direct evidence that seismicity has affected the

hydrothermal system of the KERZ. However, the authors note that the database is

small, and suggest that the relationship should be studied further.

Recent review articles (Klein and Koyanagi, 1989; Kauahikaua, 1993) present

excellent, concise summaries of the current understanding of seismicity in the

southern part of the Island of Hawaii. This includes a presentation of the spatial

distribution of earthquake foci in a number of maps and cross-sections for the period

1970-84. A cluster of shallow shocks (depths of 0 to 3 miles) is easily distinguished

around the Puulena Craters and geothermal well HGP-A. Shallow and deeper

(depths of 3 to 8 miles) clusters of shocks are centered north of Ka Lae Apuki, about

6,500 feet east of a resistivity low shown by the airborne EMNLF survey discussed

below. Other, less distinct, clusters seem to be present within the KERZ, but
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additional spatial analysis would be required to demonstrate or disprove their

existence.

The State of Hawaii has recently funded analysis of seismic data by HGEI.

The annual report of this work by Cooper (1993) records the initial work in this area

toward imaging the velocity structure in the Puna section by the KERZ. Dr.

Cooper's group reviewed HVO data, set out 37 portable seismic stations and

collected data from 371 earthquakes from January 29, 1992 to March 29, 1993 in the

magnitude range of 0.0 to <3.0. The earthquake locations showed two linear trends

parallel to the KERZ and a second nearly perpendicular to the KERZ, parallel to the

NW-trending magnetic discontinuity discussed above, located SW of well HGP-A.

The most seismogenic region within the array is close to HGP-A. Some 675 mapped

events are tightly concentrated along the southern boundary of the KERZ in the

vicinity of well KS-8 and extending WSW for about 3 km. Profiles of these events are

being used to determine the geometry of faults, and calibration shots have been used

to improve the velocity model of the region.

Microearthquake surveys have been carried out in the lower KERZ; one of the

two surveys reported by Suyenaga et al. (1978) indicated clustering of small shocks

near HGP-A, predominantly at depths of 3,000 to 15,000 feet. These workers

conducted another survey, which indicated a cluster centered about 2-1/2 miles north

of Kehena, near KS-1 and KS-2. This is the same area as a pronounced (SP)

anomaly discussed below.

Based on the experience outlined above, passive seismic data are potentially

useful in the delineation of geothermal targets in the KERZ. Further analysis of

existing data is necessary.
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Only one geoelectrical survey provides homogeneous coverage of the entire

KERZ, and this is the EMNLF mapping reported by Flanigan et al. (1986). Ground

based geoelectrical soundings and surveys have been carried out in the lower KERZ,

primarily between Pahoa and Kapoho Crater, and are of the following types:

• bipole-dipole, pole-dipole and TDEM or EM transient surveys (Skokan , 1974;

Keller et al. , 1977);

• vertical electrical soundings (VES or Schlumberger) and EM soundings

(Kauahikaua and Klein, 1977; Kauahikaua and Mattice, 1981);

• a mise-a-la-masse survey (Kauahikaua et al., 1980);

• an SP survey (Zablocki, 1977);

• an airborne EMNLF Survey (Flanigan et al., 1986b); and

• a CSMAT survey for PGV (Zonge, 1992).

By far, most of the ground-based work has been conducted in the area

extending easterly from the road between Pahoa and Kalapana to Kapoho Crater. A

small number of bipole sources and YES spreads were located north of Pahoa to

near Kurtistown, and three pole sources were positioned near Kilauea Crater.
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Most of the soundings (both direct-current and EM) have indicated a dry ,

highly resistive (hundreds to thousands of ohm-rn) surficial layer above the water

table, underlain by a saturated, more conductive layer (1 to 600 ohm-m) with variable

thickness; this is underlain by more resistive ("electrical basement") material. The

most significant variable is in the depth, thickness, and resistivity of this second, more

conductive layer. These factors appear to be controlled by the salinity and

temperature of the groundwater, the possible existence of lenses of meteoric water

over seawater (brine), and, to a lesser degree, by clay alteration. Except for the Puna

area, the spatial density of sounding points has been insufficient to permit resistivity

mapping with really useful resolution.

Because of their very uneven and frequently non-coincident spatial distribution,

it is difficult to compare or synthesize results of the many ground-based geoelectrical

surveys and soundings. Only the TDEM survey, with 24 soundings in the Puna

district, has a sufficient spatial density of observation points to allow a useful mapping

(that is, with horizontal resolution better than about 3 to 6 miles) of shallow, second

layer resistivity; this is shown in the ENEL report (1990). Of the 24 soundings, 17

were interpreted in terms of a layered model. The data indicate an ENE-trending

low, some two miles wide, extending from the vicinity of Ashida 1 to Kapoho Crater

(ENEL, 1990). Resistivity is about 2 to 4 ohm-m for a second layer with a thickness

of 1,500 to 3,500 feet.

The various surveys (bipole-dipole, pole-dipole, mise-a-la-masse) fixed current

sources and distributed receiver sites portray surficial resistivities at close range and

second-layer resistivities at greater distance, making it quite difficult to combine the

data. Only two bipoies were close enough to HGP-A to illuminate that area; they

indicated apparent resistivities of around 10 ohm-rn at HGP-A, and that well is not
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located in the area of lowest apparent resistivities (2 to 5 ohm-m) . Lanipuna 1,

drilled at the lowest apparent resistivity, encountered high temperatures (>685°F),

but low permeability. The depth of current penetration and true resistivities are

unknown. The mise-a-la-masse survey, which used the casing of well HGP-A as one

current electrode, showed a similar situation. The investigators speculated that these

high apparent resistivities at HGP-A are the result of fresh water impounded

upgradient of dikes.

The most interesting of the geoelectrical investigations is the SP survey carried

out in the Puna district (Zablocki, 1977). The survey revealed four anomalies, of

which at least two appear to be significant in relation to geothermal targets. One is a

narrow, monopolar (positive) anomaly centered near HGP-A, with an amplitude of

450 mY, and a long axis aligned with a 1790 eruption fissure. The other is bipolar,

with peak-to-trough amplitude of nearly 800 mY, having its positive peak directly over

steaming vents formed during the 1955 eruption; KS-1 and KS-2 are on this anomaly.

The SP anomaly is modeled as being the result of an asymmetric convective plume,

buttressed on its south side by an impervious dike.

A third SP anomaly is located about one-half mile to the northeast of HGP-A,

and strikes northwest, cross-eutting fissures. A re-survey of the area by Kauahikaua

in 1992 (personal communication) revealed that the SP anomalies had shifted in

location and intensity since Zablocki's work. This does not negate the effectiveness

of the SP method; rather, the change suggests that the dynamic nature of the

hydrothermal system is illuminated by the SP data. Also, the near-surface SP features

must be analyzed and projected to depth with an understanding of principal structural

geologic features, such as low-permeability dikes which probably strike about N 60° E

and dip about N 80° W.
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One geoelectric survey provides homogeneous coverage of the entire KERZ:

the EMNLF mapping reported by Flanigan et al. (1986b). The survey was flown at

about 350 feet above ground level with NNW-trending flight lines (transverse to the

KERZ), spaced at 3,000 to 6,500 feet. An apparent resistivity map was prepared for

a transmitter frequency of 18.6 kHz, with attendant skin depth of 100 to 1,300 feet,

depending on actual shallow resistivity. This map reveals three major lows which

appear as troughs, about one to three miles in width, that cross-cut the KERZ.

The easternmost trough runs northerly from Opihikao through the Puna area

to a point about 3 miles north of HGP-A, and has apparent resistivities of 25 to 600

ohm-m. It is thought that this trough reflects shallow circulation of groundwater, and

perhaps clay alteration, enhanced by faults and fractures which cross-cut the KERZ,

and along which several productive geothermal wells are found.

The middle and western troughs run northerly from Kupapau Point and Ka Lai

Apuki, respectively, and no other geophysical or structural geologic features appear to

be correlated with their positions.

The results of an aeromagnetic survey near HGP-A and a modeling study of

the aeromagnetic data were commissioned by Thermal Power. The results suggested

that a controlled source audiomagnetotelluric (CSAMT) survey would be able to

delineate the reservoir. Thermal Power commissioned such a survey in 1984(?), but
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because electrode-contact resistance was much higher than the contractor had

anticipated, it was not possible to complete the first phase of the survey according to

specifications . In addition, based on the limited data that the contractor was able to

gather, it appeared that the CSAMT method would not be able to delineate the limits

of the reservoir closely and unequivocally. In view of these problems, the survey was

abandoned.

A second CSMAT survey, consisting of four profiles, was commissioned in 1992

by the successors in interest to Thermal Power, the new owners of the Puna

Geothermal Venture (PGV). The survey appeared to show strong anomalies.

However, the data were not smoothed as part of the contract, and the results were

ambiguous. A contour map of the data prepared by GeothermEx (after smoothing

the data) at a significant datum level is shown as figure 5.13. There appears to be

little correlation between resistivity anomalies and prevailing structural or volcanic

trends when the data are plotted in map view at any depth.

In summation, it appears that the SP method, and perhaps resistivity soundings,

may be useful in selection of geothermal targets in Hawaii. Data distribution is

insufficient to allow more definite conclusions. Only further drilling and testing of

deep wells can confirm or refute these tentative findings.

3.1.5 Ranking and Recommendations for Obtaining Additional

Geophysical Data

The following priority ranking considers three factors: logistics (physical access

to survey areas) , expense, and ability to resolve a geothermal target. The geophysical

methods are listed below in order of decreasing priority , followed by explanatory text.
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1. SP surveys over selected areas

2. Detailed spatial analysis of existing HVO seismicity data

3. Airborne EMlVLF surveys in selected areas

4. Resistivity soundings (VES/Schlumberger or TDEM)

5. Gravimetry, resistivity surveys, and aeromagnetics

Self-Potential Surveys

CDfiFIDEnTJRL

SP surveys in selected areas , not larger than approximately 20 square miles,

may be able to define anomalies containing geothermal resources, should they exist,

with a precision better than one-half mile. SP surveys identify geothermal targets

through the detection of electrical streaming potentials often associated with shallow

hydrothermal plumes .

Among the geoelectrical methods, SP surveys are probably the easiest to

conduct on foot. Portable global-positioning receivers are now available, making it

easy to establish precise coordinates for remote measurement stations. Off-road

portability of equipment and locatability are critical considerations for ground-based

exploration in the KERZ, as much of the area has no road access, and land surveying

is inconvenient in the dense tropical forest.

Selection of field areas in which to conduct SP surveys can be based on

available data from several other exploration activities, including passive seismicity

(HVO data), EMlVLF mapping, locations of geologic structures mapped at the

surface , locations of historically formed fissures and steam vents and, especially,

results from recently drilled wells. There are likely to be changes in the local SP field

since the Zablocki (1977) survey because the KERZ is a dynamic area in terms of
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volcanism and hydrology. According to Kauahikaua (1992), new SP data show

changes from 1979. These changes may be caused by natural changes in the locations

of high streaming potential from hydrothermal plumes. This may occur when a new

dike intrudes up into the water table, enhancing groundwater convection and

consequently increasing SP. In particular, Kauahikaua and Moore (1993) comment

that the hydrothermal systems of Kilauea may "be intersected and profoundly affected

by new intrusions."

HVO Seismicity Data (Passive Seismic)

Detailed spatial analysis of the considerable database of earthquake locations

available for the KERZ and KSWRZ offered a relatively inexpensive means of

identifying shallow (0 to 3 miles deep) seismicity that may be linked to significant, on

going hydrothermal activity in the upper crust. No field work is required to conduct

this study. Analysis would rely primarily on preparation of maps and cross-sections of

earthquake hypocenters within selected rectangular crustal blocks; it would be useful

to apply moving time-of-occurrence windows to identify swarms. These swarms

appear to be more closely related to geothermal activity than more isolated seismic

events. Location of geothermal targets from such analyses may have a precision of

about 3,000 feet.

A considerably more ambitious program is underway by Dr. Cooper using

phase information obtained from earthquakes recorded by HVO during 1972-1992.

The Cooper study will have the objectives of constructing three-dimensional P- and S

wave velocity models, determining three-dimensional Qp and Qs models, defining

crustal anisotropy (crack induced) and background seismicity and noise surveys. This
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work follows the improved velocity model derived from the calibration shots and the

short-term 1993 earthquake survey.

Detonation of a few "calibration shots" in the KERZ (and perhaps also in the

KSWRZ) could be used to significantly improve the accuracy of hypocentral locations

(by appropriate reprocessing of hypocenters already located). Some of the analyses

and surface-layer calibration shooting in 6-foot depth holes has been done by Cooper,

and may have been done also by HVO.

Short-term microearthquake surveys, using state-of-the-art equipment, have

already been conducted in early 1993 by investigators from the University of Hawaii,

as mentioned earlier.

Airborne EMNLF Surveys

The existing airborne EM/VLF mapping reveals three interesting low-resistivity

troughs that cross-eut the KERZ. The easternmost of these transects the Puna area,

and includes the geothermal resource already drilled (HGP-A) in the vicinity of the

Puulena Craters. It is obvious that parts of the troughs also extend outside of the

areas of the geothermal reservoir, but geology enables us to exclude these parts of the

troughs from consideration for geothermal exploration. The possible geological,

hydrological and thermal features related to the troughs remain to be analyzed.

It might be worthwhile to conduct additional EM/VLF surveys, with higher

resolution (using more closely spaced flight lines) and incorporating lower frequencies

(to provide deeper penetration) than the existing survey, but only in selected areas.

Selection of areas for future exploration may be guided by (a) the locations of the
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two resistivity troughs lying west of the Puna area, (b) locations of seismicity clusters,

and, of course , (c) surficial geologic features.

Resistivity Soundings

Resistivity soundings are rather cumbersome to make, and are not practical

without road access. It may ultimately be worthwhile to fill in some gaps left by

previous sounding efforts (IDEM and YES) in the Puna area, where there is

relatively good road access. Such work might help to better define the extent of the

Puna geothermal reservoir. Before this is done, additional review of existing

exploration data would be required, in order to specify appropriate locations.

Resistivity Surveys, Gravimetry, Aeromagnetics

Based on experience to date, each method has had some utility in defining

regional, and occasionally local, geologic structure. In this regard the gravimetric

survey has led to the identification and quantification of the dike swarm intruded into

the KERZ, which is believed by many workers to form the principal heat source for

the geothermal system. Repeat gravimetry may in the future allow recognition of

additional dike emplacements at depth beneath the KERZ through changes in mass

(density) distributions at previously measured stations.

However, none of these methods is considered capable of providing sufficient

resolution of geologic structure in terrains which are entirely volcanic, or in detection

of hydrothermal plumes, both of which are clearly useful in well siting or energy

reserve calculations. Gravity data in the Puna area are confined to a few roads; the

Bouguer gravity map of Furumoto et al. (1976) interpolates these data. Several
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gravity stations were located along an approximate east-west traverse through the

geothermal district. More observations, filling gaps along this traverse, have been

made during 1992-1993. As mentioned earlier, University of Hawaii student James

Foster is modeling the data as part of an M.S. thesis.

3.2 Geochemical Surveys

3.2.1 Groundwater Surveys and Monitoring

Work Underway

State and Federal government agencies are currently conducting fluids

chemistry surveys and monitoring programs in the KERZ region which include:

• routine to occasional groundwater sampling and analysis of shallow wells (MW

1, MW-3, MW-2, GTW-3, Malama Ki, Kapoho Shaft, Allison Water Well,

Kapoho Airstrip), by the University of Hawaii Groundwater Monitoring Group

(see figures 3.2 and 3.3 for well locations);

• installation and use of downhole monitoring systems (temperature, water level,

conductivity) and sampling pumps at several wells (Malama Ki, MW-2, GTW-3)

by the University of Hawaii Groundwater Monitoring Group;

• sampling of steam, gases and liquids produced by wells supplying the PGV

power plant, by the University of Hawaii; and
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• hydrologic studies by the U.S. Geological Survey, including the isotope iH ,i

hydrology of meteoric waters and groundwaters in the vicinity of Kilauea 's rift

zones.

The sampling of wells MW-1 and MW-2 duplicates work also done by Puna

Geothermal Venture (pGV) on a bi-monthly basis. In the past, PGV data also

included MW-3, which is adjacent to MW-1 and completed to a similar depth, but

data from MW-3 no longer appears in the PGV surveys.

Existing Data

Groundwater chemistry data published or released since the time of our 1992

Assessment report and in time for this review include PGV's bi-monthly analyses of

MW-1 and MW-2, samples from Kawaihae Well No. 6549-03 (pumped temperature

83° F), a sample bailed during the drilling of PGV KS-4, from 695 feet below surface,

and the isotope data mentioned above.

These new data have been reviewed along with the several compilations and

reviews of groundwater chemistry in the KERZ and its surroundings cited in our 1992

Assessment (Cox, 1980; Cox, 1981; ENEL, 1990; Iovenitti, 1990; Thomas, 1986;

Thomas, 1987; Thomas, 1989).

Part of the geochemistry database is tabulated in tables 3.1 and 3.2. An

assessment of the deep thermal system chemistry is described in Chapter 5.2. A

discussion of chemical impacts and risks is given in Chapter 7.2. Table 3.1 lists

groundwater samples and includes, for each sample listed, analyses of Mg, Cl and

sample temperature (listed as TF), with more complete data for selected samples
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only. It does not include the samples from the Kawaihae welL Table 3.2 shows deep

well data, and includes the complete data for all available samples, except dissolved

gases, which are discussed in section 5.2.3.

Geochemical surveys of groundwaters in the area also are limited by the

relatively small number of boreholes, wells and springs. Map figures 3.2 and 3.3 show

the sources of chemical data (listed in the sources mentioned above), each labeled

with its name and U.S. Geological Survey. The Kawaihae well is not shown, as its

location has not been reported. The groundwater sample locations have been

checked against a location map prepared in 1992 by the University of Hawaii

Groundwater Modelling Group, and should be accurate , but some U.S. Geological

Survey numbers remain uncertain, and the names used by some authors may vary

from those in table 3.1. Figure 3.3 also includes several groundwater monitoring

wells listed by the Groundwater Group, from which chemical data have not been

reported. The locations of the KS-series wells and MW-series monitor holes on

figures 3.2 and 3.3 are based on survey data and should be accurate.

The groundwater sample locations, with the exception of Isaac Hale Spring, are

mostly shallow wells which penetrate to no more than about 100 feet below sea leveL

Hole GTW-4 is an exception, terminating above sea level and apparently tapping

perched water. Information about the Kapoho Test (or Airstrip) Well and the

Kopoho Crater Well is ambiguous: these mayor may not reach sea leveL

Results: groundwater evolution and thermal effects

Groundwater compositions in the KERZ are determined by various factors :
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• low-temperature reactions between meteoric water and volcanic rock minerals;

• the marine origin of the meteoric component (presence of sea salts);

• mixing of meteoric water and seawater in the subsurface;

• hydrothermal alteration of meteoric water;

• hydrothermal alteration of seawater; and

• mixing of the various components.

The coolest, most-dilute waters in the area, with less than about 100 mg/l of chloride

ion (CI), also have low levels of alkalinity and sulfates, and mixed cation

concentrations which reflect the mineral composition of the volcanic rocks. Mixing

with cool seawater raises the CI concentration and adds considerable amounts of

other cations and anions.

Hydrothermal alteration of meteoric water in basalts tends to produce CI

concentrations of a few thousand to several thousand mg/l, the exact amount being

determined by the amount of Cl originally present in the rock. In contrast,

hydrothermally altered seawater tends to have CI close to the 19,000 mg/l present in

seawater. Independent of its meteoric or oceanic origin, hydrothermal water tends to

develop certain other characteristics as a result of temperature-dependent rock-water

reactions: high silica (SiO z), decreasing sodium/potassium (NaIK), very low

magnesium (Mg), low bicarbonate (HC03) , and low sulfate (S04)' In sum,

hydrothermal water usually has a composition dominated by sodium and chloride,

with SrO, increasing and Mg and NaIK decreasing as temperature rises. If the

hydrothermal water originated as meteoric water, Ca tends to be less than about 100

mg/l. If the hydrothermal water originated as seawater (400 mg/l Ca), the hot water
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may contain 500 to 1,500 mg/l of this element. However, heating to more than 250°C

can force precipi tation of calcium sulfate (anhydrite). This can suppress the Ca level,

since cold seawater contains sulfate in excess of calcium.

In a review of about 400 groundwater samples from the State of Hawaii, Cox

and Thomas (1979) decided that three parameters could be considered diagnostic of

"geothermal water": 1) temperature > 84°P; 2) ClIMg ratio equal to or greater than

15; and 3) Si02 concentration >30 to 85 mg/l, depending upon location. ENEL

(1990) also used the ClIMg ratio as a diagnostic tool, because the ratio CI/Mg=15 is

that of seawater, and a higher ratio will result from heating.

Six of the shallow sample locations meet the criterion of temperature > 84°P.

Among these, Isaac Hale Spring is the only coastal warm spring from which an

analysis has been reported. ENEL (1990) showed the temperature and approximate

location of ten springs and shallow wells along the coast south of the rift, and one to

the north. However, temperatures exceed 86°P only at Isaac Hale , Allison, and

Opihikau springs. D. Thomas (oral communication, 1991) reported that Isaac Hale

and Opihikau are the only locations where hot water discharge can be sampled before

it mixes with seawater.

Figure 3.4 shows the ClIMg ratio of the shallow ground-waters, and of the

waters from deep geothermal wells in the area. The ratio is illustrated by plotting

both CI and Mg on logarithmic axes, which places waters of equal ClIMg on diagonal

distributions. The graph includes selected samples from MW-2 collected through July

1993, and samples from KS-4 and the Kawaihae well collected since our 1992

Assessment was written.
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The groundwaters with CI< 100 mg/l and CI/Mg< 15 (Hawn Shores, Pahoa,

Kapoho Crater, MW-1, bailed shallow sample from KS-4) all have temperatures <

84°P and compositions determined by low-temperature interaction of marine meteoric

water and volcanic rocks.

Groundwaters with CI> 100 mg/l and CI/Mg=15 are mixtures of meteoric water

and seawater. These include the warm waters at Isaac Hale Spring (97°F) and

Malama-Ki (downhole temperature varies over time between 124°P and 131°F), in

which other ion ratios also indicate the presence of cool or minimally altered

seawater mixed with meteoric water. The Allison Well (100°F) may also be included

in this group. ENEL (1990) estimated the seawater component in Malama-Ki as 21

to 27%. None of these waters appears to have Si02>80 mg/l, with the exception of

one sample from Malama-Ki that shows 100 mgll.

The Isaac Hale and Malama-Ki waters have been heated, of course, but it is

not possible to tell when heating occurred relative to the mixing event, except that

substantial heating of the seawater component is disallowed by the relatively low

ClIMg value. Iovenitti (1990) has interpreted these same waters as mixtures of dilute

groundwater with thermal reservoir outflow (meaning outflow from the deep system

beneath the KERZ), but the data do not clearly establish this. Limited mixing with

thermal reservoir outflow also has been hypothesized by Thomas (1987).

Thermal effects are strongly indicated in groundwaters with Cl>100 mg/l and

ClIMg> 30. These include samples from MW-2 (temperature not reported), GTW-3

(165 to 203°F), and single samples each from tests KS-1 (113°F), KS-1A (>100°F),

and KS-2 «100°F), all described by Iovenitti (1990) as "top of dike-impounded

water". The geothermal signature of these groundwaters is also suggested by Si02
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concentrations in the range 80 to 180 mgll, except at MW-2 (see discussion of

monitoring below). The signature is not surprising, given that the sites are all within

the KERZ. A single dilute sample from Ashida 1 more or less falls into this group ,

but its origin and temperature are uncertain, and Si02 content unknown. Keauohana

may be considered ambiguous: it has CI reported in the range 70-160 mgll, and Cl/Mg

slightly above 15, but reported temperatures of 70-84°F and Si02 below 50 mgll. The

deeper thermal waters on table 3.1, all with Cl/Mg> 1,000, are described in Chapter

5.2.

These results may be summarized by pointing out (a) the small number of

sample locations, and (b) the limited evidence of outflow from the thermal system

which lies below the KERZ. To the north of the KERZ there is no evidence of

thermal water. Shallow, moderately hot waters occur within the KERZ, as at hole

GTW-3. To the south, there is hot water at Malama-Ki, the Allison Well, Issac Hale

Spring, and other springs scattered along the coast, but the hot water does not have a

strong and unambiguous geothermal chemistry. This is either because mixing with

cool seawater has masked a geothermal component, or because heating has been only

moderate and limited in its effect on chemistry. In any case, the area south of the

KERZ lacks clear evidence of a massive, very-high-temperature outflow from the rift

zone.

Results: groundwater monitoring

Figures 3.5 to 3.9 were developed to screen data from the PGV monitor wells

MW-1, MW-2 and MW-3 for changes in thermal effect. This was of interest because

of the underground blow-out at KS-8 which occurred in June 1991. Thermal fluid

exited the well at the 13-3/8 inch casing shoe at 2,128 feet until at least April 8, 1992
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(see history of the well in section 4.1 and points on figure 3.5). Other leaks were

found between 2100 and 3000 ft at various times thereafter, until the well was

plugged on November 4, 1992.

Figure 3.5 suggests a steady increase of chlorides in the MW-2 groundwater

during the last three years, overprinted by a temporary anomaly which was associated

with the KS-8 blow-out, but which disappeared soon after KS-8 was plugged. The

apparent long-term trend is shown on figure 3.5, but it could be an artifact of higher

Cl after the blow-out period compared to before; the trend of Cl during February 

July 1991 is not all that clear.

The thermal tracer ClIMg (figure 3.7) shows both a long-term increase and a

short-term anomaly which parallel the trends of Cl. This is taken as evidence of long

term heating overprinted by a short-term and much more intense thermal event. The

short term ClIMg anomaly, however, has a shorter duration than the short-term CI

anomaly.

Two other chemical tracers of aquifer temperature are the ratio Na/K (figure

3.8) and dissolved silica (figure 3.9). Na/K will usually drop and Si02 will increase if

temperature rises. Neither factor shows a clear correlation with the other, with Cl, or

with events at KS-8. We are inclined to ascribe the scatter of Na/K and silica during

1991 to laboratory errors. Na/K probably has remained invariant in the monitoring

wells during the last three years and therefore shows no thermal effect.

Silica shows evidence of a long-term increase from levels of about 25 mg/l in

early 1991 to 65 mg/l at present, which coincides with the long-term increase of CI

and Cl/Mg. During 1992, however, silica remained constant at only 25-30 mg/l. This
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is the concentration of SiOz which will result from dissolution of chalced ony (a form

of quartz active at lower temperatures) at about 11O-130°F. An increase of silica

associated with the short-term Cl/Mg anomaly would be reasonable to expect, and the

absence of a short-term silica increase remains unexplained . Analytical error is one

possibility. The higher SiOz at MW-l and MW-3 (also on figure 3.9) is probably the

effect of dissolving volcanic glass, which is more soluble than quartz.

An ongoing hydrology study of the Kilauea area by the USGS includes stable

isotope and trit ium used as tracers for movement of groundwater (Scholl et al., 1993).

In particular, an effort is being made to quantify the effects of dikes in the rift zones

as barriers and semi-barriers for regional groundwater flow and/or conduits for the

dike-confined flow. A high-level water table had been proposed by Jackson and

Kauahikaua (1990), based upon mapping by Schlumberger and TDEM sounding

techniques; they attributed the cause to impoundment by impermeable lateral

structures (i.e., dikes) intruded into faults in the highly permeable volcanic pile.

Considerable sampling of precipitation (250 locations), coastal springs and wells

(29 sites) has been done for the study. This work indicates that rift zones are not

barriers to flow, but are lower in permeability than the surrounding groundwater

system. Further, the rift zone groundwater is partly isolated from the regional system.

Water from recharge zones at 1,300 to 2,800 feet discharges within and south of the

KERZ in 10 to 20 years . This would equate to an average flow rate of slightly in

excess of one mile per year.
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In the KERZ, there is neither a shallow water table nore any surface

manifestations of hydrothermal activity as hot springs and fumaroles; therefore,

exploration to detect trace-level emissions of volatile species has been done in the

form of soil surveys for mercury (Hg) and radon FRn). Cox (1980, 1981) conducted

reconnaissance-level sampling at spacings of about 1,500 to 2,500 feet (Hg) and 3,000

to 5,000 feet FRn), in the lower KERZ.

Reducing the Hg data to remove strong background effects of soil chemistry

was particularly difficult; the reduced data presented "a pattern of anomalous Hg

overall (which) indicates Hg leakage in ground gas from fractures within the rift zone

and tends to reinforce the model of a rift-controlled reservoir" (Cox, 1981). There

were localized variations, some of which may be related to the influence of specific

fractures, but most of which appeared to be a function of problems with data

reduction. The major Hg anomaly included the location of HGP-A.

The 222Rn survey was regarded by Cox (1980) as somewhat more successful in

defining zones of possible deep permeability and thermal activity. There are several

anomalies, all within the KERZ, encompassing the locations of HGP-A and the PGV

wells. The anomalies were interpreted to be zones of high temperature and structural

permeability, allowing ground-gas movement (outgassing of deep vapor bearing 222Rn)

which is detectable near the surface (Cox, 1980). However, D. Thomas (oral

communication, 1991) suspects that the anomalies are created by variations in local,

shallow subsurface permeability, and do not necessarily indicate good exploration

targets.
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The 222Rn and Hg surveys both allow correlations between gas anomalies and

the KERZ, and show an anomaly at the proven HGP-A and PGV wellfield.

However , the HGP-A discovery was made without the benefit of these data, and the

PGV discovery wells probably also were sited using other criteria. The unproductive,

deep Lanipuna wells just south and southeast of the wellfield are at the edge or

outside of the anomalies. This may encourage the siting of future exploration wells

within the 222Rn anomalies, the Hg data being too uncertain for such use. However,

the actual utility of the soil chemistry data as a tool for siting wells and proving deep,

productive reservoir(s) remains to be established. Data from drilling into the other

222Rn anomalies are needed.

3.3 Summary

Of the many geophysical anomalies defined by these surveys, SP anomalies

appear to be most closely associated with geothermal features, both in the Kilauea

crater area, and in the KERZ. Indeed, the discovery well of the Puna field (HGP-A)

was sited in part on the basis of a large SP anomaly located north of the Puulena

Craters (figure 3.1). The hole was not sited directly on the anomaly because a lease

for an appropriate site could not be obtained. A subsequent well, Lanipuna 1, was

sited on the anomaly, and was hot but dry.

The anomaly most closely associated with the surface trace of the main eruptive

fissure zone shown in figure 3.1 is a chemical anomaly caused by the concentration of

mercury in near-surface soil samples. Again, as with the aeromagnetic anomaly , this

anomaly shows the NW-trending discontinuity near HGP-A; this discontinuity was

presumed to be caused by a fault offsetting the rift trend. The highest concentrations
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of soil mercury, however, are not in the area of offset, but over the NE-trending

fissure just to the northeast of the presently drilled area.

In summary, the geophysical and geochemical surveys completed in the KERZ

show several anomalies. However, these anomalies do not coincide with each other

in area, and cannot be used with confidence to delineate the reservoir, nor do they

have sufficient resolution to be useful for well siting. Additional geophysical surveys

are not recommended for well siting but may be useful for further structural analysis.

A new summary (Kauahikaua, 1993) has put the survey results in perspective. The

application of these techniques in conceptual modeling of the KERZ is presented in

Chapter 5.
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4. HISTORY AND RESULTS OF DRILLING, WELL TESTING
AND PRODUCTION

4.1 History of Drilling in the KERZ

Five different operators have drilled 18 deep holes into the KERZ since 1976,

in the greater Puna area and to the west in the KMERZ (Kilauea Middle East Rift

Zone). Basic well data are included in table 4.1, and well locations are shown on

figures 3.1, 4.1 and 4.2. The first figure shows wellhead locations throughout the

KERZ; the last two show the PGV development area in greater detail, and include

the surface projections of the traces of deviated wells. Completion data and all

available downhole pressure and temperature surveys from many of these wells are

included in the Appendix. Abbreviated well histories are described below.

Twelve wells have proven the existence of hot water and steam beneath the

Puna area at temperatures reaching 680°F. Most major productive zones lie 4,000 to

7,000 feet below the ground surface (4,546 to 4,564 feet in KS-9, 5,026 to 5,083 feet

in KS-10), but there is local permeability as shallow as 1,800 feet (in KS-7) and 3,400

feet (in KS-8 and KS-9). Five wells have been produced or tested at potentials of

about 3 MW, but two of these have been abandoned and two converted to injection.

One well, KS-8, scheduled as an injector, showed much larger potential, but was

abandoned due to mechanical problems. KS-9 and KS-lO were drilled close to KS-8,

to intersect the same productive zone of the reservoir, and each of these wells were

initially capable of producing at more than 25 MW. Additional injection wells have

been drilled or converted from potential production wells, so that the PGV project
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now has two production wells (KS -9 and KS-10) and three injection wells (KS-1A,

KS-3 and KS-4).

4.1.1 Holes Spudded 1976-1985

The Puna discovery well HGP-A was drilled for the State of Hawaii in 1976

and was used to supply a 3 MW demonstration plant from 1982 to 1989. This well

was temporarily plugged between November 28 and December 1, 1994, with an

inflatable packer set at 2,972 feet overlain by sand and cement plugs. The top of the

cement plug is at 2,700 feet.

Between 1981 and 1984, Barnwell Industries drilled three test wells and a

sidetrack: Ashida 1, Lanipuna 1, Lanipuna 1 ST and Lanipuna 6. None could

sustain a commercially useful flow, but temperatures in excess of 685°P were

measured at the bottom of Lanipuna 1, and 5500P was measured at the bottom of

Ashida 1. Lanipuna 6 was comparatively cold (335°F) but may be usable as an

injection well.

Thermal Power Company drilled and tested three wells on its Kapoho State

(KS) lease between 1981 and 1985. KS-1 and KS-2 were capable of producing about

3.2 MW and 2 MW, respectively, but both wells sustained mechanical damage and

have been plugged and abandoned. Well KS-1A was drilled in 1985 to 6,505 feet and

fitted with a 7-inch slotted liner hung from 3,895 feet within 9-5/8 inch cemented

casing. This well was tested at 3.2 MW, but was found to be damaged and was

suspended by plugging with cement near the bottom of the casing. In 1991 and 1992

PGV repaired and converted it to an injection well, and it now serves in that capacity.
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The 1991 workover of KS-IA was undertaken to repair and isolate damage to

the 9-5/8-inch casing and to solve other problems, and a 7-inch liner was cemented

from the surface to 3,510 feet on March 31, 1991. It was then discovered that the 7

inch slotted liner hung deeper in the hole had apparently parted at 6,112 feet, and

the hole was very tight below that depth. Starting on April 6, the liner was milled

from 6,112 feet to 6,400 feet, but then the drill string and 6-inch tapered mill became

stuck, and 311 feet of fish were left in the hole, from 5,745 feet to 6,056 feet, on

April 21, 1991. Completion details are shown on the downhole summary plot in the

Appendix.

On October 28, 1992, a 5-inch hangdown liner was installed from surface to

3,742 feet . The annular space around this liner is kept pressurized with nitrogen to

prevent accumulation of H2S.

4.1.2 Holes Spudded 1989-1991

KMERZ A-1 was drilled from 1989 to 1991 by True/Mid-Pacific Geothermal,

on a leasehold about eight miles west of the PGV project area. The original hole,

one sidetrack and three redrills were drilled with considerable difficulty, marked by

episodes of stuck drill pipe, premature liner hanger setting, stuck casing, shallow

zones of lost circulation, and drill pipe twist-offs. Some hot and permeable zones

were encountered, but productivity was apparently limited. What is known of the

drilling history from the relatively sketchy and incomplete data in the public domain

is summarized below.

KMERZ A-I OH was spudded on November 12, 1989, and eventually drilled

to a total depth of 8,651 feet on March 4, 1990. Lost circulation was reported at
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depths less than 6,000 feet , but there is no record of surface steam production. The

first sidetrack was drilled between January 1990 and March 1990 from a window

milled in the 13-3/8-inch casing at 3,495 feet. It reached a depth of 8,741 feet and is

the deepest of any of the legs of KMERZ A-I. Some steam entries were reported

between about 7,100 and 8,100 feet. The hole was directed southward, and horizontal

departure was 2,044 feet at total depth.

KMERZ A-1 RD 2 was drilled toward the east to a depth of 7,824 feet in

March and April 1990, with horizontal departure of 2,776 feet at total depth.

Numerous steam entries were reported between about 6,000 and 7,600 feet. The

third redrill was drilled in August and September 1990, from 2,734 to 7,658 feet in

depth, also from a window cut in the 13-3/8-inch casing. Its direction was northeast

ward; horizontal departure was 2,269 feet at total depth. Several steam entries were

reported at about 7,550 feet. There was considerable bridging in the hole.

KMERZ A-1 RD 4 was drilled in October and November 1990. It was kicked

off from RD 3 at a depth of 5,400 feet and reached a total depth of 7,850 feet. Its

direction was northeastward, twinning RD 3, with a horizontal departure of 2,434 feet

at total depth. Problems were encountered with sticking the drill pipe . Steam entries

were reported near bottom hole and incomplete descriptions of completion testing

indicate that the well produced steam at a rate of 40,000 lbs/hour with wellhead (or

flowline) conditions of 248°P and 18 psig.

While True/Mid-Pacific was drilling in the KMERZ, The State of Hawaii

drilled three core holes to delineate subsurface temperature and determine lithologic

and hydrologic properties. The holes were tested by injection. Two of these

"Scientific Observation Holes" are located in the lower KERZ (SOH 1 and SOH 2),
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while the third (SOH 4) is located between the PGV area and the True/Mid-Pacific

well (figure 3.1).

SOH-4 was drilled first, at a site about 2-1/2 miles east of the True/Mid-Pacific

KMERZ A-I drilling site. The well was completed on May 20, 1990, to a depth of

6,562 feet. Partial and total losses of circulation were observed during drilling.

SOH-l is located approximately 2,000 feet north of the PGV power plant site

and completed at a total depth of 4,426 feet on January 6, 1991. During drilling,

partial losses of circulation were encountered, mainly below 3,900 feet. The

maximum measured temperature of 408°P indicates that the geothermal reservoir

being produced by PGV probably does not extend as far north as the SOH-l site.

SOH-2 was completed on June 4, 1991, to a depth of 6,802 feet. The well is

located in the lower KERZ, approximately three miles northeast of SOH-I. The

maximum measured temperature, two days after the well had been drilled and prior

to the injection test, was 661°F. Both partial and total losses of circulation were

recorded while drilling.

PGV drilled KS-3, KS-7 and KS-8 during 1990 and 1991. All three wells

intercepted potentially productive targets in the geothermal reservoir, but also

sustained damage. KS-3 has been converted to an injector. KS-7 suffered a shallow

blow-out and was plugged and abandoned. KS-8 sustained a major blow-out, was

repaired, tested, placed in production, damaged, then plugged and abandoned.

Because of the extraordinary problems surrounding the drilling and testing of KS-8, it

is described in greater detail than the other wells.
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KS-3 was designed for production and spudded on October 17, 1990. A 9-5/8

inch casing was cemented to 3,897 feet , in two stages with a tie-back at 1,972 feet, on

December 21-26. Between December 27 and January 9, 1991, the hole was drilled

to 7,406 feet, where the string drill became stuck. A fish was left in the hole from

6,895 feet to TD. On January 17, 1991, a cement pill was set from 4,824 feet to 4,276

feet, apparently to stabilize zone(s) of sloughing; on drill-out, the top of cement was

found at 4,652 feet and the bottom at 4,835 feet. A 7-inch slotted liner was hung

from 3,767 feet to 6,835 feet, an injection test was undertaken, and the rig was

released January 24, 1991.

On August 27, 1992, workover operations were started to repair a damaged

zone in the 9-5/8-inch casing at 2,500 feet. Cement was squeezed into the break and

a 7-inch casing was run to 3,724 feet and cemented to the surface (complete October

3). A 5-inch hang-down liner was then run from the surface to 3,717 feet. As in well

KS-1A, the space between the 5-inch liner and the 7-inch casing is kept pressurized

with nitrogen to prevent HzS from accumulating in the annulus.

KS-7 was designed to be an injection well with a target in the fracture zone at

the southern part of the leasehold, near Lanipuna-6, but encountered lost circulation

at 1,060 feet and 1,550 feet and a drilling break starting at 1,605 feet. Drilling was

suspended at 1,668 feet due to production of high-pressure steam and gas, and the

well has been plugged and abandoned.

KS-8 was spudded on May 1, 1991. The well was planned as a replacement for

the abandoned injector KS-7. A 13-3/8-inch casing was cemented at 2,128 feet and a

12-114-inch deviated (directional) hole was drilled below. Starting at 3,401 feet , the

well began to produce geothermal fluid, and cement plugs were set at 3,401 feet and
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3,350 feet. During drilling at 3,488 feet , at 2316 hours on June 12, 1991, the well

blew out, flowing uncontrolled until 1000 hours on June 14, because of damage to the

blow-out prevention equipment. This event has been the subject of regulatory and

independent consultant investigations.

From June 14 onwards, KS-8 was kept under control by pumping cold water at

pressures as high as 2,000 psi down the drill pipe (still in the hole and held in place

by the pipe rams of the blow-out preventer), and down the annular space between the

drill pipe and the 13-3/8-inch casing. The well was recovered after installation of

wellhead "snubbing" equipment (July 29), which allowed removal of the drill pipe and

bit (August 27).

The well repair was difficult and slow. Seven-inch casing with float valve

collars was run to 3,375 feet (upper float valve at 3,332 feet) on August 30. Pumping

water down the casing and annulus and spotting mud on the bottom failed to kill the

well. Several cement jobs (September 4, 6 and 7) succeeded in getting "good" cement

from 2,100 to 2,670 feet and "fair" cement from 2,670 feet to 2,770 feet , as indicated

by the September 9 cement bond log. A bridge plug was set in the 7-inch casing at

3,222 feet and cement emplaced above, to 2,877 feet (September 9, 10). The 7-inch

casing was backed-off (detached) at 2,060 feet and pulled from the hole (September

11, 12). The hole still tended to flow.

A cement plug was emplaced and its top tagged at 1,903 feet (September 13),

and another was emplaced above (September 14). A new wellhead and BOP were

installed (September 16-18). Cement was tagged at 1,758 feet (September 19) and

drilled out to 2,073 feet (September 20). The 7-inch casing was milled off to 2,072

feet and a 2oo-foot section of 7-inch casing attached to its top (September 23, 24). A
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9-5/8-inch casing was run to 2,072 feet , enclosing the top 200 feet of 7-inch casing.

Cement was emplaced in the annular space between the 13-3/8-inch and 9-5/8-inch

casings, as well as the space between the 9-5/8-inch and 7-inch casings where they

overlapped (September 24). The 7-inch casing was then drilled out to 2,881 feet

(September 30).

The well was suspended pending reissuance of permits from October 2, 1991 to

February 29, 1992. When operations resumed, a leak was found in the 7-inch casing

at 2,072 feet (March 9) and cement was squeezed into this zone (March 10, 11).

There were numerous tight spots and damage in the 7-inch casing, especially near

2,300 feet, where milling produced new formation cuttings (March 15-26). A cement

plug was set in the 7-inch casing with its top at 2,363 feet and cement was squeezed

into the damaged zone(s) from 2,039 feet to the top of the plug (March 27-31).

More damage was found upon drilling out the cement in the 7-inch casing below

2,850 feet (April 3-5). A 5-inch casing was run and cemented from 1,381 feet to

2,808 feet (April 6-8), and the hole was cleaned out to 2,906 feet (April 9).

From April 10 to July 19, 1992, operations were suspended under a temporary

restraining order. Upon resuming activity, the well was cleaned out below 2,900 feet.

On August 2, it was discovered that the master valve was damaged and that the 7

inch casing had parted at 3,033 feet , with the top of stub below at 3,185 feet. The

top of the well was plugged with cement pumped through the side valve and the

cement was displaced with water (August 3). A new valve was installed and the

cement plug was cleaned out. A top master valve, flow tee, flow line and throttling

valve were installed (August 4-12). A flow test was run August 12-20, 1992, including

flow to the power plant starting August 13. The rig was released August 24.
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A second flow test began on October 22, 1992. After 16 hours of flow, the

wellhead had risen 17 inches, which could have resulted from thermal expansion of

the top 400+ feet of the 13-3/8-inch casing. On November 1, the wellhead rose an

additional four inches after the well had been briefly shut-in and then allowed to flow

at a "bleed" rate of 30,000 lbs/hour. The 21-inch "growth" of the wellhead may have

resulted from thermal expansion of 500+ feet of casing at 620°F. On November 2,

the well was shut in. A leak from the annular space between the 13-3/8-inch and 20

inch casings then developed, a leak at the kill line inlet worsened, and there was fear

of a leak in the 9-5/8-inch casing. The well was plugged with cement on November 3

and 4, 1992.

On April 12, 1993, operations to completely plug and abandon KS-8 were

started. It was discovered that the 9-5/8-inch casing had collapsed from 586 feet to

600 feet. The hole was milled and cleaned to the top of the 5-inch casing at 1,381

feet and 7-inch casing was run and cemented to 1,239 feet . After cleaning out to

2,621 feet; a cement plug was set below 2,159 feet and perforated 5-inch casing was

set at 2,100 feet. Cement was squeezed into the formation at 2,500 psi and the inside

of hole was cemented in stages to surface. The wellhead was cut off and rig was

released April 30.

4.1.3 Holes Spudded 1992-1993

PGV drilled well KS-4 for injection and wells KS-9 and KS-lO for production

during 1992 and 1993. KS-4 proved capable of taking about 100% of the total

injection capacity needed by the power plant. KS-9 was productive and supplied the

power plant starting April 22, 1993 from a production zone at 4,546 to 4,564 feet
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depth. KS-I0 encountered total lost circulation at bottom hole (5,026 to 5,083 feet)

and was also found to be a productive well.

KS-4 was spudded on September 13, 1992. Water samples were obtained by

bailing at 650 feet on September 17. Drilling breaks at 1,070 to 1,075 feet and 1,085

to 1,090 feet were cemented off. A 13-3/8-inch casing was set and cemented to 2,043

feet on October 16, and additional cement was squeezed into the formation near the

casing shoe on October 19. Drilling proceeded with full returns to 3,930 feet and a 9

5/8-inch liner was run and cemented from 1,830 feet to 3,925 feet on October 28.

Additional cement was squeezed into the liner lap at 1,830 feet. A 8-l/2-inch hole

was drilled to 4,579 feet (October 31), where a small flow occurred while completing

a directional measurement. A 9-5/8-inch tie-back casing was then run and cemented

from 1,830 feet to the surface .

Directional drilling then began from a depth of 4,579 feet. There were full

returns to 6,585 feet, where partial losses of circulation began. There was a total loss

of circulation at 6,592 feet (November 18). Drilling with partial returns proceeded to

6,796 feet, and a three-hour injection test was performed. A 7-inch slotted liner was

hung from 3,838 feet to 6,791 feet, and blank 7-inch liner was run from the surface to

3,800 feet (November 24). Nitrogen was pumped into the annular space between the

9-5/8-inch casing and the 7-inch liner, and the rig was released on November 29,

1992.

KS-9 was spudded on December 6, 1992. Water samples were collected by

bailing at 670 feet. There were no returns to 946 feet, where the 20-inch casing was

set and cemented. Drilling proceeded with partial losses and a total loss zone was

encountered at 1,620 feet, where several cement jobs were done. Drilling with partial
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losses proceeded to 2,050 feet ; 13-3/8-inch casing was then run and cemented to the

surface with good returns (December 26). Cement was drilled out and more cement

was squeezed at the casing shoe. A directional 12-1I4-inch hole was drilled below

2,103 feet. Drilling breaks were found at 3,250 to 3,327 feet and 3,327 to 3,329 feet

with some pressure build-up and flow at 3,329 feet. A cement plug was set from

3,201 feet to TD. Cement was drilled to 3,235 feet and a 9-5/8-inch liner was set and

cemented from 1,798 to 3,225 feet with good returns. After testing the liner lap, a 9

5/8-inch tie-back casing was run and cemented from the surface to 1,798 feet.

An 8-112 inch hole was drilled to 4,181 feet with full returns and small gas kicks

at 3,587 feet and 3,656 feet. Small losses developed at 4,181 feet while the hole was

being conditioned for 7-inch casing, so a cement pill was emplaced and later drilled

out from 4,080 feet to 4,170 feet. A 7-inch liner was run and cemented from 3,024

feet to 4,169 feet , with good returns. Additional cement was squeezed into the liner

lap to 2,500 psi. A 6-inch hole was drilled from 4,182 feet to 4,545 feet with full

returns. Total lost circulation was encountered at 4,546 feet and the well was drilled

blind to a total depth of 4,564 feet where it began to flow. The well was killed and

the rig released on January 25, 1993.

KS-9 was worked over from February 28 to April 4, 1993, to place a temporary

plug in the well and replace approximately three feet of damaged 13-3/8-inch casing

immediately below the wellhead. The operation was successful, the well displaced

with nitrogen to 4,169 feet, and the rig released. A second workover was undertaken

in late 1994 to remove some tools which had become stuck in the well while running

temperature and pressure surveys.
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KS-I0 was spudded on February 1, 1993 and drilled to 206 feet, where it was

plugged and abandoned. The rig was skidded and the hole re-started. When the new

hole reached 977 feet , water samples were bailed from 600 feet. There was difficulty

with sloughing at 960 feet. A 20-inch casing was run and cemented to 954 feet, and

additional cement squeezed at the shoe. A 17-l/2-inch hole was drilled to 2,055 feet

with full returns. The 13-3/8-inch casing was run and cemented from the surface to

2,048 feet, and additional cement was squeezed at the casing shoe. A 12-l/4-inch

hole was drilled to 2,180 feet with some losses, and a directional hole was drilled with

two twist-offs but full returns to 4,037 feet. A 9-5/8-inch casing was run and cement

ed from 1,846 feet to 4,033 feet, and a 9-5/8-inch tie-back was run and cemented

from the surface to 1,846 feet.

A 8-l/2-inch hole was then drilled to 4,692 feet with full returns. A 7-inch

casing was run and cemented with good returns from 3,798 feet to 4,692 feet. A 6

inch hole was drilled with full returns to 5,026 feet where a total loss of circulation

occurred. Blind drilling proceeded to 5,083 feet. The drill string was pulled out of

the hole, and the well was controlled by injecting cool water at a rate of 7 bbls/min at

43 psi wellhead pressure. The rig was released April 8, 1993.

4.2 Summary of Well Test Results

Detailed analyses of the test results for wells completed prior to 1992 are

included in the September 1992 Annual Report prepared by GeothermEx for

DBEDT. The following sections summarize the information gained from these tests

and presents all available data from tests of more recent wells.
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The Puna discovery well HGP-A was tested in 1976, using the James method

with a weirbox. Results showed a total flow rate between 114,000 to 120,000 lbs/hour

at a wellhead pressure of 59 psig. Enthalpy measurements indicated two-phase flow

from the reservoir. From 1982 to 1989, the well supplied to a 3 MW demonstration

plant at 82% capacity factor. There was no decline in flow rate during this period,

but the chemistry of the produced fluid changed from an initially dilute composition

toward an altered seawater composition.

Hot water was initially produced during tests of KS-1 and KS-2 in 1981 and

1982, but the wellflow quickly changed to steam. Further testing using a flash separa

tor confirmed this condition. KS-1 was tested five times between October 14 and

November 10, 1981. Another short-term test was attempted in December 1981, but it

became apparent that the well was damaged. Repairs were done and a further series

of tests was conducted in August 1982. During these tests, the maximum measured

production rate was approximately 70,000 lbs/hour at 120 psig wellhead pressure, and

a maximum temperature of 650°F was measured at 6,400 feet. Output was estimated

to be approximately 3 MW. Under shut-in conditions, the wellhead pressure would

increase rapidly, until it reached an equilibrium point at which the water level in the

well was depressed to the level of the 9-5/8-inch casing shoe. A temperature and

pressure survey run in February 1983 showed that the well had developed another

casing leak at 670 feet. As discussed above, the well has since been plugged and

abandoned.

KS-2 was tested several times during 1982. A maximum temperature of 670°F

was measured at 6,900 feet. The longest test was conducted in June, and pressure
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recovery was measured afterwards . During this test, the flow rate stabilized at about

150,000 lbs/hour at 150 psig wellhead pressure, a significantly higher rate than had

been measured in KS-l. In July 1982, a temp erature survey indicated a casing leak at

an approximate depth of 1,000 feet. Another flow test was conducted, despite the

casing leak, during July and August 1982. During this period, the behavior of the

well clearly showed that it was affected by the leak, yielding only 35,000 lbs/hour at a

fairly low wellhead pressure. The well was later plugged and abandoned.

Well KS-IA was tested with a flash separator during October 1985.

Temperature measurements, performed during and after the test, indicated a

maximum temperature of 6700P at 6,500 feet (bottomhole). Unlike wells KS-1 and

KS-2, well KS-1A continually produced a mixture of about 75% steam and 25%

water. Analysis of the flow data indicated that the well could produce up to 3.1 MW.

A spinner survey run during the test of KS-IA showed that about 50% of its

total volumetric flow came from 4,500 to 5,500 feet, with the rest coming from zones

below 6,300 feet. An injection falloff test and a buildup survey were conducted at the

end of the test, but these transient pressure data could not be analyzed because of

certain wellbore effects; therefore, no estimates of reservoir flow capacity could be

made . KS-1A has since been converted to an injector.

The SOH wells were not permitted for flow tests, and consequently were tested

by injection. Temperature surveys were conducted during injection and under static

conditions. The maximum temperature in hole SOH-1 was 408°P, measured at a

depth of 5,500 feet. A permeable fracture was observed at depths between 4,180 and

4,220 feet , at temperatures of less than 200°F. Using the drilling rig pumps, a total of

20,170 gallons of cool water were injected into SOH-1 at two rates (80 and 110 gpm),
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and the pressure falloff after cessation of injection was observed for about 75

minutes . Analysis of these data indicate a reservoir flow capacity of 6,100 md-feet

and a high wellbore skin factor, indicating some kind of flow restriction in the near

wellbore region.

In well SOH-2, the maximum recorded temperature is 661°F at 6,782 feet.

Overall, the permeability is low; however, losses of circulation were noted during

drilled between 4,200 and 4,900. Upon completion, several temperature surveys were

run and an injection test was undertaken. A total of 23,000 gallons of water were

injected at two rates (150 and 270 gpm) and nine hours of pressure fall-off data were

collected. The analysis of the pressure were collected. The analysis of the pressure

transient data indicate a double-porosity system, with a reservoir flow capacity of

1,300 md·feet and a near-zero skin factor . The temperatures in this zone range from

280°F to 420°F.

In hole SOH-4, a maximum temperature of 576°F was recorded at a point

below 6,400 in feet depth. Low permeability was indicated by a conductive

temperature profile. Instrumentation problems prevented analysis of the first

injection test (three hours of injection followed by eight hours of pressure fall-off). A

second test (one hour of injection followed by two hours of pressure fall-off) was too

short to yield any useful data. Some months later, another injection test was

undertaken, during which a total of 68,700 gallons of water were injected at two rates

(147 and 230 gpm). Pressure fall-off was then monitored for about four hours . The

results indicate a flow capacity of 1,360 md-feet and a wellbore skin factor of -2.4.

The latter indicates enhancement of flow in the near-wellbore region.
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The True KMERZ A-1 well has been tested, but very little data are available.

The original hole, its sidetrack and redrills may be able to support about 3 MW of

power production. This number must be used with caution, pending release of more

comprehensive test results.

The following observations were provided. Steam entries mainly occurred at

elevations between -6,000 and -7,000 feet (relative to mean sea level, rnsl). Fluids

reaching the surface were "90% steam". RD 2 apparently was tested through a 6-inch

orifice; the only reported results of the test were "17.2 psi and 247°F?" (Drilling

Superintendents's log). When RD 3 was tested, "lots of rocks and dirt" were

produced, and then the well died. The flow temperature was reported to be 213°F.

After a 7-inch liner was installed in RD 4, it was flowed through an orifice plate at

10,000 to 15,000 lbs/hour at temperatures as high as 261°F. Lost circulation, but no

steam entries, had been reported by the mud .loggers.

PGV well KS-3 was tested during 25-31 March, 1991, after running a shut-in

temperature survey which indicated a maximum downhole temperature of 664°F.

Flowing wellhead pressures ranged from about 100 to 600 psi. Results indicated that

the well would be initially capable of producing about 3.2 MW, but pressure

drawdown at the bottom of the well was very high (approximately 560 psi). Flowing

surveys indicated that both water and steam entered the wellbore; the fluid produced

at the wellhead was more than 80% steam. Pressure buildup data were collected

upon shut-in, but for an insufficient time to allow reservoir conditions to be properly

evaluated. Estimates of reservoir flow capacity are very low (240 to 750 md-feet),

which is consistent with the measured pressure draw-downs and total flow rates.
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As discussed above, well KS-8 blew out in June 1991. Although no formal

testing procedures could be implemented, the well's capacity was estimated by PGV's

estimated consultants using the known downhole temperature and by making certain

assumptions about other conditions. Wellbore simulation indicated expected

capacities of 14 MW and 20 MW for 7-inch and 9-5/8-inch production casings,

respectively.

The first controlled test of well KS-8 started after the well was repaired with a

5-inch liner. The well was opened on August 12, 1992, and on August 13 the

wellflow was shifted to the power plant. Wells KS-1A and KS-3 were used as

injectors. The test was terminated on August 18 because of problems at the power

plant. The test is described in "Data report on testing and production characteristics

of PGV well #KS-8, 12 August to 18 August, 1992", dated 12 October, 1992. The

salient points of this report are summarized below.

During August 1992, well KS-8 flowed at rates ranging from 100,000 to 300,000

lbs/hour at wellhead pressures of 1,100 to 1,900 psig. Total flow enthalpy was about

1,088 Btu/lb and was found to be independent of flowrate. Flowing conditions at the

production horizon were about 2,100 psi and 635°P. Projections of the measured data

indicated that the well would produce about 290,000 lbs/hour steam and 50,000

lbslhour water at 230 psig wellhead pressure. Wellbore simulation model indicated

that KS-8's production capacity would be 18 MW with a 7-inch diameter production

casing, and 44 MW with a 9-5/8-inch diameter production casing. The produced

water was very dilute, and the total flow carried about 1,300 ppm H2S and 300 ppm

CO2, All of the gas appeared to dissolve in the liquid phase of the injection system at

pressures above about 40 psig, and no gas cap was detected in either injection well

during injection or after shut-in.
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KS-8 was flowed again starting October 22, 1992. Electric power was produced

until November 1, when mechanical damage forced the shut-in and eventual

abandonment of the well. During the flow period, the wellhead pressure was 1,600 to

1,900 psig, and the steam flow rate was 50,000 to 180,000 lbs/hour. The deliverability

(flow rate versus wellhead pressure) curve of the well was exactly the same as

measured in August.

KS-9 was flowed as a clean-out test for four hours on April 20, 1993. It

produced 180,000 lbs/hour of a high-enthalpy, steam-water mix at a wellhead pressure

of 1,900 psi. Fluids samples were taken for chemical analysis. The well was then

placed in continuous production to the PGV power plant, with electricity being

produced to the HELeO grid at 1600 hrs on April 22.

KS-lO was flowed as a clean-out test for three hours on June 17, 1993,

producing between 18,000 and 80,000 lbs/hour. Fluids samples were taken. The well

was then opened to the PGV plant on June 18, joining KS-9 as the second production

well.

4.2.2 Injection Tests

The injection requirement for the 25 MW (net) PVG development is

approximately 1,400 gallons per minute (gpm). The three wells available and

permitted for injection are KS-1A, KS-3 and KS-4. All were originally shown to have

good mechanical integrity, meaning that casing and cement were regarded as

adequate to prevent a flow of injected fluid into zones above the production casing

shoe. Each well has been fitted with a 5-inch or 7-inch blank liner which hangs from
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the surface to the casing shoe , and the annular space between this liner and the

casing is kept pressurized with nitrogen to prevent gas accumulation.

Short-term injection falloff tests of wells KS-1A and KS-3 were undertaken in

March 1992. Well KS-3 was tested again in October 1992, and KS-4 was tested in

January 1993. Wells KS-1A and KS-3 were used for injection from the power plant

during the August 1992 and the October-November 1992 flow tests of well KS-8, and

all three wells have been in use since power production started in April 1993.

The experience prior to April 1993 indicated the following capacities for each

of the injection wells.

Well Capacity, calculated at Percent of plant

150 psig wellhead requirement

pressure

KS-1A 425 gpm 35%

KS-3 200 gpm 16%

KS-4 1,200 gpm 100%

4.3 Summary of Production!Injection History

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 present the PGV power generation data, through October

1994 as gross and net megawatts produced, respectively. These figures show that the

project has maintained a generation level of 28 to 29 MW (gross) and 26 to 28 MW

(net) since production began in April 1993, except for two periods. The first was in
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mid-1994, when well KS-9 was throttled back to avoid blowing out some tools which

became stuck in the well at a depth of 415 feet while running a temp erature survey

on April 14, 1994. The second is the maintenance outage later in 1994, during which

KS-9 was worked over to restore its productivity and the injection pipeline was re

built. Maximum generation was 32 MW (gross) in July 1993.

Figures 4.5 and 4.6 present the production histories of wells KS-9 and KS-I0 ,

respectively, including steam and brine flow rates (in thousand lbs/hour), wellhead

temperature eF) and wellhead pressure (psig). With the exception of the throttled

period discussed above, output from well K-9 has been relatively stable to date . An

abrupt increase in brine production rate in well KS-I0 is apparent in November 1993,

followed by a period of stabilized brine production until March 1994, when brine

rates increased again. As of October 1994, the wells was producing brine at an

average rate of 250,000 lbs/hour, with a wellhead pressure of 700 psig.

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 present chemical data from the KS-9 and KS-I0 brine from

November 1993 through July 1994, including chloride (CI, mg/l), acidity (pH), and

electrical conductivity (EC, mho) . Figure 5.3 confirms that KS-9 has continually

produced a two phase mixture which is predominantly steam, as indicated by its

stable, low CI content. In contrast, CI in well KS-I0 gradually increased from about

11,000 to 15,000 mg/l during the first half of 1994, decreasing thereafter to about

13,500 mg/I. The Cl content of sea water is about 18,000 mg/l. The higher CI in well

KS-I0 is an effect of increased brine production. It is possible that brine production

will increase in well KS-9 as the steam dominated zone in the upper part of the Puna

reservoir becomes depleted, permitting deeper brines to be produced by both wells.
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Figures 4.7 through 4.10 present the wellhead pressures and injection rates

versus time for injection wells KS-1A, KS-3 and KS-4, respectively. These figures

show that since the maintenance shut-down in August and September 1994, wellhead

pressures have increased, possibly in response to the higher brine production in well

KS-10. If well KS-9 produces more brine in the future, another increase in wellhead

pressure may occur. Average injection rates as of October 1994 ranged from 200

gallons per minute (gpm) in well KS-3 to nearly 1,000 gpm in well KS-4.
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5. CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF THE GEOTHERMAL RESOURCE

5.1 Geologic Framework

The Puna geothermal field is located within the KERZ on the eastern side of

Kilauea volcano (figure 2.1). The KERZ extends from Kilauea's central caldera in a

25-mile linear course to the NE coast of the Island of Hawaii, with a further 43-mile

submarine extension. In the area explored by deep drilling (figure 3.1), the rift is

about 15 miles wide, as indicated by both surface morphology and geophysical

(aeromagnetic and gravity) anomalies.

At the surface, the KERZ is marked by open fissures and lines of cinder and

spatter cones (figure 5.1). From knowledge of older rifts in the Hawaiian Islands,

now exposed by erosion, rift zones in the subsurface consist of sets of fractures filled

by swarms of closely spaced, nearly vertical, and nearly parallel dikes. In the central

part of a main fissure zone, the number of dikes typically ranges between 100 and 200

per mile of zone width, with a maximum of about 1,000 per mile. Individual dikes

average approximately 3 to 5 feet wide. Along the length of the KERZ, including the

Puna area, the most recently active fissures are located on the southern boundary of

the dike complex.

Structural and stratigraphic information for the Puna geothermal field is

obtained from the following sources:

• surface geologic mapping and interpretation of aerial photographs;
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• geophysical surveys, principally gravimetry and passive seismic surveys, and

also aeromagnetic and geoelectrical surveys; and

• lithologic and other logs available from exploration drilling.

5.1.1 Surface Geologic Features

The most important geologic feature within the KERZ relevant to the

geothermal resource is the set of fissures through which lava was erupted in 1955.

The fissures correspond to the most recently heated area of shallow rock and clearly

are relevant to the probable distribution of temperatures along the rift. The surface

traces of these fissures are marked by linear trends of small craters and by small

scarps representing recent fault offsets. The fissures and scarps strike N 60° E in an

en echelon pattern. The locations of some of these features, as well as older cracks

and faults (as mapped from large-scale aerial photographs), are shown in figures 2.2,

3.1 and 5.1.

KS-1 and KS-2 are drilled very close to the fissure zone, which continues in an

en echelon pattern for 3.5 miles to the NE. The fissure zone terminates at the small

crater from which the extensive lava flow of 1960 was erupted. This vent is located

0.8 miles NW of Kapoho crater (figure 5.1).

Just to the SW of KS-1 and HGP-A, the fissure zone is offset 0.8 miles to the

SE (figure 5.1). It has been proposed by a number of geologists and geophysicists

that this offset is an important transverse fault , to which the Puna field is in some way

genetically related. However, there are no NW-trending fractures on the surface to

indicate the presence of a transverse fault , and , as was discussed in Chapter 3, the
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main geophysical and geochemical evidence of its existence are the discontinuities

observed in the patterns of the magnetic and mercury-gas anomalies. The Puu Pilau

fissure, which is discussed below, appears to terminate NE of HGP-A, rather than

extending as far SW as the transverse offset zone .

The main eruptive fissure extends another six miles to the SW, beyond the

NW-trending offset zone; however, no recent eruptions have occurred along the two

mile length nearest the offset. The Puulena Craters (figure 5.1), which parallel the

fissure just to the SW of the offset, are an old feature, with no record of historic

eruptions.

5.1.2 Subsurface Geology

The lithologic logs of all but two of the exploration wells drilled in the KERZ

record a sequence of basalts from the ground surface to their total depth (see the

downhole summary plots in Appendix A). The principal variations consist of the

irregular occurrence of alteration zones, and a gradual decrease in the ratio of

vesicular to non-vesicular lava with depth. A change from sub-aerial to shoreline

deposited flows occurs at about 3,OOa feet in depth, followed by 1,000 feet of

"transition zone" hyaloclastite flows, submarine flows to about 6,500 feet in depth, and

intrusive dikes below 6,500 feet .

The top several hundred feet of the hyaloclastites has been proposed by some

investigators to be a cap rock above the geothermal reservoir. However, KS-7, KS-8

and possibly KS-9 apparently encountered geothermal steam and hot water before

penetrating this zone .
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KMERZ A-1, in addition to penetrating basalts of the Kilauea volcano .

sequence, penetrated limestone (presumably coralline) in two of its legs at about

5,000 to 6,000 feet in depth. It is also probable that the well penetrated pre-Kilauea

(Mauna Loa sequence) volcanic rocks. SOH-4 also penetrated shallow marine

carbonates (coralline limestone?) from about 5,300 to 6,100 feet in depth, and may

possibly have penetrated Mauna Loa shield volcanic rocks.

Another important geological parameter contained on the lithologic logs is the

location of lost circulation zones. This information is included on the downhole

summary plots for each well in the Appendix of this report.

5.2 Reservoir Fluid Chemistry

Water sample data from HGP-A, KS-1A, KS-2, KS-3, KS-8, KS-9, KS-lO,

Lanipuna 1 and Lanipuna 6 are listed in table 3.2. Background information

pertaining to these data is detailed below.

There are numerous published analyses of waters from HGP-A. These data

include many weir samples, and liquid, steam and gas samples collected at

production-line pressure, but do not include stable-isotope analyses. The well was

not precisely flow metered, so the total-flow enthalpy and steam fractions are not well

known. Major ion balances of the published analyses are quite satisfactory. For this

report, HGP-A is represented by selected samples which illustrate the well's chemistry

since it was first tested in 1976, through the beginning of regular production in 1981,

until 1984. More recent data have been published only in summary graphic and

narrative formats (Thomas, 1987b). Analyses of the non-condensible gases are also

available.
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KS-1A was sampled during a flow test in October 1985.

are listed. Gas data also are available.

CG7FIDfi7TJlil
All known analyses

KS-1 was sampled during testing in April and June 1982, but tabulations of

the analyses are not available except for some measurements of Cl. Limited gas data

are available.

KS-2 produced steam with very little water. There is one partial analysis of

the liquid phase, along with analyses of the steam and gases, but the results are

incomplete and were plagued by technical problems (J . Iovenitti, memorandum dated

October 16, 1987).

KS-3 is represented by a set of samples collected during a flow test in March

1991.

Lanipuna 1 and Lanipuna 6 were sampled during brief pumping by air lift.

All analyses are listed.

KS-8 was sampled 16 times during the flow test of August 13-18, 1992. Three

of the water samples obtained are in table 3.2; the others were all similar to these.

As discussed elsewhere, the well always flowed at a very high enthalpy (wellhead

steam fraction of about 90%).

KS-9 and KS-10 were sampled when tested on June 19, 1993, and have been

sampled periodically during production since that time. Some of the samples

represent the combined flow of both wells, taken from the brine accumulator at Pad

A. Table 3.2 does not include field kit measurements of pH, CI, and conductivity in
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samples which PGV has taken from each well several times per week since early ~.,

November 1993. These data are illustrated on graphs which will be discussed below.

Table 3.2 also includes some samples of the water injected back into the

reservoir at KS-IA and KS-3, collected as part of a weekly (later monthly) "geofluids"

sample set (partial analysis), and less frequently as part of a more thorough "VIC

Type 1" sampling protocol (more complete analysis). These data are complete only

through November 1993.

5.2.1 Excess-Steam Effects

Table 3.2 lists water samples as collected. Waters from HGP-A and the KS

series wells were all affected by boiling and separation of steam prior to collection.

Therefore, to compare reservoir conditions at these wells, it is necessary to correct

the sample analyses to reservoir liquid compositions by removing the boiling and

steam-separation effects. This correction is not particularly useful when the liquid

fraction of the wellflow is a very dilute condensate of reservoir steam as at KS-9 and

initially at KS-I0.

A simple boiling correction is done using the steam fraction at separation

pressure. If a well produces only water into the wellbore and boiling does not begin

until the fluid begins ascending the well, then adding .the mass fraction of steam at

separation pressure back into the water composition at separation pressure gives both

total flow composition and reservoir fluid composition.

However, the Puna wells usually have produced a significant amount of

"excess" steam from boiling in the reservoir, in addition to steam formed by boiling in
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the well. For example, at HGP-A there was a total of about 43 wt% steam at a

production separator pressure of 170 psia; and at KS-1A there was about 83 wt%

steam at 170 psia. In both cases the total flow enthalpy exceeds the enthalpy of

liquid water at the pressure and temperature of the reservoir, so "excess" steam must

be present. Some of the excess steam may come from natural two-phase zones in the

reservoir, and some probably forms when reservoir boiling is induced by production.

When excess steam is present, the concentrations of dissolved solids and gases

in the total flow of the well are not the same as in the reservoir prior to well

production. To describe reservoir conditions, it is necessary to know what fraction of

total steam at sampling conditions represents the "excess" steam, and what fraction

represents boiling of reservoir liquid which entered the well.

These fractions can be estimated using either (a) measured production-zone

temperature(s) or (b) chemical geothennometers, to calculate the temperature and

enthalpy of reservoir liquid prior to production. The difference between the enthalpy

of total flow at the wellhead and the enthalpy of the liquid phase downhole is the

amount of excess steam. The reservoir liquid enthalpy value is used to calculate the

steam fraction at sample-separation pressure; and that value, instead of the measured

total steam fraction, is used to correct the sample analyses to pre-flash reservoir

liquid concentrations.

Reasonable corrections often can be obtained using the quartz, adiabatic

geothermometer to measure reservoir liquid enthalpy. However, there are numerous

uncertainties introduced by analytical errors, sampling errors, mixing of fluids from

different production zones , loss of SiO z during scale formation before sampling and

possible well-bore heat loss, which causes condensation of steam in the wellflow. The
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uncertainty is largest for KS-1A, where the very high steam fraction could have JbRL
caused excessive evaporation of the liquid phase . However, the results still allow

gross comparisons between wells, and within individual wells over time.

Table 5.1 shows analyses from HGP-A, KS-1A, KS-3 and KS-10 corrected to

average reservoir-liquid composition, using enthalpy and steam fraction determined

from the quartz, adiabatic geothermometer. Since the method requires an analysis of

Si02 and documentation of separation pressure, samples lacking this information,

including the one sample from KS-2, are omitted. Also omitted are four samples

from KS-1A which contained higher levels of Si02 than possibly can have been

reached at the recorded separation pressure (i.e., calculated reservoir Si02 exceeded

the solubility of quartz in pure water at any temperature), which invalidates the

geothermometer. This indicates errors in Si02 analysis or pressure, or that the

samples underwent excess evaporation, due to effects of reservoir boiling and/or

entrainment of reservoir steam in the wellflow. Samples from KS-3 and KS-lO which

contain anomalously high Si02 are listed with values of -1 replacing the data values.

In the case of KS-lO, the Si02 concentration is just barely above the maximum which

is theoretically possible.

As discussed below, the quartz temperatures obtained from KS-1A and KS-3

are lower by 50°F or more than the probable main reservoir temperature at each well.

If the reservoir-liquid enthalpy (based on quartz temperatures) has been

underestimated, then the steam fraction to correct surface samples to reservoir

conditions has been underestimated as well. For example, the quartz temperatures

for KS-1A yielded steam fractions at sampling pressure of 25 to 30 wt% . In contrast,

a reservoir-liquid temperature of 625°F (before boiling) yields steam fractions of
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about 35 wt%, and this lowers the reservoir concentrations by about 10% to 15%

below the values in table 5.1.

A similar consideration applies to the samples from KS-3, as seen by

comparing parts 2 and 3 of table 5.1. In this case, the samples corrected with quartz

temperature enthalpy appear to be much more saline (CI at 25,000-30,000 ppm-wt)

than the samples corrected with total flow enthalpy (CI at 12,000-14,000 ppm-wt).

5.2.2 Reservoir-Liquid Compositions

Waters

Waters produced by the Puna deep wells divide into two general groups, a

deeper saline sodium-ehloride (Na-Cl) water, and a dilute steam condensate.

HGP-A, KS-1A, KS-2, KS-3, KS-10, Lanipuna 1 and Lanipuna 6 all have

produced the Na-Cl type water. Table 5.1 shows sample analyses after correction for

steam loss using measured or calculated enthalpy, as discussed in section 5.2.1. This

water comes from the deeper, generally liquid-dominated zone, below about -5,000

msl (see section 3.1).

The shallower wells drilled into the steam-dominated Puu Pilau fracture, KS-8

(now abandoned), KS-9 and KS-lO, initially produced a condensate water which is

very low in dissolved solids. As of February 1994, KS-9 continues to produce the

condensate, but KS-10 produces the Na-Cl water.
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The composition of the deeper Na-Cl water is broadly characteristic of

seawater hydrothermally altered during reactions with basaltic rocks, and diluted with

up to 50% meteoric water. The fraction of seawater is very uncertain, because trace

element analyses are scarce and isotope data are non-existent.

The sequence of processes during hydrothermal alteration and dilution is not

clearly established by the water composition, so it is uncertain whether seawater

becomes diluted and then reacts with hot rocks, or dilution follows the principal

hydrothermal reactions. Reaction followed by dilution probably is the dominant

process. Some dilution could be the result of wellbore mixing, but most probably

occurs in the reservoir.

There are strong chemical gradients in the reservoir, implied by changes in

time and space. At HGP-A, the early reservoir CI concentration was 1,700 ppm, and

the overall composition resembled meteoric water altered in basalts. Between 1981

and 1984 CI increased to over 7,000 ppm, and the water composition shifted from

meteoric-hydrothermal to seawater-hydrothermal in character. After 1985 the

composition was stable.

In contrast with HGP-A, reservoir CI values have been 12,000 to 14,000 ppm

at KS-IA; 8,000-9,000 ppm among samples taken at KS-lO; about 17,000 ppm at

Lanipuna 1, and 15,500 ppm at Lanipuna 6. The original CI at KS-3 is uncertain but

most likely near or below 19,500 ppm in seawater. KS-IA and KS-3 are now used for

injection.
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The average chemical temperatures of the reservoir waters are as follows:

(510) 527-9876
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Average Temperature, OF, n.a. = data not available

Well Silica Na-K-Ca Na-K Measured

HGP-A (November 1982) 555 490 510 c.560

HGP-A (November 1984) 555 460 470

KS-IA 575 560 600 c.625

KS-2 (1 sample) n.a. 545 585

KS-3 606 534 576 664+

KS-I0 630-650 570 575 c.620

Lanipuna 1 320 440 440 c.320

Lanipuna 6 265 345 330

Silica temperatures represent the quartz , adiabatic geothermometer at HGP-A,

KS-IA, KS-3 and KS-I0, and the chalcedony, conductive geothermometer at

Lanipuna 1 and Lanipuna 6. Measured temperatures are derived from the probable

temperature of the main production zone at HGP-A, KS-IA, KS-3 and KS-lO,

determined from temperature and spinner logs, and the temperature at a fracture

which is believed to be the source of production in Lanipuna 1. These may differ

from maximum downhole temperatures listed elsewhere.

The quartz, adiabatic temperatures of samples from KS-IA and KS-3 are

about 50°F lower than the maximum measured downhole. These low values suggest

that either (a) the liquid portion of production comes from a cooler zone in the well,

perhaps above the main production zone , or (b) silica was lost prior to sample

collection. Either cause is possible, but in KS-IA , near the top of the slotted liner,
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the logged temperature is only 580°F. This suggests that the silica temperature is

correct, the 625°F reservoir zone at the well produces mainly steam, and most water

produced comes from near the top of the liner.

The somewhat low Na-K-Ca temperatures compared to Na/K temperatures at

KS-1A, KS-2 and KS-3 may be the result of a low pH, which has dissolved more

calcium into the water than expected by this geothermometer.

Figure 5.2 shows the Na and K concentrations in all water samples. This also

illustrates relative Na/K temperatures, because water-rock reactions cause Na/K to

decrease as temperature increases.

At HGP-A the cation temperatures are distinctly low, and Na/K increased

over time. This suggests that the more saline water drawn into the well came from a

lower-temperature regime, and that it did not completely equilibrate to conditions

near the well. During the production of HGP-A after 1981, its SiOz concentration

remained constant, and SiOz temperature averaged 555°F, in spite of the increase of

Na/K. This suggests that near-wellbore temperatures remained high. Na-K

temperatures declined from about 510°F in November 1982 to 470°F in November

1984.

Regardless of the accuracies of the chemical temperatures, the relative

temperatures at each well are consistent with measured temperature gradients across

the reservoir. The temperature is highest at KS-1A, slightly lower at KS-2, KS-3 and

KS-10, then more distinctly lower at HGP-A, Lanipuna 1, then Lanipuna 6.
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The condensate water produced from KS-8, KS-9 and initially at KS-10 is

extremely dilute, with pH about 4.5 to 5.0 and only a few ppm each of chlorides (CI)

and other ions (table 3.2). The only exception is silica (SiOz), which tends to fall

between about 100 and 250 ppm. This composition can be explained as the result of

wellbore steam condensation. Dry steam entering the wellbore at 620°F to 640°F can

carry 10 to 20 ppm-wt SiOz but less than 1 ppm each of other ions (except for boron).

If, for example , 10% of the steam condenses due to adiabatic decompression and

wellbore heat loss, silica in solution will be 100 to 200 ppm. Since the silica

concentration does not represent an equilibrium solubility condition, it is not subject

to application of the quartz geothermometer. Cation geothermometers are also

inapplicable.

Shifting Composition at KS-lO

Until at least August 1993, the water produced by KS-9 and KS-10 was only

the dilute condensate described above. Between August and November 1993, KS-10

began to produce deep Na-Cl water. The first reported sample was collected on

November 4, 1993. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show in-house measurements of pH, CI and

conductivity at each well, in samples collected by PGV several times per week and

analyzed with a test kit.

5.2.3 Non-Condensible Gases

The concentration of non-condensible gases (NCG) in the total flow of the

Puna wells tends to increase with the increase of enthalpy, as illustrated on figure 5.5.
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This is a common pattern and results from the concentration of gases into reservoir

steam, as compared to reservoir liquid. The figure suggests that any Puna well which

produces pure steam (enthalpy c.1250 Btu/lb) is not likely to show gases at more than

about 2,000 ppm-wt,

At HGP-A, non-condensible gases (NeG) in steam changed only slightly

during production since 1981. Concentrations were as follows, showing the

concentration in steam at initial production (1981) followed by the

concentration 3-1/2 years later:

NCG at HGP-A

Species ppm-wt ppm-wt
1981 1984

CO2 1,250 1,150

H:zS 950 850

N2 130 120

H2 12 12

CH4 1 no data

total NCG 2,340 2,130

These concentrations were determined in steam separated at a typical pressure of

about 155 psig.

Table 5.2 lists gas samples from the other Puna geothermal wells, excepting

KS-1 and KS-2, from which reliable gas data have not been found.
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The "pgv steam" samples in table 5.2 are collected monthly by PGV from the

steam line, and represent the flow of KS-9 and KS-lO combined, when both wells are

in use.

The COJHzS ratio in all of the Puna gases is quite low compared to typical

values in geothermal systems worldwide, and HzS/steam is much higher than found in

typical water-dominated systems. The unusual COz/HzS ratio and high HzS probably

are related to recent magmatic activity in the Puna area, and/or to reactions between

seawater and reduced iron in hot basalt, which could reduce seawater sulfate to

sulfide.

5.3 Hydrogeology

The present hydrogeologic model was developed by plotting the three

dimensional distribution of temperature and pressure; using these data to define flow

paths in the system; and relating these flow paths to permeable geologic structures.

The three-dimensional temperature distribution in the Puna field was

determined by:

• plotting all the downhole temperature surveys available for the Lanipuna, KS,

HGP-A and SOH wells;

• interpreting the survey data to determine the most likely rock-temperature

profile in each well;
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• plotting the interpreted data on subsurface-level maps at depth intervals of

1,000 feet, to show the horizontal distribution of temperature though the

drilled depth of the field; and

• constructing cross-sections to show the vertical distribution of temperature.

5.3.1 Geologic Structure and Temperature Distribution within the PGV

Production Area

Since GeothermEx developed its hydrogeologic model for the September 1992

report to DBEDT, two new wells (KS-9 and KS-lO) have been drilled at Puna and

data have been provided for four other recent wells (KS-3, KS-4, KS-7, and KS-8).

Downhole summary plots of wells drilled both before and since June 1992 are

included in the Appendix. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the wellhead locations of the

wells and the subsurface traces of deviated wells.

The most important result of the recent drilling, in addition to geothermal

fluid production, was the information indicating the presence of a steeply dipping and

highly productive fissure. The fissure was encountered at a depth of about 1,670 feet

in KS-7, at 3,480 feet in KS-8, at 4,560 feet in KS-9 and at 5,070 feet in KS-l0. As

described elsewhere in this report, KS-7 and KS-8 had to be plugged and abandoned

because of mechanical problems. KS-9 and KS-lO, however, were successfully

completed as production wells with initial productivities exceeding 25 MW, compared

to an average of about 3 MW for KERZ production wells not completed in the

fissure.
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Attempts were made to determine the trend direction (strike) of the fissure

from the four points of its intersection by KS-7, KS-8, KS-9 and KS-lO. Assuming

that the fissure is a plane, its strike can be calculated from the three-dimensional

coordinates of three points known to lie on its surface . This calculation, however,

becomes increasingly uncertain if two of the three points are very close to each other,

forming a more acute (rather than equilateral) triangle . In horizontal projection, the

fissure intersections of KS-9 and KS-10 are only 40 feet apart (vertically 400 feet

apart). For this reason, using the data from KS-9 and KS-10 as two of the three

points does not allow the orientation of the fissure to be defined with a high degree

of certainty. In contrast, the horizontal projection of the intercept in KS-8 is about

300 feet from the intercepts in KS-9 and KS-10.

The uncertainty in defining the strike of the fissure due to the close spacing of

these points of intersection is illustrated by the following calculations. Based on the

intercepts in KS-8, KS-9 and KS-lO, the strike of the fissure is calculated to be N 830

E. The horizontal projection of the intercept in KS-7 is about 500 feet from the

intercept in KS-8, and about 650 feet from the KS-91KS-1O intercepts. If KS-7 and

KS-8 are used as two of the three points, the intercepts in KS-9 and KS-lO may be

considered as a single point due to their close spacing, relative to the distances to the

other two intercepts. The triangle formed using KS-7, KS-8 and KS-91KS-1O is less

acute than that formed by KS-8, KS-9 and KS-10; the resulting strike of the fissure is

calculated to be N 270 E.

Compared to the strike of the fissure from which lava erupted in 1955 (N 560

E), the first calculated result is 300 to the N and the second 270 to the S. The lack of

consistency in calculated fissure orientation may mean that this feature is not a

smooth plane, but instead an irregular surface which varies in orientation along its
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length. However, the two calculated strikes bracket the strike of the most obvious

morphologic feature in the area (the 1955 eruption fissure). In the absence of better

data for defining the strike of the fissure intersected by KS-7, KS-8, KS-9 and KS-10,

it is assumed to be approximately linear with a strike of N 56° E, parallel to the strike

of the 1955 eruption fissure.

Figure 5.6 is a composite cross section drawn perpendicular to the assumed

strike of the fissure and showing its resultant assumed dip of 80° to the NW. The

traces of all the deep wells drilled both in and adjacent to the Puna field are

projected into the cross section. Because the surface projection of the fissure is near

the Puu Pilau crater, it is referred to in this report as the Puu Pilau fissure. The

surface location and vertical projection of the 1955 eruptive fissure are also included

in the cross section. This cross section is not precisely along the same line as figure

5.9 in GeothermEx's September 1992 report to DBEDT, but comparison clearly

shows how the new data from KS-8, KS-9 and KS-10 have altered the temperature

contours (isotherms).

The Puu Pilau fissure, which contains high temperature fluid at a relatively

shallow depth, necessitates an update of our 1992 subsurface temperature distribution

maps. Unfortunately, however, the downhole temperatures measured in the new

wells cannot be used directly to provide true subsurface temperature distribution.

The measured temperatures in the new wells are profoundly disturbed by two-phase

flow within the wells and the resultant accumulation of non-condensible gas at the top

of the wells. For these new wells, in effect, the only measured temperatures that

reflect true reservoir temperatures reliably are the shut-in temperatures measured at

the points of fluid inflow.
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In view of the problem of determining reservoir temperatures from these new

wells, the updated temperature maps were constructed by:

• projecting the location of the Puu Pilau fissure on each elevation level,

assuming the strike and dip described above;

• assigning a fluid temperature within the fissure in excess of 500°F at

-2,000 feet msl, and in excess of 600°F at all elevations at and below

-3,000 feet msl, as indicated by temperatures measured in KS-9 and KS-10;

and

• combining the fissure temperatures deduced in the above manner with

downhole temperatures observed and interpreted from other wells less

affected by two-phase flow and gas accumulation.

The new temperature distribution maps resulting from these modifications in

the area surrounding KS-7, KS-8, KS-9 and KS-10 are shown at large scale in figures

5.7 through 5.12. The temperature distributions shown in these figures are inferred

both from the interpreted subsurface location of the Puu Pilau fissure and from

interpretations of downhole temperature profiles measured, in some cases, under

highly unstable conditions. Consequently, the subsurface temperatures shown are

approximate estimates. Figures 5.14 through 5.19 present the temperature contours

across a large part of the KERZ, at levels ranging from -1,000 to -6,000 feet (msl), at

smaller scale. The modifications to the temperature distribution within the PGV

production area have been used to revise the regional KERZ maps from 1992 report

(section 5.3.2).
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Based on the temperatures and pressures measured in the deep wells that did

not intersect the Puu Pilau fissure, it is probable that the fissure is in communication

with a less permeable, water-dominated (rather than steam-dominated), two-phase

reservoir below an elevation of about -5,000 feet msl.

The linear extent of the highly productive Puu Pilau fissure is not known. We

have reviewed the results of a "Controlled-Source Audio Magneto Telluric" (CSAMT)

survey, which purportedly succeeded in mapping the fissure, but we are not able to

confirm this claim. Figure 5.13 shows the resistivity distribution at an elevation of 

2,900 feet rnsl based on the CSAMT data. The figure also includes the location of

the Puu Pilau fissure at this elevation as calculated from the structural assumptions

described above. Figure 4.2 shows that only five wells (KS-7, KS-8, KS-9, KS-10 and

HGP-A) are located appropriately to intersect the Puu Pilau fissure, provided that

the fissure's orientation is as assumed. All that can be concluded, therefore, is that

the fissure does not extend as far to the SW as HGP-A. Knowledge as to how far it

continues to the NE, or to what depth, must await further field development. To

date, only about 200 feet of the length of this fissure has been proven by KS-7, KS-8,

KS-9 and KS-10 (shown by the heavy blue band in figure 5.13. It is unclear if and

how the regional resistivity distribution revealed by the CSAMT sUlVey is related to

the location or orientation of the fissure.

5.3.2 Subsurface Temperature Distribution in the Greater KERZ

New temperature contour maps (figures 5.14 through 5.19) have been

prepared for each 1,000-foot elevation interval between -1,000 and -6,000 feet (rnsl),

based on the interpretation of the temperature logs from wells within the greater

KERZ. The details of the temperature interpretations for many wells can be found
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in GeothermEx's September 1992 report to DBEDT. Table 5.2 lists the temperatures

chosen for contouring for each well at each elevation interval.

The kick-off point for Lanipuna 1 ST is at 3,570 feet in depth. Therefore, the

points of measurement of temperatures at the -l,OOO-foot, -2,000-foot and -3,000-foot

levels are the same for both the original hole Lanipuna 1 and Lanipuna 1 ST.

Nevertheless, because of disequilibrium conditions, temperatures are not in

agreement between the two series of logs taken over this interval, as can be seen in

table 5.2. The temperatures given at -5,000 feet (rnsl) for Lanipuna 6, and at -6,000

feet (msl) for HGP-A, KS-1 and KS-1A are projected downward from shallower

measurements.

Figures 5.14 through 5.19 show the interpreted temperature distribution for

levels -1,000 through -6,000 feet (rnsl), respectively. At -1,000 feet (rnsl), HGP-A is in

the highest-temperature area, with temperatures decreasing to the N, Sand E. There

are insufficient data to close the contours to the SW and NE. This pattern remains

the same at -2,000 feet (rnsl), except that the 500°F contour is closed to the SW.

At -3,000 feet (rnsl), HGP-A is no longer the hottest well, as temperatures in

KS-8, KS-9 and KS-10 are significantly (>100°F) hotter. At -4,000 feet (msl), KS-1A,

KS-8, KS-9 and KS-10 are the hottest wells, and temperatures decrease uniformly to

the SE and NW. This pattern is repeated on the -5,000-foot and -6,OOO-foot (rnsl)

levels, except that temperatures decrease somewhat more rapidly to the SE than to

the NW, and a relatively low-temperature zone around Lanipuna 1 ST develops on

the -5,000-foot and -6,000-foot (msl) levels. Again the available information is

sufficient only to close the 600°F contour to the SW.
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On the -l,OOO-foot and -2,000-foot (msl) levels, the axis of symmetry of the

temperature anomaly trends within 10° of the N 60° E direction of the rift fractures,

including the Puu Pilau fissure. (The Puu Pilau fissure is not shown at the small scale

of figures 5.14 through 5.18, on which 200 feet would be only about the width of a

pencil mark.) However, the axis of symmetry of the anomaly is displaced 1,000 to

1,500 feet to the SE of the main (1955) fissure zone. The spatial relationship of

surface geology with the temperature anomalies developed on the -l,OOO-foot and

-2,000-foot (msl) levels therefore suggests that the anomalies are caused by thermal

fluid moving on fractures parallel to, but to the SE of, the main rift fractures.

On the -3,000-foot (msl) level and below, the well data define an axis of

symmetry that has shifted toward the NW less than 1,000 feet SE of the main fissure

zone. It is also likely that the anomaly below -2,000 feet (msl) is due to fluid

movement along rift fissures. This is consistent with a NW-dipping fracture.

The SOH well data imply that the patterns developed on the -3,000-foot to

-6,000-foot (msl) levels are caused by fluid movement from SW to NE in the main

fissure zone. Therefore, the NW side shows a mirror image of the temperature

pattern developed from deep well data on the SE side of the main fissure. This

interpretation is illustrated in figures 5.7 through 5.12, by contouring the temperature

pattern defined by well data on the SE side of the main rift fissure with solid lines,

and by contouring the inferred, mirror-image pattern on most of the NW side of the

fissure with dashed lines.

Projection of a mirror-image temperature pattern to the NW side of the

fissure implies that the geology, and therefore the permeability distribution, are the

same on each side of the fissure. This is not likely to be true, because the active
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fissures within the KERZ are located at the southern boundary of the dike complex

which forms the rift. The permeability pattern N of the active fissures may be

influenced by the presence of inactive steeply-dipping dikes, which are less likely to

be present on the S side of the fissure. The pattern of seismic activity that may be

discerned from the SOEST arrays may be helpful in confirming this condition.

Additional subsurface temperature data are needed from the N side of the fissure, in

order to best confirm or modify the proposed temperature patterns, which assume

that the geology on the NW side of the fissure is similar in detail to that found on the

SE side.

Temperature data from KS-7, KS-8, KS-9 and KS-10 significantly offset the

configuration of a vertical section of the temperature contours shown in the 1992

report. The wells have intercepted projections of high temperature at shallow depths

and result in the (new) section shown in figure 5.6. Structural elements such as the

proposed Puu Pilau fissure that may result in local and linear steep temperature

apophyses are consistent with the proposed conceptual model.

This steepness of the temperature anomaly indicates the control of flow paths

by steeply dipping fissure zones. Other than near the fissure at elevations higher than

-3,000 feet msl, the flow paths appear to be modified by stratigraphic permeability

and/or a SE-directed component of groundwater movement. This would account for

the temperature reversal seen in Lanipuna 6 as shown on the SE side of section A 

A' in figure 5.20. The relatively cold zone in Lanipuna 1 ST appears to be an artifact

of another steeply dipping hot zone developed along the main fissure zone, which

apparently is offset to the SE of the drilled area
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Information on pressure gradients is available for 7 wells (figure 5.21 and table

5.4): Lanipuna 1 ST, HGP-A, KS-1A, KS-2, SOH-I, SOH-2 and SOH-4. These data

are plotted on the downhole summary plots in the Appendix. Pressures recorded (or

projected) to the common datum of -5,000 feet msl are given in the second column of

table 5.2, and the pressure gradients recorded between -4,000 and -5,000 feet (msl)

are given in the third column. These elevations are coincident with lost-circulation

intervals.

The pressure values at the -5,000-foot level are contoured on figure 5.21. It

shows that the orientation of the isobars is similar to the orientation of the isotherms

at this same level. That is, pressure increases uniformly to the SE while temperature

decreases uniformly in the same direction. The horizontal pressure gradient is 600

psi over a distance of 2,000 feet (0.3 psi/foot). This gradient indicates there is a

horizontal component of flow from SE to NW at the -5,OOO-foot level. Horizontal

pressure gradients as large as those observed clearly reflect reservoir conditions rather

than artifacts of perturbations resulting from internal flow. The location and

orientation of the isobars suggests that this flow is feeding upward convection on the

main fissure. This is compatible with the interpretation that flow within the fissure is

responsible for the temperature pattern seen on elevation levels -3,000 through -6,000

feet (rnsl).

The relatively low vertical pressure gradients measured in the KS wells, as

compared to the gradients measured in HGP-A and Lanipuna 1, also support the

interpretation that upward convection is taking place on the main fissure zone ,

because the KS wells are located adjacent to the fissure. The logs of the lower parts
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of these wells indicate that temperatures, indeed , are on the boiling-point-for-depth

curve.

5.3.4 Summary of Conceptual Model

The conceptual model developed herein is based upon the most

straightforward interpretation of rift geology and downhole measurements. The

model explains all available observations. The characteristics of the conceptual model

for the geothermal system are as follows:

1. The shallow, cool groundwater system is not well defined by pressure and

temperature measurements. It is clear that fresh water enters open fractures

at the northern and southern margins of the rift zone, but penetration rate

and depth are less clearly known. The cold water gradient would be generally

from NNW to SSE.

2. Leakage from the geothermal reservoir into the shallow system occurs within

the KERZ, but appears to be limited in areas outside the KERZ.

3. The increase of temperature to the NW within the drilled areas, and the

strong horizontal temperature gradient (6°F per 100 feet), indicate that

thermal fluid is being channeled along steeply dipping structures which are

parallel and sub-parallel to the NE-trending 1955 eruptive fissure.

4. By assuming that temperatures are developed symmetrically on both sides of

the fissure, the resulting temperature pattern suggests that a horizontal
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component of flow is directed from SW to NE, parallel to the trend of the

KERZ.

5. A strong horizontal pressure gradient of 0.3 psi/foot parallels the temperature

gradient, indicating relatively poor horizontal permeability in the NW-SE

direction, and supports the conclusion that flow is dominated by steep, NE

trending structures.

6. The presence of temperature profiles on the boiling-point-for-depth curve in

the deeper parts of the KS wells indicates that steam-water counterflow is

occurring close to the fissure.

7. Based on the structure of older rift zones exposed elsewhere in the Hawaiian

Islands, it is probable that the zones of steep permeability are related to

tensional fracturing during dike emplacement. The tensional fractures are

likely zones of enhanced permeability and targets for geothermal wells within

the geothermal reservoir. The dikes which form rift zones are individually

only a few feet wide, dip from 90° to 70° and, in densely intruded areas, are

spaced only a few feet apart.

8. A transition zone from subaerial basalt flow to submarine (pillow) basalt flows

at depths approximately between 2,800 and 3,400 feet is also characterized by

hyaloclastite rocks and perhaps by pervasive hydrothermal alteration to a cap

rock. An imperfect seal occurs, and thermal fluids leak upward along steep

fractures. The transition zone has been found at greater depth (below 5,000

feet) in hole SOH-4.
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9. The deep thermal fluid is a mixture of fresh water and seawater, with the

seawater component apparently increasing to the SE, away from the fissure

zone. This suggests that recharge to the system may be mainly meteoric in

origin; significant seawater recharge may be induced into the deep reservoir if

wells are produced to the SE of the fissure zone.

10. Although various warm springs occur along the coast SE of the drilled area,

the absence of large hot springs indicates that lateral discharge from the zones

of steep permeability in the subsurface may be limited. The basal

groundwater level is just above sea level, and GTW-3 found near-boiling

temperatures at sea level just NE of the drilled area. The thin (lOO-foot

thick) high temperature zone indicates the presence of lateral discharge on top

of the local cold groundwater table .

11. Large volumes of cold groundwater move through shallow aquifers and cause

rapid decline of temperatures observed in drill holes at the NNW and SSW

margins of the geothermal reservoir area.

This conceptual model of the hydrologic system has changed somewhat in

detail during the last year as a result of recent drilling and testing and is likely to

change in detail as more information is obtained from existing and future deep wells.

It is particularly important that downhole temperatures and pressures are measured

accurately in new wells. All new information should be acquired in a timely manner

by the State in keeping with regulations.

Any future SOH holes planned by the State should be designed and drilled to

acquire temperature, pressure and interference data. Future holes of the SOH series
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should be permitted for flow tests , to obtain productivity data and fluid samples for

chemical analyses.
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6. GEOTHERMAL ENERGY RESERVES

6.1 Classification of Resource Areas in the KERZ
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For the purposes of this resource assessment, the KERZ has been

subdivided into three areas : the Developed Area; the Undeveloped Lower Rift; and

the Upper Rift. This subdivision is based on differences among the three areas in the

quantity and quality of data available for resource assessment. Figure 6.1 shows the

location of the three areas, and the criteria for their subdivision are described below.

The Developed Area refers to the PGV project area. The three

dimensional geometry of subsurface temperature distribution in this area is well

known because of the relatively close well spacing and the availability of a large

number of good quality downhole temperature logs.

The Undeveloped Lower Rift Area refers to the section of the KERZ

extending from well KMERZ A-I eastward to the coast, but excluding the Developed

Area (figure 6.1). Four wells have been drilled in this area. From west to east these

are: KMERZ A-I, SOH-4, Ashida 1 and SOH-2. Although the wells are spaced

apart from each other and from the wells of the Developed Area at distances ranging

from 2 to 2.5 miles, their temperature profiles are similar, and consistent with their

geological and topographical locations relative to the defined margins of the KERZ.

Temperature profiles for the four wells appear in the Appendix. In spite of their

relatively wide separation, the subsurface temperature distribution defined by these

wells is reasonably certain, although less certain than the distribution defined by the

closely spaced wells in the Developed Area.
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The Upp er Rift Area refers to the section of the KERZ extending

westward from well KMERZ A-I to its western end at Kilauea Crater (figure 6.1).

Although there are no wells drilled in this area to confirm subsurface temperature

distribution, there is good reason to believe, based on geologic analogy, that

subsurface temperature distribution in the Upper Rift Area is similar to subsurface

temperature distribution in the Lower Rift Area.

In recognition of the three different levels of data availability, the three

areas have been treated separately for the purpose of making a probabilistic

assessment of reserves. For each of the three areas, reserves values are estimated on

the basis of the following relative certainties:

• Resources underlying the Developed Area are considered to be proven ,

because a high level of certainty is provided by the data available from the

closely spaced wells.

• Resources underlying the Undeveloped Lower Rift Area are considered to

be probable. Although there are only a few, widely spaced wells, they

provide temperature and other data consistent with known geology.

• Resources underlying the Upper Rift Area are considered to be possible,

because there are no wells to confirm the subsurface temperature

distribution inferred from arguments of geologic analogy.
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Based on the conceptual model of the KERZ described in Chapter 5, we

have estimated the available reserves based on a ''volumetric'' approach, which

considers the recoverable thermal energy available within the estimated volume of the

reservoir underlying a certain area. We have used, with some modifications, the

volumetric reserve estimation methodology introduced by the U.S. Geological Survey.

We have improved this methodology by taking a probabilistic approach to account for

uncertainties in some parameters.

In our method, the maximum sustainable net power plant capacity (E) is

given by:

(6.1)

where A =
h =
Cv =
T =
To =
R =

F =

L =

areal extent of the reservoir,

thickness of the reservoir,

volumetric specific heat of the reservoir,

average temperature of the reservoir,

a base temperature,

overall recovery efficiency (the fraction of thermal energy in-place
within the reservoir volume at a temperature of To or more that is
converted to net electrical energy at the power plant),

power plant capacity factor (the fraction of time the plant produces
power on an annual basis), and

power plant life.

The parameter R can be determined as follows:
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where r =

e =

recovery factor (the fraction of thermal energy in-place within the
reservoir volume at a temperature of To or more that is recoverable
as thermal energy at the turbine inlet), and

thermal-to-electrical power (net) conversion efficiency.

The parameter C, in (6.1) is given by:

c, = Pr C, (1-4» + Prer cP

where Pr = density of rock matrix,

Cr = specific heat of rock matrix,

Pc = density of reservoir fluid,

Cr = specific heat of reservoir fluid, and

cP = reservoir porosity.

(6.3)

PGV's modular power plant design indicates that when nine of the ten

modules are operating, 53,300 lbs per hour of steam per module are required at 217

psia for a net power capacity of 2.827 MW. This is equivalent to an "e" value of

about 15%, which is attractive for a small power plant and compares favorably with

conventional flash power plants .

The following parameters could be estimated for all resource areas without

significant uncertainty:

34.0 (based on representative rock types at Puna),
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F =
L =

0.95 (PGV's assumption), and
30 years (typical amortization period for a power plant).

To is estimated to be 400°F in the Developed Area, which is dictated by the

minimum acceptable wellhead pressure to efficiently operate the PGV power plant.

In the remaining two areas, To is estimated to be 350°F.

The remaining parameters required for reserve estimation are considered to

have significant uncertainty. Therefore, it is prudent to estimate reserves in a

probabilistic way. We have applied a probabilistic approach using the Monte Carlo

sampling technique, with the estimates of the uncertain parameters as follows.

For the Developed Area (proven resource), the area (A) in equation 6.1 was

taken as the 500 acres dedicated to the PGV project. A conservative average value

of 4,000 feet for thickness was used in the calculation, because the wells to date have

indicated the presence of a commercial reservoir in the 3,000 to 7,000 feet depth

range. Based on the temperature profiles from the several wells that have penetrated

into the geothermal system, the average reservoir temperature is estimated to be

between 6000 and 650°F. The recovery factor (r) has been assumed to be between 25

and 50%, based on the range of recoveries typical of such geothermal systems and

considering the likelihood of significant natural recharge.

The Undeveloped Lower Rift Area (probable resource) is 12 miles long. The

minimum and maximum reservoir widths are estimated at 05 and 1.0 miles,

respectively. These widths are based on analogy with the variation in reservoir width

with depth in the Developed Area. These widths yield average minimum and

maximum reservoir areas of 6 and 12 square miles.
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The minimum and maximum values chosen for thickness are 5,000 and 7,500

feet, respectively, based on a reservoir top at -3,000 feet (msl), 10,000-foot wells, and

wellhead elevations ranging from sea level to 1,500 feet (msl) at well KMERZ A-I.

A fixed, average value of 6,250 feet was used for thickness in the calculations .

The average minimum and maximum reservoir temperatures, projected from

temperature profiles measured in well SOH-2 on the east and KMERZ A-Ion the

west, were estimated at 6300P and 760oP. The maximum temperature used in the

estimation, however, was reduced to the critical point of water (705°F), to reflect

more realistically the possible subsurface reservoir conditions. Minimum and

maximum average recovery factors have been estimated at 2.5% and 15%,

respectively; this is lower than for the Developed Area to reflect a higher level of

uncertainty in finding productive fractures in this area.

For the Upper Rift Area (possible resource), which is 20 miles long, the same

range of reservoir widths has been used as for the Lower Rift Area; that is, 0.5 and

1.0 miles. These values yield average minimum and maximum reservoir areas of 10

and 20 square miles. The minimum and maximum values of reservoir thickness are

3,000 and 5,000 feet, respectively, based on a reservoir top at a constant -3,000 feet

(msl), 10,000-foot wells, and wellhead elevations ranging from +4,000 feet (msl) at

the west end of the Upper Rift to +1,500 feet (msl) at KMERZ A-I at the east end.

A fixed, average value of 4,000 feet was assumed for thickness in calculations.

The minimum and maximum average reservoir temperatures of 580°F and

630°F were inferred from the temperature profiles measured in well KMERZ A-I.

Basing the estimate on only one well, located at the east end of the area, is justified.

The tendency for temperatures to increase westward, toward the more volcanically
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active end of the Rift, is counteracted by an increasing wellhead elevation to the west,

while both the drilling depth and elevation of the reservoir top remain constant. This

results in shallower penetration of the reservoir to the west.

Minimum and maximum average recovery factors have been estimated at

2.5% and 15%, as for the Undeveloped Lower Rift area.

For porosity, a uniform probability distribution of 3% to 7% was assumed in

all areas based on typical values encountered in fractured igneous rocks. Estimates of

Cc and Pr are determined by the probability distribution of temperature.

The values of the uncertain parameters were randomly sampled repeatedly,

until a stable distribution was achieved, and the reserves were calculated for each

sampled set of parameters. Finally, the statistical validity of the distribution was

checked by various mathematical procedures to ensure a reliable distribution.

6.3 Results

Figure 6.2 shows the histogram of the estimated reserves in megawatts for the

Developed Area. The results indicate that the most-likely reserves value within the

SOD-acre area is 38 MW. Figure 6.3 present the results of Monte Carlo simulation for

the Developed Area in the form of a cumulative probability distribution. This figure

shows that with a 90% level of certainty, the reserves exceed 33 MW.

Figure 6.4 and 6.5 present similar results for the Undeveloped Lower Rift

Area. these figures show a reserves level of 48 to 581 MW, with a most-likely value

of 141 MW. With a 90% level of certainty, the reserves are about 100 MW.
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Figures 6.6 and 6.7 present similar results for the Upper Rift Area. These

figures show a reserves level of 40 to 468 MW with a most-likely value of 157 MW.

With a 90% level of certainty, the reserves are about 82 MW.

It should be noted that the above estimates refer to the energy reserves only;

it has no connotation as to commercially acceptable well productivity. Having

sufficient energy reserves does not, in itself, ensure the success or longevity of a

project.
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7. DEVELOPMENT IMPACfS, RISKS AND MITIGATIONS

7.1 Well Drilling and Completion Characteristics and Problems

7.1.1 Casing and Cementing Operations

Wells KS-1 and KS-2 were drilled by Thermal Power during 1981 and 1982 to

similar depths, and were completed using similar techniques and materials. Both

wells were tested, and both developed similar problems during their early testing

periods. Evidence of casing failure was noticed during the first flow test of each well.

Further evidence of casing leaks was obtained when the wells were quenched and

temperature and pressure surveys were conducted, revealing casing damage at depths

from 900 to 940 and 1,040 to 1,080 feet in KS-1, and from 1,093 to 1,987 feet in

KS-2.

The depths of the 13-3/8-inch intermediate casing shoes are 903 and 1,313

feet in KS-1 and KS-2, respectively. Both wells had losses of circulation below the

13-3/8-inch casing shoe; the cement bond between the 9-5/8-inch production-casing

string and the formation may have been relatively poor because of the presence of

these circulation loss zones. Two other possibilities have been investigated regarding

the casing failures. First, the grade and alloy of the casing may have been unsuitable

for the chemistry of the geothermal fluids. Second, the buttress-threaded connections

may not have been suitable for the magnitude of the thermal stresses that developed

in these wells during production.
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Workover of KS-l was conducted by squeezing cement into the damaged

zone and cementing a new 7-inch casing string from the surface to 1,898 feet. The

patch was placed with minor difficulties. During the same operation, the existing

master valve was replaced by one with a higher pressure rating, to overcome the

problem of the high shut-in wellhead pressures that developed during the early tests.

The high wellhead pressure may have been a consequence of the accumulation of gas

in the upper portion of the well. An attempt was also made to clean out the 7-inch

slotted liner, without success, leaving a drilling tool (fish) stuck in the well at a depth

of 4,570 feet.

In KS-2, it was suspected that a four-foot gap had developed at the depth of

the 9-5/8-inch casing tie-back (1,096 feet); this was later confirmed by a caliper log.

A remedial program was conducted, consisting of squeezing cement into the damaged

portion, and clearing wireline debris from the wellbore. This debris had been left in

the hole during several logging operations, possibly because HzS attack embrittled the

stainless steel wireline so that it parted. Several cement plugs were squeezed into the

damaged zone, without successfully plugging it. No further attempt was made to

repair the damaged casing, and the wellbore cleanup operation was abandoned after

severe difficulties in running the milling tools below 4,396 feet. A cement plug was

emplaced at 3,175 feet, and the well was closed.

With the experience gained from the previous two wells, KS-IA was planned

with a completely different design. The 20-inch casing was set at a greater depth of

1,377 feet, aiming to provide extra protection to the intermediate and production

casing strings by isolating them from the shallow lost-circulation zones. The 13-3/8

inch casing string was set at 2,701 feet, compared to 903 and 1,313 feet in KS-l and

KS-2.
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C-90 casing was used for the intermediate string; this type of casing is .. """

equipped with Vallourec VAM connections. Both the casing grade and the type of

connection were important improvements, designed (a) to overcome the metallurgical

problems seen in the previous wells, and (b) to provide the extra strength required in

the casing joints in order to resist the thermal stresses imposed by the high

temperatures.

The C-90 casing is manufactured from low-carbon, high-yield-strength steel,

which provides a considerable resistance to corrosion and H2S embrittlement. The 9

Sl8-inch casing string was comprised of the same grade and thread. The 7-inch liner,

consisting also of C-90 casing, was ordered with Hydril SFJ (super flush joint)

threaded connections, which would permit future retrieval of the liner, should it

become necessary to replace it with a new string.

Additionally, the 13-3/8-inch and the 9-S18-inch strings were cemented by

stages, using stage collars. The first stage was cemented, in order to anchor the

casing; subsequently, a pre-tensioning force was applied to the rest of the casing. The

force was maintained during the second-stage cementing operation and until the

cement reached the required compressive strength to maintain the casing tension.

The wellhead equipment was specially designed to maintain the tension force

in the casing, and to allow the thermal expansion of the casing during the well warm

up period. In this way, the well would be subjected to a significantly lesser degree of

tension during the warm-up and production stages. In theory, the casing should

return to the same state of stress as that which existed during pre-tensioning, if it is

cooled down during quenching operations.
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This procedure, which had been used previously in certain wells in the Cerro

Prieto field in Mexico, may have helped to protect the casing from exposure to

excessive stresses during its initial warm-up and testing stages. However, it is highly

unlikely that the casing could maintain the pre-stress condition homogeneously along

its entire length indefinitely. Over time, there is a loss in the compressive strength of

the cement, as a consequence of aging and exposure to sulfide-bearing aquifers. If

this is the case, the pre -stressing technique may only delay the problem for several

years, until the cement becomes too weak to maintain a strong bond between the

formation and the casing.

KS-1A may have been slightly favored by the extra protection provided by the

deeper setting of the 20-inch and 13-3/8-inch casings, which isolate the 9-5/8-inch

production-casing string from exposure to the more reactive aquifers. After its

completion, KS-1A was tested extensively, without immediately experiencing the

problems that were observed in the KS-1 and KS-2 wells. However, the well was

worked over in March-April 1991 to drill out a plug, and attempt to clean out,

deepen and improve the well's injectivity. A succession of problems occurred during

the workover: parted and corroded casings (9-5/8 inches below the pack-off in the

casing head and at 2,910 feet depth) were discovered , a leak in the drill string

occurred, bridging occurred (at 5,636 feet depth), and finally 311 feet of drill string

were left in the hole below 5,745 feet. Afterwards injection tests pumped in excess of

200 gpm down the hole. No consensus was reached at that time on further rework

attempts.
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Because of environmental considerations and regulatory constraints imposed

by permitting agencies, the original SOH drilling program was modified significantly.

This involved changes to the type and capacity of the drilling rig to be contracted, as

well as to the hole design. Diameters of wells, casing programs and well-control

equipment were re-designed to accommodate the statutory regulations and the

constraints imposed after mediation sessions held on the Island of Hawaii between

the SOH project management and concerned parties.

By the conclusion of the third SOH well, large cost overruns had been

incurred, especially during upper-hole coring and hole-enlargement operations. The

SOH program had as its objective the continuous coring from surface to total depth.

However, to protect shallow aquifers, adequate casing was required in the upper

portions of the well. Because a coring rig cannot drill a hole of adequate diameter

for casing in one pass, hole openers were used . This hole-opening operation was slow

and inefficient, imposing severe cost and time penalties on the program.

The specialized nature of coring operations results in the design of drilling

rigs that have a limited capability to perform rotary work in the upper portions of the

hole, where large-diameter tools normally are used. In addition, the limited size

permitted for the drilling pads resulted in contracting a relatively small drilling rig.

The resulting daily cost for the coring rig was nearly the same as for a larger, more

powerful rotary drilling rig suitable for drilling holes of up to 16-l/2-inch diameter.

The contracted rig did achieve acceptable rates of penetration during the

primary coring operations. However, the subsequent operation of opening the hole
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from the core size to a diameter sufficient for running casing was time-consuming and

costly. It had to be done with full circulation of fluid to the surface, to avoid twisting

off the small-diameter, thin-walled core-drilling string under the excessive torque

imposed by the accumulation of rock chips. This situation required repeated

remedial cementing operations in the intensely fractured basalts to cure lost

circulation and further slowed the progress of the operations.

Future wells planned by the State should be drilled with a clearer and less

complicated objective, aiming exclusively either (a) to perform safe testing and

assessment of the geothermal reservoir, or (b) to obtain core samples of the

formation. The first alternative is preferable. The information obtained by the rotary

drilling method, involving the drilling of larger-diameter holes, provides more

information for the investigation and assessment of the geothermal reservoirs than

does core drilling. Rotary cuttings provide very useful stratigraphic and mineralogic

information, if not unequivocal structural information. Every effort should be made

to obtain permits to drill and flow test future SOH wells, and to design appropriate

rotary-drilled, medium-diameter exploratory wells.

Core samples may provide materials for various academic laboratory research

projects, but not definitive information about geothermal resources. Studies such as

fluid inclusion analyses may show relict temperatures, and fluid compositions and

history of the thermal regime may be interpreted, but these do not necessarily

represent current conditions in the geothermal reservoir. There has been a renewed

effort to convince industry that slim core wells will be cheap acceptable substitutions

for exploratory wells; however, it remains to be demonstrated that slim core holes can

be tested and provide data which can be used to estimate the productivities or

injectivities of larger-diameter wells.
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Section 7.1.3 of the first Assessment Report (1992) offers specific guidelines

for the design and drilling of a rotary-drilled medium-size diameter (5-7/8-inch

production diameter) exploratory well having the capability to safely produce

reservoir fluids and allow adequate downhole instrumentation for measurement and

monitoring of reservoir parameters. The medium-diameter exploratory wells were

suggested because they combine the possibility of reaching and testing the deep

reservoir targets to at least 7,000 feet, with minimum cost and risk. Some progress

has been reported recently (Edmiston, 1993) in the improved use of slim-cored wells

for testing deep reservoir targets. However, the technique may not be as applicable

to the KERZ as rotary drilling. As the State is unlikely to be drilling new SOH wells

in the immediate future, a discussion of the applicability of Edmiston's method to

Hawaiian geothermal targets is not included in this report.

7.2 Impacts Arising from Fluid Chemistry

Section 5.2 describes the heterogeneous fluid compositions and very high HzS

at the Puna wells. Risks and mitigations associated with fluid chemistry are discussed

below, including: changes in fluid chemistry; disposal of non-eondensible gases;

corrosion; scale deposition; and possible contamination caused by fluid injection.

7.2.1 Changes in Water Chemistry

The Puna reservoir contains liquids derived from meteoric water, seawater,

condensation of steam, and injection fluid from the PGV development. Changes of

water composition at wells HGP-A and KS-10 have been caused by shifts between

these components, except for injection water (not yet seen). Similar shifts are
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common at geothermal developments elsewhere, due to mechanisms such as cool .

water influx, injection breakthrough, and reservoir boiling. Usually, the impacts of

these chemical changes are less significant than the impacts of associated enthalpy

changes , such as shifts of steam and liquid flow rates. An exception is downhole scale

associated with the onset of boiling in a formerly liquid-dominated zone. This is a

future possibility at Puna, but not a major concern at this time.

The increase of salinity at KS-I0 has accompanied an increase of water

fraction and lower enthalpy. The brine salinity is not likely to rise much above that

of seawater, and should not present a problem. Some silica scale is probably forming

from the brine (see section 7.2.4).

In contrast, pH is of some concern, because low pH brines have been

reported at other Puna wells. This is discussed in section 7.2.3.

7.2.2 Changes of Non-Condensible Gases

During tests and production of all the Puna area wells through November

1994, total gases in steam at 150 to 250 psig (typical production pressures) were 1,200

to 2,200 ppm-wt, including 600 to 1,200 ppm-wt H2S (see table 5.2). There has been

a small increase of gases in PGV steam, from 1,050 ppm-wt in June 1993 to 1,500

ppm-wt in late 1994 (table 5.2). H2S in PGV steam has remained essentially constant

since the start of production, at 850 ppm-wt. The ~S level is very high, but not

unheard of relative to worldwide geothermal experience; some wells at The Geysers

and Coso reservoirs in California have produced similar concentrations.
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the samples collected to the end of 1994 suggest that the maximum level in reservoir

steam is about 2,000 ppm-wt (see section 5.2). Changes in the gas concentration over

long-term production cannot be predicted reliably, but 2,000 ppm-wt is the maximum

probable value.

HzS presents a significant corrosion potential, which requires that the

condenser and injection system be well-sealed and maintained at positive pressure at

all times to avoid intrusion of oxygen from the atmosphere.

Concentrated, high-pressure gases trapped above or near the top of the

reservoir were encountered during drilling of wells KS-7 and KS-8. There is no

indication that these high concentrations extend down into main production zones.

The long-term production of gases at the PGV project may be affected by the

injection of all gases back into the reservoir, along with all of the produced water and

steam. It is possible that the injected gases will segregate from injected water, and

concentrate at production wells. No data suggesting this occurrence have been

reported.

A remote possibility is gas breakout from injection wells into shallow aquifers,

but there is no way to predict whether this would be detected at any shallow wells. A

certain amount of gas discharge probably already occurs from the hydrothermal

system and from magma cooling deep beneath the KERZ, but this probably is

masked by the high rate of meteoric water recharge.
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Corrosion problems have occurred in the past, and there is a potential for

corrosion of well casings and the surface system by sulfide stress-cracking, by low pH,

and by oxygen entering flow lines during maintenance. Well HGP-A was temporarily

plugged in November 28 - December 1, 1994, because it was thought that some

corrosion could be taking place in the casing. In view of the need to keep the well

open for installation of seismic monitoring equipment, it was decided to isolate the

top portion of the well, where the instrumentation was installed, from possible

corrosive effects of the reservoir.

Summary of Experience

There is a tendency towards low pH. Long-term production at HGP-A was

neutral, but some fluid samples taken in 1977 and 1978 reportedly had pH between 2

and 3. Fluid pH as low as 3.8 developed during testing of KS-1A; and pH down to

3.4 has been reported from KS-3. During testing in March 1991, KS-3 produced

large quantities of iron (>2,000 ppm), which indicates severe casing corrosion.

The extremely dilute condensate water produced by KS-9 and, until late 1993,

by KS-10, carried 0.2 to 1.2 ppm of iron. The higher level may indicate a slightly

corrosive condition. The corrosivity of the more saline brine which later appeared at

KS-10 is probably not unusual, since the pH of this water is about 6, which is

essentially neutral.

When the HGP-A production system was overhauled in August 1983, there

was relatively little evidence of corrosion in air-free parts of the brine system. In the
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steam supply system, some iron sulfide and iron oxides (products of corrosion) were

present where air had intruded, in thicknesses of about 0.04 inches and less, and only

at certain locations.

Corrosion at other older wells is not well documented, but Thermal Power is

reported to have had a serious corrosion problem during drilling and testing in the

early 1980s. This problem may have been caused by the interaction of drilling fluids

with reservoir HzS, producing sulfuric acid.

PGV monitors scale and corrosion indicators (Fe, Mn, Na, Cl, SiOz, TSS, pH)

in the production system brine at least once a month, and this work should continue.

Some minor corrosion/scale deposits at turbine seals and in the condensate handling

system have been reported. Diagnostic studies have associated these problems with

non-geothermal process water, but the source of iron in the deposits has remained

uncertain; corrosion products carried in steam are a possibility.

The general character of the KERZ system presents some potential for a

long-term increase in steam corrosivity. If the system draws an increasing fraction of

seawater, a long-term increase in CI and a lowering of reservoir pH will occur . These

changes should not cause a direct problem, unless the reservoir dries out significantly

with time, and begins to produce superheated steam. This superheated steam could

carry volatilized hydrochloric acid, which can form extremely corrosive, low-pH, high

CI condensate films. This risk is relatively remote and speculative; mitigation involves

routine treatment of process fluids by injection of sodium hydroxide, at added cost.

There is evidence of boiling at the top of the thermal system near sea level,

some 600 feet below the land surface . If the environment near sea level is receiving
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large amounts of HzS rising from depth, and if this is mixing with oxygenated ",. ' rl ~' " . l,

meteoric water percolating from above, a strong potential for acid groundwaters will

develop. This development could cause severe external casing corrosion at the water

table surface. Well casing design should take this hypothetical corrosion into account.

7.2.4 Scaling

The very dilute condensate water produced by well KS-9 and during the first

few months of production at well KS-lO does not present any significant scale

formation potential. Some deposition from corrosion is to be expected, and the

process steam wetness must be adequately controlled to avoid scale on turbine blades.

This is a routine requirement at all geothermal installations.

The potential for silica (SiOz) scaling from more saline, liquid-dominated

zones of the resource is illustrated on figure 7.1, which shows the brine of well KS-10

in the reservoir and at process conditions relative to the solubilities of quartz and of

amorphous silica. The solubility of the silica mineral quartz typically controls the

concentration of SiOz in reservoir waters, whereas silica scale is amorphous silica. At

steam discharge pressure, the KS-10 brine is oversaturated with respect to amorphous

silica by about 235 ppm (rng/kg) SiOz' This is enough to cause a build-up of scale in

the separator in the brine accumulator, which will require periodic mechanical clean

out. Since the PGV injectate is a mixture of the KS-10 brine with power plant steam

condensate and the condensate water of KS-9, the PGV injectate water is well

undersaturated with amorphous SiOz' and it presents no potential for scaling in the

injection wells. On figure 7.1, the injectate SiOz level is plotted at injection wellhead

temperature.
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The PGV process conditions can be compared with the composition of water

from well HGP-A upon leaving the steam separator, which reportedly contained 800

to 850 ppm-wt SiOz at about 170 psia during the seven years of production from 1982

to 1989 (Thomas, 1987; Thomas and Bell, 1988). This range is shown on figure 7.1.

The SiOz concentration was lower at HGP-A than at the PGV project, because the

HGP-A reservoir is somewhat cooler, with temperatures averaging 560° to 565°P

compared to 630-650°F at KS-lO (figure 7.1). The range of 800 to 850 ppm-wt SiOz

in the HGP-A separator water was consistent with boiling at the measured reservoir

temperature; therefore, it is not expected that more than a few ppm-wt of SrO, could

have been lost during scale formation, before water samples were collected.

As shown by figure 7.1, the HGP-A water was approximately saturated with

amorphous SiOz at steam-separation conditions. SiOz scaling occurred in the

production separator and flow lines, but the amount of scaling in the production

system was not prohibitive. The brine-handling system was inspected in August 1983

after about 22 months of production. The lO-inch diameter pipeline between the

wellhead and primary separator contained a layer of vitreous SiOz scale, about 0.02

inches thick. The primary brine separator (4'7" diameter; 17'10" high) was coated

with SiOz with <5% iron sulfides (corrosion products), about 0.1 inch to almost an

inch in thickness. The separator brine outlet pipe contained 0.2 to 0.8 inches of

scale. However, there was evidence that scaling in the outlet pipe had been enhanced

by flashing in the pipe immediately downstream of the separator. It also was found

that small-diameter nipples and connection points, such as sample points , had been

bridged by scale, probably as a result of heat loss or turbulence.
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The HGP-A system received its third overhaul in November 1987, when SiOz

scale about 0.3 inch thick was found in the flash separator, and deposits 0.25 inch

thick were found in the 4-inch and 3-inch diameter flow lines leading to the brine

disposal basin. The scale in the separator was removed mechanically, and the two

brine lines were replaced. Between November 28 and December 1, 1994, a workover

was performed to reduce the potential casing damage hazard and to terminate the

communication between the surface facilities and the reservoir.

Based on this history, and assuming the conditions shown on figure 7.1, it is

expected that the KS-10 water is forming scale in the production flash separator and

brine accumulator at a rate higher than that observed at well HGP-A. Depending

upon wellhead pressure, reservoir temperatures exceeding 6000P may also contribute

to wellbore scale formation, with the likely appearance of sulfide scale in addition to

amorphous SiOz. It is not possible to quantify the expected rate , because the factors

affecting scale-deposition rate are complex.

Reservoir boiling at well KS-10 is probably also causing deposition of SiOz as

quartz in both the reservoir and the wellbore. This may in tum affect production

zones downhole and locally reduce reservoir permeability. Although quartz forms at

a much slower rate than does amorphous silica, quartz scale deposition is known to

affect high-temperature production wells. This happens, for example, at Cerro Prieto,

Mexico, where periodic workovers and redrills are required to restore well

productivity in parts of the field.

At lower temperatures in the HGP-A production system, downstream of the

flash separator, there was an additional problem with silica: abundant flocculated

silica sealed the percolation ponds and required that they be greatly enlarged.
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Discharge conditions from the PGV plant are different, because the brine is mixed . ..,."

with steam condensate and injected back into the reservoir. As shown on figure 7.1,

this mixing eliminates the SiOz oversaturation of KS-lO brine .

7.2.5 Contamination Resulting from Fluid Injection

There is a small possibility that injection of water and gases into the KERZ

reservoir will cause contamination of shallow groundwater, if the injection is not

confined to the intended deep zones. There is presently no way to make a firm

evaluation of this possibility, but the potential can be said to exist because there

already is at least minor outflow from the thermal system near monitor well MW-2,

and the underground blow-out of KS-8 also released thermal outflow (see section

3.2.1). The potential for contamination may increase if injection pressure increases in

response to limited reservoir capacity; however, the initial experience at injection

wells KS-1A, KS-3 and KS-4 has not included any major pressure changes. Any

contamination may tend to flow to the south and east, in the direction of the pre

existing groundwater gradient. In such a case, the impact on existing wells used for

groundwater production may be insignificant, because wells to the south and east are

already hot and saline. Further evaluation must await better definition of the

groundwater system in the area.

7.2.6 Monitoring of Mitigation and Abatement

The degree of need for mitigation of these development impacts will depend

upon the design and extent of field development, and the chemistry of the produced

fluids. To the extent that fluids produced from the geothermal system are

successfully injected back into the reservoir, there may be no chemical impacts to
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mitigate. However, additional releases of fluids to the surface environment may

occur during well testing, and there is always a risk of unintended well discharges,

such as occurred at KS-8 in 1991. This risk has undoubtedly declined greatly, given

the experience with that well. Possible contamination of groundwater as the result of

geothermal development may be determined by regular, periodic sampling of ground

water wells in the area, which is now being done. However, it must be realized that

changes in thermal contamination of groundwaters can have natural causes, as well as

those induced by resource development. Chemical data alone may not establish a

causative connection.

The management of fluid releases can be designed to include the abatement

of HzS by chemical removal from the process stream. Similarly, waters produced

during testing can be either discharged to the surface, allowed to percolate, or

injected back into the reservoir or into shallower aquifers, according to the decisions

made by the project management in conjunction with the appropriate government

authorities. Monitoring of releases can include measurements of ambient HzS on a

periodic or continuous basis. However, these measurements should be designed to

take into consideration the presence of natural releases of HzS and other gases from

nearby volcanic activity.

7.3 Natural Phenomena, Risk and Mitigation

The KERZ is a tectonically and volcanically active area extending eastward

from Kilauea Caldera, an active shield volcano near the south coast of Hawaii.

Young rift zones on Hawaii, extending from the principal volcanoes, are active

seismically and form the locus of eruptions of lava flows. Earthquakes accompany the

filling of the principal volcanic center with new magma from depth. Magma then
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may move laterally into the rifts; in the case of Kilauea, southward and eastward into ;J • ~ , -

the KERZ, or southwestward into the KSWRZ, a comparable rift feature on the

other side of the volcano. The rift zone widens as it undergoes intrusion, and

additional earthquakes mark the vertical movement of magma into dikes. Eruptions

may follow, through fissures along the rift, and from cones.

7.3.1 Volcanic Eruptions

Flows of lava from a few feet to tens of feet in thickness are erupted from the

cones and fissures, and normally flow toward the coast. Eruptions frequently develop

a lava-tube system; lava flows downslope through the tubes, emerging at the coast.

The lava moves at varying velocities, although often as a viscous mass with a blocky

front . Such events have occurred repeatedly during the last century all along the

Puna Coast; more than 10% of the land surface is comprised of flows less than 100

years old. A particularly active eruptive period occurred in 1955 near Opihikao in the

KERZ. Subsequently, flows have occurred in the lower KERZ in 1960, and in the

KMERZ about 10 miles westward from Pahoa in 1963. A flow in the KMERZ

overwhelmed a prospective True Geothermal drilling location in 1989.

Typical of the eruption events is that of 1959-1960, when tiltmeters near the

summit of Kilauea lki showed that the volcano was bulging upward and outward.

Seismic events followed, and eruptions began near the principal crater, lasting several

months. A few weeks later, seismic activity began 25 miles southeast of Kilauea Iki

along the KERZ. Fissures developed, and lava erupted from vents extending nearly

one-half mile along the rift and reached the ocean near Kapoho. Steam, ash and

pumice were erupted as well as lava.
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Historically, volcanic activity has been uniformly distributed along the entire

length of the KERZ. However, during the past 30 years, activity has been

concentrated in the upper and lower KERZ. Since January 1983, activity has

centered on the Puu 00 vent in the upper KERZ; flows have moved downhill and

have destroyed the town of Kalapana as well as many homes in subdivisions below

the vent. These latest events have not been from fountains distributed along wide

areas of the rift, but instead from point sources. This current phase of activity is one

of the longest historic eruptive series.

There is, therefore, a definite probability that a geothermal wellfield and

power plant could be affected by flows of lava and/or by the eruption of a cinder

cone. However, given the factors of (a) uncertain periodicity of volcanic eruptions,

their extent and intensity, and (b) the great length of the KERZ (including its

offshore segment) along which eruptions can occur, plus (c) the local control exerted

by topography on flow direction, and by micro-climate on conditions of ash and

cinder fall, it becomes impossible to predict whether a specific site will be free of

damage, or lightly coated by ash or bombs, or buried by lava flows during the

economic lifetime of a geothermal field development.

The new PGV power plant is located near the 1955 fissure eruptions; this is

not itself an indication of future eruption risk to the plant, since new along-rift lava

fountains generally make new fissures.

Probabilities of risk or damage can be estimated, based on history,

topography, and assumptions regarding magma-generation rates, and rates of rift

expansion and dike intrusion into the KERZ. However, these can not improve on

any probabilistic forecast.
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Once a decision is made to develop a geothermal wellfield or power plant, 0 , ''-

certain actions can be taken to mitigate somewhat the possible effects of volcanic

eruptions. First, sites for power plants and other surface facilities can be chosen with

an eye to topography, to avoid the most obvious courses for lava to flow and pond,

and to locate in the shelter of physical features to minimize the impact of cinder falls

and lava bombs.

Second, the sites can be protected by earthen dikes, stone or concrete walls,

and ditches, to impound or deflect the course of lava. Roofs can be designed to shed

rather than accumulate ash and cinders, and to withstand aerial bombardment by

rocks. Windows, likewise, can be screened or barred. Walkways can be covered.

Third, the continuous monitoring of seismic events and the measurement of

inflation of Kilauea Volcano by the U.S. Geological Survey permits a 48-hour or

greater warning forecast of potential eruptions along the KERZ. Lava movement is

often slow. These factors provide sufficient lead time to permit properly designed

wellhead equipment to be installed within a vault, to be protected against eruptions.

The first few inches at the bottom of a lava flow chills almost immediately, to form a

basal crust which thereafter insulates against downward heat flow, protecting wellhead

facilities.

Some equipment may be left mounted on skids, or constructed for simple

dismantling, so that it can be removed on short notice by tractor. Other equipment

may be installed or stored outside of the KERZ, connected only by computer,

telephone line or electric cable to the main power plant and wellheads. This could

include most of the power plant control systems.
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Fourth, a system for monitoring microearthquakes might be installed at or ' " (;'{.

near the geothermal facility, to provide the site-specific detection of volcanic seisms.

The timely identification of volcanic seisms, becoming shallower and approaching the

geothermal site with time, might allow for quicker, safer evacuation of personnel,

shut-down of the power plant, and removal of modular or skid-mounted equipment.

Fifth, detailed procedural manuals should be prepared, giving instructions for

standby, shut-down, and evacuation; and training exercises and drills should be

instituted.

Finally, none of these measures may be necessary: wells drilled in the KERZ

have remained open and undamaged for more than 15 years. As understanding of

the magmatic processes beneath the KERZ improves, it may be possible to develop a

truly predictive suite of siting and forecasting criteria and truly protective

mechanisms.

7.3.2 Seismic Activity

The KERZ is continuously active seismically. However, the overwhelming

majority of earthquakes are below the threshold of recognition by humans, and most

of the remainder have little potential to cause damage.

Several kinds of seismic events occur along the rift. Some earthquakes, with

shallow focus and episodic frequency, are directly related to volcanism, and represent

extension of the rift zone, as magma is forced into fractures. Other earthquakes, with

deeper focus (about 10 km), represent tectonic movement along major faults , as the

part of the island south of the rift zone slips southward and downward. A third set of
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seismic events indicates that minor movements and fracturing are occurring on small -

faults within and adjacent to the rift zone, as an adjustment of the rocks to the major

extension and slippage. The most frequent seismic activity is related to volcanism and

is generally of lower magnitude than tectonic activity. This infers that individual

events are of short duration, with relatively low acceleration and small displacement,

and may cause only minor damage to properly engineered geothermal facilities.

It has been observed by geophysicists and geologists at HVO (oral

communications, 1979, 1993) that there may be a structural and lithological boundary

about 7 miles west of HGP-A, which may tend to restrict the occurrence of volcanic

earthquakes. In that case, the middle and lower KERZ may experience fewer

volcanism-induced earthquakes. However, extension occurred in that part of the rift

in 1975 and 1977 as a prelude to the volcanic eruptions of the 1980s and 1990s; it is

not clear whether or not the rifting and eruptions were accompanied by intense

swarms of volcanic earthquakes.

There is seismic risk associated with movement along the Hilina fault system,

southward of the rift zones. Movement along this fault resulted in the Kalapana

earthquake of 1975 (magnitude 7.2). There has been relatively little structural

damage as the result of historic earthquakes, and ground accelerations rarely

exceeded OAg, despite the relatively large magnitudes of the some earthquakes.

The most significant tectonic earthquakes recorded on the Island of Hawaii

are listed in table 7.1. Thus, seismic activity remains a risk factor, although probably

far less serious than the risk associated with volcanic eruption.
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As understanding of magmatic and structural processes beneath the KERZ

improves, it may be possible to forecast the probable recurrence interval of the

maximum magnitude earthquake and maximum ground acceleration to be expected at

each geothermal development. These parameters would then be used in the design

and layout specifications.

To mitigate against this poorly defined but probably minor risk today,

structures should be built in accordance with the seismic safety criteria of the

pertinent Hawaiian construction codes, and should be designed to withstand the

maximum recorded ground acceleration in the Island of Hawaii. Manuals should be

prepared for rapid, safe shut-down and evacuation, and training sessions and drills

should be held periodically.

Installation of a network of seismographs might be useful at each developed

geothermal field . Records of earthquakes should be analyzed, to determine their

spatial, depth and temporal pattern. From this information, site-specific forecasts of

seismic risk may be developed.
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8. NUMERICAL MODELING OF THE RESERVOIR

8.1 Introduction

On behalf of Credit Suisse, GeothermEx prepared a numerical simulation model

of the Puna reservoir to investigate changes in reservoir and well behavior which may

occur in the future. The modeling consists of three stages: 1) developing and calibrating

an "initial state" model , which describes known thermodynamic conditions prior to long

term production and injection; 2) history matching which further calibrates the model by

simulating well and reservoir behavior during routine production and inject ion and

comparing the results to observed data; and 3) using the calibrated model to forecast

future behavior.

A preliminary model was developed in late 1993; this was later modified in August

1994 in light of the increasing brine production in well KS-lO. The following sections

describe each phase of the modeling in detail.

8.2 Initial-State Modeling

8.2.1 The Simulation Grid

The simulation grid encompasses an area of 4.3 square miles (2.85 miles in the

NE-SW direction and 1.5 miles in the NW-SE direction) and is divided into 1,300

rectangular blocks of various sizes. Its major axis is oriented parallel to the fissure zone ,

and smaller blocks are assigned along this zone to better simulate the main production

area associated with it.
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Figure 8.2 shows the grid block arrangement used in this simulation effort.

Vertically, the model contains eleven layers with thickness ranging from 250 to 2,000 feet

as shown in table 8.1. The top of the model is attached to a constant temperature block,

at 70°F, to allow heat dissipation to the cool water aquifer overlying the geothermal

reservoir. A constant temperature boundary block is in contact with the bottom of the

model, acting as a heat source. Geothermal fluid is supplied to the reservoir via a

constant temperature and pressure block attached directly under the fissure.

8.2.2 Reservoir Properties

Physical properties of the reservoir rock are not presently well known and

approximate values are used in the model based on the results inferred from well test

data and our experience with similar geothermal reservoirs elsewhere. Field data from

the Puna reservoir on porosity are not available and the range of 5-10% was used in the

model.

Rock permeability values used in the model are based on observations during

drilling and on the interpretation of pressure-transient test data. In the areas outside the

fissure, limited pressure transient data indicate that the reservoir has low flow capacity,

ranging from 250 to 6000 millidarcyfeet. This range is very low for a geothermal

reservoir. however, these wells are able to produce at commercial flow rates and wellhead

pressures because of the very high reservoir temperatures (in the 600°F range).

Very high permeability values are assigned to the area within the fissure as wells

KS-9 and KS-IO were capable of producing more than 25 MW each. These permeability

values were later confirmed by trial-and-error matching of wellhead pressures and

temperatures.
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It should be noted that a computer model is not reliable unless it can be

calibrated against the observed data; however, such calibration does not necessarily

guaranty a reliable model unless the data quality also is reliable and the data quantity is

adequate. This problem is one of "non-uniqueness".

The model of the Puna Geothermal Reservoir has been calibrated, by trial and

error. against the initial temperature and pressure data available to us. Figure 8.3 to 8.13

show the temperature distributions for the mid-levels of the various layers as calculated

by the model. Temperature contours in these figures show that the trends are consistent

with the conceptual model presented in Chapter 5. This model formed the basis for

matching the available production data, as described below.

8.3 Production History Matching

8.3.1 Methodology

Production data available for matching by numerical simulation included steam

and brine production, wellhead temperature, and wellhead pressure histories of wells KS

9 and KS-10. These data, from the beginning of production (April 1993) to July 1994,

were used to further calibrate the numerical model.

The basic procedure involved in history matching is presented schematically in

figure 8.14. The flow chart indicates that the starting point for well test matching is the

initial state model. The main goal in initial state modeling is to verify the temperature

and pressure distributions and the heat/mass flow aspects of the reservoir. In this
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context, the major rock properties of importance are permeability and thermal '''''

conductivity. Storage terms such as porosity are not sensitive variables in initial state

matching.

To further calibrate the model in terms of reservoir storage, it is necessary to

consider how the reservoir reacts to production and injection; in particular, how the

reservoir pressure and individual well discharge characteristics change with time. When

this phase is successfully completed, it increases confidence that the model can be used

for forecasting future reservoir behavior under any given production/injection scenario.

When matching production data, further changes need to be made to the

permeability distribution. Therefore, matching of production data also provides for

additional calibration of the model in terms of the permeability distribution. However, it

should be noted that production data may be affected by only a relatively small area of

the total reservoir, and the resulting changes in porosity or permeability may not

necessarily apply to the total simulation model. In the matching of production data it

may only be necessary to make changes to hydraulic parameters in blocks located close to

the active or observation wells. In areas remote from the drilled wells, the permeability

distribution is still primarily based on the matching of the initial state.

If the history matching is successful but has required significant changes to the

permeability distribution, it is necessary to rerun the initial-state model (figure 8.14) to

confirm that the calculated temperature and pressure distributions are still in reasonable

agreement with the measured data. If the calculated distributions no longer agree with

the measured data, then the initial-state modeling process, followed by well test

matching, is repeated until a more consistent model is obtained that fits all the available

temperature, pressure and production data.
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The process of obtaining a consistent model that continues to match the initial .,."

state of the reservoir, in addition to well discharge characteristics and downhole pressure

data, requires numerous runs of the simulation model. Overall , this process is the most

challenging and time-consuming part of a numerical simulation effort.

8.3.2 Problems Encountered in History Matching

We have attempted to match as closely as possible the measured changes in

pressure and temperature from the wells in response to production. In practice it is not

always possible to obtain close matches because of a number of factors, all of which are

associated with the intrinsic difficulty of representing reality by a model. For example,

geothermal wells typically produce from multiple feed zones, but it is generally not

possible to model each zone individually. The output from the simulation model

therefore reflects the average condition of the feed zones, which may not accurately

reflect the actual measured well production characteristics.

Limitations Inherent in Computer Modeling

In a geothermal reservoir, fluids move about through interconnecting fractures

that separate blocks of unfractured rock ("matrix blocks"). Accurate modeling of such a

fractured system would require an impractically large number of gridblocks.

Computer capacity, the time required to run the simulation, and the available

budget all serve to limit the number of grid blocks that can be used and, therefore, the

resolution in physical representation of the reservoir. In this model we have represented

the reservoir by 11 layers, ranging in thickness from 250 to 2,000 feet; the practical

limitations mentioned above precludes representation by more layers. Yet, accurate
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simulation of the rise of the brine level in the fissure would require much thinner layers,

and therefore many more layers.

Each grid block also represents averaged physical and thermodynamic conditions

of the reservoir volume. Because of this averaging process, the model often does not

calculate as sharp responses as seen in the measured data. Representation of the

reservoir by a limited number of relatively thick layers, and use of averaged conditions,

gives rise to "numerical smearing"; that is, a sharp brining-out event is "smeared" into a

more gradual brining-out phenomenon.

Limitations Imposed by Reservoir Behavior

In a reservoir containing both steam and brine, such as Puna, the pressure pulses

travel much slower than if the reservoir contained only steam or only water. Therefore,

in such a reservoir, the production history represents the reservoir behavior primarily in

the vicinity of the wellbore. Also, due to the wide fluctuations seen in the measured

wellhead pressures and temperatures (over a range of about 200 psi and 40°F) because of

load following, it is too early to recognize clear long-term pressure or temperature trends

for the wells.

Geothermal fluid is believed to have moved up along a highly permeable fissure

and supplied fluid to production wells KS-9 and KS-IO. Long-term decline rates in well

pressure and temperature, as fluid is withdrawn from the fissure, is controlled mainly by

the width, length, and flow capacity of the fissure. The data presently available are not

sufficient to clearly establish the extent of this fissure or the rate of natural recharge of

fluids, characteristics that are important to the long-term behavior of the reservoir.
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To simulate the increase in steam fraction seen in KS-lO, a "double porosity"

formulation was needed for part of the model. In this technique, a reservoir block

volume is assumed to consist of a fracture sub-block and a matrix sub-block. The matrix

block acts as a local heat and fluid source and allows local steam re-generation.

Unfortunately, we do not have the data to determine the extent of the double porosity

reservoir. Therefore, at present, it is not possible to determine accurately how much

steam can be re-generated from the matrix blocks within the reservoir.

Limitations from the Field Measurements

Because of a lack of geological data, it is still unclear to what extent there is

communication between the production and injection sites. The original concept behind

PGV's field development was to produce from a steam reservoir in the fissure and to

inject in a brine reservoir distinct from the steam reservoir. A tracer test, in which a

chemical tracer is added to the injected fluid and its return at the producers is

monitored, could resolve this question; such a test has not been done. Although we have

assumed hydraulic connection between the injection and production wells in matching

production history, we could just as well have obtained the match assuming no hydraulic

communication between the injection and production wells, by merely increasing the rate

of natural recharge. This is an example of the "non-uniqueness" of a numerical model

due to the limitations in available data.

This uncertainty in modeling has an impact on the long-term forecast of the steam

fraction in the produced fluid. If the main source of brine is natural, hot recharge, the

long-term decline in steam fraction would be minimal. If the main source of brine is the

injected fluid, the long-term decline in steam fraction would be significant. At this time

the available data are insufficient to resolve this issue.
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Calibration of the model was hindered by a lack of downhole pressure monitoring

data for the production wells. We have used numerical wellbore simulation to calculate

the wellhead pressure behavior of each well from its wellhead-pressure behavior

calculated by the model. However, such an approximation is rarely satisfactory when the

well produces a significant amount of brine , because numerical simulation of the flow of

a steam/brine mixture in a well is not precise and the metering of brine flow in the field

is rarely accurate.

8.4 Results of Production History Matching

The matches to measured data for KS-9 are shown on figure 8.15. Calculated

pressure and temperature values in the figure represent approximate values at wellhead

conditions. .-\8 seen from this figure, the production characteristics from KS-9 were

matched satisfactorily by the model.

The history match for KS-10 is shown in figure 8.16. The production rate from

KS-10 was small for the first few months and then increased to about 530,000 lbs/hr when

KS-9 was shut-in on September 22, 1993. This rate of production was maintained until

November 5. 1993 when KS-lO started to produce fluid with a high fraction of brine.

Due to the design limitation of the brine handling system, KS-10 then was throttled back

and KS-9 was brought on-line to provide steam for the power plant.

The production history characteristics of KS-10 have not yet been matched well,

particularly after the middle of November 1993. As shown on figure 8.16, calculated

steam and brine production rates are not very close to the measured data from late

April , 1994. These differences between the measured and calculated behavior of KS-10

are caused bv several factors described earlier.
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The forecast scenario assumed a generation level of 25 MW, with each well

supplying half of the required steam rate of 450,000 lbs/hour. The model was run for ten

years. The steam rate from the wells was calculated using separator pressures of 220 psig

and 250 psig for KS-9 and KS-lO, respectively. These wellhead pressure assumptions

reflect the performance of the wells in recent months. Therefore, including a margin for

pressure decline between the wellhead and the separator, the minimum required flowing

wellhead pressure for plant operation is about 300 psig.

Figures 8.17 and 8.18 show the forecasts of the performance of KS-9, and KS-10,

respectively. These figures show that if the production rate is divided equally between

the two wells then power production can be maintained without the wellhead pressure

reaching the minimum required, at least for the next 10 years. Long-term tempyrature,

pressure or enthalpy trends cannot be accurately predicted yet, because the nature and

extent of communication between injection and production zones still remains unclear.

As mentioned previously, the rate at which the brine is moving up into the production

fissure is not yet established satisfactorily.

It is our belief that the brine fraction at KS-9 will show a sudden rise in the future

and then will stabilize , rather than there being the gradual increase shown in figure 8.17.

Comparing figures 8.17 and 8.18, it is apparent that KS-9 and KS-10 show essentially

identical brine fractions from about 7.5 years on. After 7.5 years, the brine fraction in

both wells continues to increase beyond the maximum brine fraction calculated from the

recently measured static reservoir temperatures at the wells. This implies that both wells

brine out by 7.5 years and show gradual cooling due to injection fluid breakthrough

thereafter.
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For well KS-9 the increase in brine fraction is more likely to be as indicated in

figure 8.19; that is, the brine fraction in KS-9 would remain small until nearly four years,

at which time the well would brine out suddenly. Whether KS-9 brines out sharply or

gradually, it appears that KS-9 would not completely brine out before nearly four years.

8.6 Feasibility of Load-Following Mode of Project Operation

8.6.1 What is Load-Following?

In load-following mode of operation the generation level from the power plant is

required to follow the daily variation in power demand. In such an operational mode,

the project is run at the highest generation level during the on-peak hours and a lower

level during the off-peak hours. Therefore, operating in the load-following mode reduces

the overall generation level, and hence the plant capacity factor. Until about a decade

ago, geothermal power plants were invariably run as "base load" plants ; that is, the

generation level did not fluctuate corresponding to the demand cycle. At The Geysers,

California, Northern California Power Agency (NCPA) switched to load-following with

their geothermal plants to reduce the generation level, because The Geysers field had

become over-developed and therefore, well productivity was declining too rapidly .

Opting for a load -following mode allowed NCPA to maintain their on-peak generation,

which was much more valuable than their off-peak generation. Load-following could be

a part of an overall strategy of satisfying the diurnal cycle in power demand, rather than

only an expedient to curtail plant capacity due to a lack of reservoir deliverability.

Load-following is usually accomplished by throttling the production wells, as

needed, during the off-peak hours; it may even be necessary to shut in some wells

completely during the off-peak hours.
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To the extent that load-following reduces the overall production rate , it reduces

stress on the reservoir, and therefore, can only be beneficial to the reservoir. However,

daily throttling and unthrottling may be detrimental to the wells. For example , if a well

is throttled, the reduced flow rate can cause the steam-water mixture in the well to lose

more heat, and therefore, to cool the casing and allow it to contract. When the well is

unthrottled again, the flow rate increases and the casing is reheated and, therefore,

expands. The repeated expansion and contraction of the casing due to daily heating and

cooling over a long period of time can contribute to cement or casing failure.

If a well is completely shut-in during the off-peak hours, it may not flow again

readily when opened during the on-peak period. Sometimes, the well only needs to be

"stimulated" either by injection of a gas downhole, or by depressing the water level in the

well by using compressed air and then suddenly releasing the pressure. At other times, a

well cannot be stimulated to flow because either it has suffered mechanical damage due

to a collapsed casing or it has been choked off due to the accumulation of rock debris in

the well; accumulation of rock debris is common in wells that are shut on and off

frequently. In case of such mechanical damage, the well would need to be worked over

before it could be flowed.

In summary, load-following is not detrimental to the reservoir but could be

detrimental to the wells.
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8.6.3 Feasibility of Load-Following at Puna
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Of the two wells available for production at Puna, KS-lO has always had a

questionable mechanical condition, and the well produces large volumes of brine along

with steam. Therefore, this well may be difficult to flow again after it is shut in.

Throttling and unthrottling this well on a daily basis would be too risky. Well KS-9, on

the other hand, is in relatively good mechanical condition after the recent workover and

still produces mostly steam. Therefore, throttling and unthrottling this well on a daily

basis should not be unduly risky. Therefore, a plausible scenario for load-following at

Puna at this time would call for flowing KS-10 continually at its maximum capacity and

throttling or unthrottling KS-9 as needed to match the daily power demand cycle. The

operating history of well KS-10 shows that it increases in steam fraction when produced

at a higher rate; therefore, producing KS-10 continually at its maximum production

capacity would be operationally beneficial. On the other hand, well KS-9 being the most

valuable well, the operator may not wish to take any risk associated with throttling it.

Load-following at Puna may require some modification to the well control and gathering

systems; investigation of this matter is beyond the scope of this report.

As far as the Puna reservoir is concerned, there does not appear to be any obvious

risk of resource degradation if production and injection were to be based on load

following. However, our numerical modeling effort to date has not considered load

following as an option.
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9. STATUS OF STATEWIDE GEOTHERMAL RESOURCE ASSESSMENT

The islands of Hawaii , Maui, Lanai , Molokai, Oahu and Kauai are all constructional,

composite volcanic features, of which Hawaii is the youngest. The individual volcanoes that

make up the islands typically have one or more extensional rift zones, such as the KERZ,

extending from their summits, filled by intrusive dike complexes. Rift zones with the

desirable combination of a heat source and sufficiently permeable rocks are likely to have

considerable geothermal potential. As exploration and development of the KERZ has

resulted in significant commercial production, other areas geologically similar to the KERZ

become more attractive. It now appears that the width of the zone of potential high

temperature production in the KERZ is less than one mile; by analogy, rift zones in other

areas also may be potentially productive only in portions where dike intrusion is active or

very recent.

Several efforts have been made to catalogue the known geothermal resources and to

assess the geothermal potential of specific areas of the principal Hawaiian Islands. The first

was a Statewide Geothermal Resource Assessment (SGRA) published by the DLNR in 1984,

in which geothermal resource sub-zones were designated. At about the same time, Thomas

(1986) presented a table assessing 15 areas, entitled ''Estimated Probabilities for Occurrence

of Geothermal Resources". In 1991, the State's Geothermal Technical Advisory Committee

(GEO TAC) revised Thomas's estimates using a more conservative approach to evaluate

geothermal resources. In 1992, R. Lynette and Associates, consultants to DBEDT, provided

a concise summary and interpretation of previous assessments.

All assessments relied upon geological, geophysical and geochemical surveys collected

primarily in the 1970s and early 1980s. Very little original field work has been completed

since then, except for some geologic mapping on the Island of Hawaii outside the KERZ
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(Moore and Truesdell, 1991), publication of an aeromagnetic map of the Kilauea and Mauna

Loa volcanoes (Flanigan et al., 1986a), and geologic mapping and fluid geochemistry for

analyses of certain areas in Oahu (Cox et al., 1982). Recently, additional gravity surveys and

analyses of seismic data have been undertaken by researchers at the University of Hawaii,

and SP and gravity surveys are being conducted by the U. S. Geological Survey (HVO).

Based on an independent review of all available data, GeothermEx proposes the

following assessment of the probability for discovery of high temperature geothermal

resources in the Hawaiian Islands. To be compatible with the GEO TAC assessment criteria

for sub-zone designation, a high temperature geothermal resource is assumed to have a

temperature> 125°C at depth <3 km in an area with ground elevation <7,000 feet.

• Kauai: <5% probability for the existence of a high temperature resource. The low

probability is assigned because major volcanism from the single volcano comprising

the island ceased more than 3 million years ago before the present (mybp) , with

subordinate weak events up until about 1 mybp. Residual heat of crystallization from

shallow intrusive dikes is likely to have been dissipated by 0.1 mybp, and strong

hydrothermal systems are no longer likely. There are no known surface

manifestations, nor geophysical or geochemical anomalies to guide exploration in

either the east or west rift zones. No work by the State is recommended except

collection of temperature and fluid chemistry data from new water wells drilled in the

region.

• Oahu: 5% probability for the existence of a high temperature resource. Principal

volcanism ended more than 2 mybp; however, there has been some weak, post

erosional eruption activity in the vicinity of Koolau and Waianae volcanoes, the two

major volcanoes comprising Oahu. Minor geochemical and geophysical (resistivity,
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seismic, gravity and infrared) anomalies are not considered to be significant ,-

indications when compared against the background data in the youthful terrain of a

volcanic island. Deep water wells have not found anomalous temperatures or water

chemistry. Because the depth proposed for the Koolau volcanic plug on the basis of

gravity and seismic surveys is shallow (5,000 to 6,500 feet), and because there are no

anomalous subsurface temperatures reported, it is unlikely that the Koolau plug is an

active heat source. No exploration by the State is recommended except continued

collection of temperature and chemistry data from water wells.
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• Molokai: <5% probability for the existence of a high temp erature resource.

Magmatic activity has resulted in the formation of two volcanoes, about 1 to 2 million

years old, each with two rift zones. There are no confirmed temperature,

geochemical or geophysical anomalies, other than warm water wells reported on the

western part of the island. No exploration by the State is recommended except

collection of temperature and chemistry data from all new wells.

• Lanai: <10% probability for the existence of a high temperature resource. Lanai

appears to be more than 1.5 million years old, and the only thermal manifestations

are warm water wells. Some exploration for low temperature resources near Lanai

City may be warranted. At this time, the State is encouraged to continue the

collection of temperature and chemistry data from water wells. If results are

attractive, a further program of geochemical exploration may be advisable at a later

time.

• Maui: Maui is the second youngest of the Hawaiian Islands and is comprised of two

volcanoes (West Maui and Haleakala). West Maui volcanism occurred mainly more

than 1.3 mybp, and we estimate that there is < 10% probability for the existence of a
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high temp erature geothermal resource at West Maui, the reported presence of warm " '~

water at Olowalu notwithstanding. Haleakala has been active in historic time and has

three rift zones. These are discussed below.

The southwest rift zone, site of an eruption in 1790, has been the most active zone

throughout the construction of Haleakala. It therefore appears to have the greatest

potential for high temperature geothermal resources. Critical questions are whether a

shallow magma chamber still is present, and whether there is active extension and

dike intrusion into the southwest rift zone (or indeed into any of the Haleakala rifts).

Seismic data have not supported the concept of active rifting and intrusion. Based on

this analysis, there is <20% probability of a high temperature geothermal resource in

the southwest rift zone of Haleakala. The east and northwest rift zones, having less

evidence of historic volcanism, are considered to have <10% probability of the

existence of a high temperature geothermal resource. Because of these relatively low

potentials, the only exploration recommended by the State is the continued collection

of temperature and chemistry data from water wells. If results prove encouraging, a

program of further geochemical exploration may be proposed. At a still later date,

the drilling of temperature gradient holes may be desirable.

• Hawaii: Hawaii is the youngest of the main Hawaiian Islands and is comprised of

five volcanoes. These, with their minimum ages of main volcanic activity, are :

Kohala: 700,000 to 80,000 years

Mauna Kea: 500,000 to 15,000 years

Hualalai: 400,000 years to 19th Century

Mauna Loa: active

Kilauea: active
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There is considerable variation in probability for the existence of high temperature

geothermal resources on Hawaii. Because of this, an overall summary percentage

estimation for the entire island is not useful. An estimation for each of the major

volcanic centers is made instead.

The probabilities of the existence of high temperature geothermal resources vary from

100% in the KERZ, to >50% in the Kilauea southwest rift zone (KSWRZ), to <20%

in the Mauna Loa and Hualalai rift zones, and finally to < 10% in the Mauna Kea

and Kohala rift zones.

Magma is known to be present beneath Mauna Loa and Kilauea, and geophysical

information has been interpreted to indicate the existence of magmatic bodies

beneath Hualalai. Geologically, the upper KSWRZ is being affected by the same

magmatic activity as the KERZ, but the crustal stresses, island buttressing effects, and

local tectonics may preclude extension of the KSWRZ and consequent intrusion of

dikes necessary to provide the heat source and permeability to a geothermal reservoir.

Based on the foregoing assessment, the only exploration work currently recommended

for State support is lithologic logging, temperature measurement and analysis of fluid

samples from water wells. Major funding should be conserved for continued drilling

to define the extent and nature of the geothermal resource of the KERZ.

To summarize, the probabilities for the existence .of high temperature geothermal

resources are very low for Kauai, Oahu and Molokai; low for Lanai, West Maui, the east and

northwest rift zones of Haleakala on Maui, and the Mauna Kea and Kohala rift zone of

Hawaii; and moderate for Haleakala's southwest rift and the Mauna Loa and Haulalai rifts

of Hawaii. Only in the KERZ and KSWRZ are potentials found to be attractive.

Additional work done in the KERZ will continue to define those exploration methods which
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may be useful for future assessment of commercial geothermal potential elsewhere in the

Hawaiian Islands. Highest priority for State expenditure should continue to be given to

definition and characterization of the KERZ.
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GROUNDWATER SAMPLES FROM THE KERZ AND SURROUNDINGS, CONCENTRATIONS IN MG/L ~...' ..' :0; { .-

10-05-1993 E:T; Page

GROUP NAME DATE TF DATASRC PH CA MG NA K HC03 C03 S04 CL SI02

All ison We II ALLI SON 100 ENEL(1990) 15.0 840.0
All ison Well ALLISON 100 Thomas,USGSPP-1350 7.35 84.0 102.0 1188.0 68.0 69.2 2042 .0 24
Allison Well ALLISON 740131 100 ENEL( 1990)
All ison We II ALLISON 750107 100 ENEL(1990) 15.0 281.0
Alli son Well ALLISON 750107 100 lovanetti(1990) 15.0 281.0
Allison Well ALLISON 820701 100 ENEL(1990) 102.0 2040.0

Ash ida 1 ASHIDA 1 800625 550 ENEL(1990) 1.4 174.0

GTW-2 GTW2 740130 181 ENEL(1990)
GTW-2 GTW2 741214 187 ENEL(1990)

GTW-3 GTW3 192 ENEL(1990) 55.5 3680.0
GTW-3 GTW3 199 Thomas,USGSPP-1350 6.85 194.0 122.0 2572.0 378.0 314.0 4645.0 97
GTW-3 GTW3 740910 199 ENEL(1990)
GTW-3 GTW3 741214 203 ENEL(1990)
GTW-3 GTW3 741214 190 ENEL(1990)
GTW-3 GTW3 741216 187 ENEL( 1990)
GTW-3 GEOTH ff3 750107 HGP INI.PH.II PROG. 2/76 6.85 76.8 52.0 2050.0 190.0 30.0 314.0 3274.0 97
GTW-3 GTW-I1la 750107 199 lovanetti(1990) 52.0 3274.0
GTW-3 GTW3 750107 199 ENEL(1990) 52.0 3270.0
GTW-3 GEOTH ff3 750721 HGP INI.PH.II PROG. 2/76 81.0 59.0 2000.0 195.0 335.0 3410.0
GTW-3 GEOTH ff3 750721 HGP INI.PH.II PROG. 2/76 1.40 71.0 62.5 1740.0 158.0 20.0 317.0 2980.0
GTW-3 GTW- I1lb 750721 . lovanetti(1990) 59.0 3410.0
GTW-3 GTW-Illc 750721 165 lovanetti(1990) 62.5 2980.0
GTW-3 GTW3 750721 165 ENEL( 1990) 62.5 2980.0
GTY-3 GTW3 751231 199 ENEL(1990) 59.0 3410.0
GTY-3 GTW3 821101 199 ENEL(1990) 137.0 5260.0

GTW-4 GTY4 821101 95 ENEL(1990) 22.4 390.0
GTY-4 GTW-IV 910600 lovanetti(1990) 7.5 72.0

Hawn Shores Pahoa 640505 Tilling and Jones (1991) 7.30 4.2 4.8 16.0 2.0 46.0 6.7 16.0 59
Hawn Shores Pahoa 720522 Tilling and Jones (1991) 7.60 5.8 3.6 23.0 3.2 56.0 6.9 23.0 49
Hawn Shores HAWN SHORES1 741231 71 ENEL(1990) 3.8 14.0
Hawn Shores HAYN SHORES2 741231 ENEL(1990) 4.5 28.0



TABLE 3.1: GROUNDYATER SAMPLES FROM THE KERZ AND SURROUNDINGS, CONCENTRATIONS IN MG/L

10-05-1993 E:T; Page 2

GROUP NAME DATE TF DATASRC PH CA MG NA K HC03 C03 S04 CL SI02

Isaac Hale Spr. Isaac H. Spr 750107 HGP INI.PH.II PROG. 2/76 7.75 32.4 200.0 2020.0 86.0 56.0 507.0 3534.0 82
Isaac Hale Spr. IHP SPR 751027 HGP INI.PH.II PROG. 2/76 98.0 239.0 2140.0 87.5 61.0 552.0 3660.0

KS-4 KS-4 920917 brewer env.indust #8388 10/12/92 6.90 60.8 15.9 49.2 8.6 115.0 16.5 84

Kapoho Crater 9d Iovanetti(1990) 17.0 33.0
Kapoho Crater KAPOHO CS 77 ENEL(1990) 51.0 84.0
Kapoho Crater Kapoho-Cone _ Tilling and Jones (1991) 7.70 80.0 51.0 73.0 10.5 551.0 6.8 84.0 41
Kepoho Crater Kapoho 72 Thomas,USGSPP-1350 7.10 65.6 35.2 127.0 15.0 328.0 174.0 54
Kapoho Crater 9c 680315 lovanetti(1990) 26.5 125.0
Kapoho Crater Kapoho 680315 Tilling and Jones (1991 ) 7.70 48.0 26.0 97.0 14.0 283.0 5.5 125.0 44
Kapoho Crater Kapoho 700522 Tilling and Jones (1991 ) 7.00 120.0 96.0 64.0 10.0 975.0 3.8 72.0 39
Kapoho Crater Kapoho 720303 Tilling and Jones (1991 ) 8.40 72.0 31.0 57.0 7.6 393.0 11.0 54.0 39
Kapoho Crater KAPOHO CS 740130 77 ENEL(1990)
Kapoho Crater KAPOHO:CS 741231 77 ENEL( 1990) 31.0 110.0
Kapoho Crater KAPOHO_CS 741231 77 ENEL( 1990) 31.0 170.0
Kapoho Crater 9a 750106 79 lovanetti(1990) 37.0 16.9
Kapoho Crater KAPOHO_CS 750106 78 ENEL(1990) 37.0 16.9
Kapoho Crater 9b 750721 72 Iovanetti(1990) 25.7 95.7
Kapoho Crater KAPOHO_CS 750721 72 ENEL(1990) 25.7 95.7

Kapoho Test 9-6c 97 Iovanetti(1990) 24.1 450.0
Kapoho Test KAPOHO_LSY 96 ENEL(1990) 24.1 450.0
Kapoho Test Airstrip 92 Thomas,USGSPP-1350 7.75 37.6 27.4 241.0 28.0 211.0 364.0 71
Kapoho Test KAPOHO LSY 611231 82 ENEL(1990) 17.1 220.0
Kapoho Test KAPOHO:LSY 611231 93 ENEL( 1990) 17.1 331.0
Kapoho Test KAPOHO LSY 740129 100 ENEL( 1990)
Kapoho Test KAPOHO:LSY 741213 93 ENEL(1990)
Kapoho Test 9-6a 750106 91 Iovanetti(1990) 28.0 303.5
Kapoho Test KAPOHO_LSY 750106 98 ENEL(1990) 28.0 303.0
Kapoho Test 9-6b 750722 95 Iovanetti(1990) 27.2 316.0
Kapoho Test KAPOHO_LSY 750722 92 ENEL(1990) 27.2 316.0
Kapoho Test KAPOHO_LSY 820111 95 ENEL(1990) 22.4 390.0

Keauohana 9-7b 70 Iovanetti(1990) 5.6 120.0
Keauohana KEAUOHANA 1 69 Thomas,USGSPP-1350 7.05 15.4 5.1 95.1 12.4 28.6 160.0 45
Keauohana Keauohana Tilling and Jones (1991) 7.30 6.6 3.3 54.0 3.8 42.0 22.0 70.0 41
Keauohana KEAUOHANA 1 740130 75 ENEL(1990)
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GROUP NAME DATE TF DATASRC PH CA MG NA K HC03 C03 S04 CL SI02

Keauohana KEAUOHANA 1 741231 75 ENEL( 1990) 3.3 70.0
Keauohana KEAUOHANA 2 741231 75 ENEL(1990) 5.9 160.0
Keauohana 9-7a 750106 84 Iovanetti(1990) 6.6 132.2
Keauohana KEAUOHANA 1 750106 83 ENEL( 1990) 6.6 132.0
Keauohana KEAUOHANA 1 750721 69 ENEL(1990) 5.6 120.0
Keauohana KEAUOHANA 1 821101 75 ENEL(1990) 3.8 106.0

MY-l MY-l 910301 pgv spreadsheet (selection from) 7.50 16.3 12.2 82.0 10.3 29.0 185.0 20.0 107
MY-l MY-l 910404 uuri 3910294.pg 4-18-91 22.4 12.8 62.2 7.2 105
MII-l MY-1 910404 brewer env.svcs 3828; also in pgv table 20.6 12.7 58.2 6.4 36.6 208.0 19.5 119
MY-1 MII-1 910412 brewer env.svcs 3828; also in pgv table 21.1 12.4 56.7 6.2 36.0 215.0 20.0 119
MII-1 MII-1 910607 pgv spreadsheet (selection from) 7.70 38.1 22.9 106.0 11.2 29.0 181.0 19.0 99
MII-l MY-l 910723 pgv spreadsheet (selection from) 7.70 20.1 13.0 57.3 9.9 29.0 175.0 20.0 99
MII-l MY-l 910904 brewer env.svcs 5068; also in pgv table 7.70 18.4 12.4 58.0 9.0 36.6 192.0 19.5 100
MY-l MII-1 920102 pgv spreadsheet (selection from) 7.70 13.4 9.6 60.7 8.0 25.0 189.0 20.5 35
M\oI-1 MII-1 920701 pgv spreadsheet (selection from) 7.70 25.8 14.6 61.4 12.9 34.0 In.O 20.0 99
M\oI -l M\oI-l 921209 pgv spreadsheet (selection from) 7.70 20.2 11.4 51.5 9.8 29.0 186.0 20.0 98
M\oI -l MY-l 930414 pgv spreadsheet (selection from) 7.90 20.7 11.7 52.2 10.7 28.0 166.0 19.0 89
MW-l MY-l 930517 brewer labs 0221-1 7.60 11.5 6.5 31.4 5.6 26.0 183.0 17.8 95
MIl-l MY-l 930526 brewer labs 0287-4 7.60 20.2 11.5 56.0 9.9 30.0 190.0 19.0 86
M\oI-1 MIl-l 930609 brewer labs 0389-2 7.50 22.4 12.9 56.8 11.0 30.0 217.0 19.0 94
MII-l MIl-1 930624 brewer labs 0484-1 7.60 21.3 12.4 58.1 10.8 30.0 172.0 19.0 107
M\oI-l MIl-1 930707 brewer labs 0575-1 7.70 22.3 12.8 56.4 11. 1 29.0 214.0 19.0 92
MIl-l MIl-1 930729 brewer labs 0722-1 7.60 20.7 12.3 56.9 10.8 30.0 192.0 19.0 99
MIl-1 MIl-l 930830 brewer labs 0928 7.60 20.8 12.0 57.7 9.8 31.0 179.0 19.0 99

MII-2 MY-2 910228 pgv spreadsheet 5/93 13.9 13.0 283.0 12.1 95.0 365.0 102
MII-2 MIl-2 910301 pgv spreadsheet 5/93 14.6 11.1 332.0 15.3 92.0 375.0 60
M\oI-2 MII-2 910304 pgv spreadsheet 5/93 7.70 22.6 15.9 253.0 18.2 35.0 101.0 436.0 101
MY-2 MIl-2 910306 pgv spreadsheet 5/93 18.5 14.0 214.0 15.6 27.0 98.0 385.0 104
MY-2 MY-2 910308 pgv spreadsheet 5/93 20.4 15.0 203.0 17.4 103.0 450.0
MY-2 MY-2 910310 pgv spreadsheet 5/93 19.1 14.6 205.0 15.2 30.0 96.0 413.0
MIl-2 MY-2 910313 pgv spreadsheet 5/93 20.2 15.5 213.0 16.3 18.0 104.0 475.0
M\oI-2 MY-2 910315 pgv spreadsheet 5/93 18.4 15.6 210.0 15.8 36.0 107.0 463.0
MY-2 MY-2 910325 pgv spreadsheet 5/93 29.1 14.1 238.0 20.1 42.0 106.0 409.0 19
M\oI-2 MY-2 910328 pgv spreadsheet 5/93 7.50 29.0 13.3 214.0 18.7 39.0 11 0.0 435.0 23
MY-2 MY-2 910403 uuri 3910295.pg 4-09-91 37.5 17.7 324.3 33.6 26
MII-2 MIJ-2 910403 pgv spreadsheet 5/93 27.8 14.6 287.0 18.1 41.5 123.0 475.0 22
MY-2 MII-2 910403 brewer env.svcs 3828 27.8 14.6 287.0 18.1 50.6 123.0 475.0 22
MY-2 MY-2 910412 pgv spreadsheet 5/93 29.7 16.9 311.0 19.1 47.0 117.0 538.0 44
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GROUP NAME DATE TF DATASRC PH CA MG NA K HC03 C03 S04 CL SI02

M'H-2
MW-2
M'H-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
M'H-2
M'H-2
M'H-2
M'H-2
M'H-2
MW-2
MW-2
M'H-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
M'H-2
M'H-2
MW-2
MW-2
M'H-2
M'H-2
M'H-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
M'H-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
M'H-2

MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
M'H-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
M'H-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
M'H-2
MW-2
MW-2
MW-2
M'H-2
M'H-2
M'H-2
M'H-2
MW-2
MW-2

910412
910422
910502
910517
910523
910529
910607
910617
910621
910627
910703
910709
910716
910n3
910731
910814
910821
910828
910902
910904
910904
910911
910916
910918
910922
910925
910930
911108
911113
911120
911127
911204
911211
911218
911226
920102
920116
920120
920212
920226
920311
920325

brewer env.svcs 3828
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
brewer env.svcs 5068
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93
pgv spreadsheet 5/93

8.10
8.40
8.60
8.80
8.40
8.10
8.70
8.70
8.70
8.60
8.60
8.20
8.40
8.50
8.20
8.30
8.10
8.00
8.20
8.20
7.90
8.30
8.30
8.20
8.50
8.50
8.40
8.50
8.60
8.50
8.40
8.60
8.40
8.50
8.40
7.30
7.80
8.10
8.40
8.40
8.60

29.7
28.8
31.5
25.3
24.4
20.5
45.7
43.9
21.5
21.7
15.5
15.7
11.7
26.2
25.2
33.9
31.7
31.6
43.4
31.5
31.5
14.3
30.8
32.1
35.3
36.8
22.7
19.0
16.3
29.1
28.4
26.7
23.0
25.5
21.0
19.9
17.9
41.6
29.6
24.4
23.•5
20.4

16.9
13.6
13.8
12.9
12.4
13.1
27.0
22.7
10.7
10.4
9.6

10.4
8.4

13.9
15.9
17.6
18.3
18.6
27.3
18.1
18.1
13.8
15.8
19.6
20.9
16.9
17.6
17.9
16.7
15.6
16.0
15.7
23.0
16.9
14.0
15.6
45.6
26.1
16.9
14.2
11.6
8.9

311.0
301.0
432.0
315.0
271.0
2n.0
566.0
256.0
265.0
276.0
232.0
213.0
286.0
287.0
320.0
325.0
301.0
335.0
465.0
326.0
326.0
154.0
399.0
342.0
437.0
400.0
438.0
521.0
463.0
487.0
405.0
466.0
478.0
447.0
466.0
489.0
482.0
487.0
459.0
527.0
494.0
4n.0

19.1
16.9
22.2
22.1
19.6
18.5
21.2
19.4
21.2
21.6
20.6
21.4
20.6
22.7
19.7
19.3
25.7
18.8
29.9
24.3
24.3
12.7
16.9
26.5
22.5
22.0
24.3
19.4
23.6
23.3
22.3
22.2
21.0
20.8
22.0
23.6
20.8
29.2
24.1
23.6
24.9
21.1

57.3
48.0
52.0
51.0
49.0
48.0
48.0
56.0
58.0
57.0
57.0
56.0
52.0
51.0
52.0
47.0
51.0
45.0
63.0
57.0
69.5
37.0
67.0
61.0
66.0
59.0
65.0
65.0
64.0
61.0
61.0
60.0
62.0
60.0
61.0
59.0
n.o
48.0
73.0
73.0
n.o
76.0

117.0
102.0
96.0
88.0
91.0
80.5
82.4
74.2
66.1
61.4
50.8
56.5
75.7
n.o
82.8
82.1
82.6
81.5

112.0
73.8
73.8
75.2
61.2
82.8
78.4
70.3
75.0
71.6
74.8
66.6
70.3
68.8
63.7
66.0
70.8
69.7
74.3

154.0
48.1
38.0
23.0
40.5

538.0
513.0
480.0
488.0
480.0
450.0
488.0
465.0
475.0
475.0
475.0
500.0
550.0
575.0
563.0
575.0
625.0
600.0
813.0
588.0
588.0
350.0
688.0
675.0
735.0
663.0
725.0
738.0
750.0
725.0
763.0
750.0
775.0
755.0
788.0
800.0
838.0

1000.0
950.0
900.0
900.0
925.0

44
17
11
7

70
29
52
21
19
19
21
22
38
35
35
45
46
39
80
44
44
72
17
54
39
36
31
32
32
28
32
33
31
32
33
35
46
98
38
35
29
27
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GROUP NAME DATE TF DATASRC PH CA MG NA K HC03 C03 S04 CL SI02

MW-2 MW-2 920408 pgv spreadsheet 5/93 8.60 19.0 7.2 516.0 34.0 69.0 28.0 913.0 24
MW-2 MW-2 920422 pgv spreadsheet 5/93 8.40 37.0 7.0 404.0 27.0 64.0 46.7 925.0 27
MW-2 MW-2 920521 pgv spreadsheet 5/93 8.70 30.2 4.8 394.0 25.5 62.0 57.9 900.0 24
MW-2 MW-2 920606 pgv spreadsheet 5/93 8.60 42.8 7.2 165.0 26.5 65.0 65.3 913.0 27
MW-2 MW-2 920617 pgv spreadsheet 5/93 8.50 38.3 7.6 55.6 29.3 64.0 70.8 925.0 30
MW-2 MW-2 920701 pgv spreadsheet 5/93 8.40 47.1 14.6 537.0 34.9 65.0 72.1 963.0 26
MW-2 MW-2 920715 pgv spreadsheet 5/93 8.60 48.8 11.6 568.0 38.2 60.0 89.3 975.0 36
MW-2 MW-2 920729 pgv spreadsheet 5/93 8.70 46.1 7.8 392.0 14.1 60.0 72.0 1000.0 24
MW-2 MW-2 920914 pgv spreadsheet 5/93 8.60 43.2 12.2 473.6 29.4 50.0 102.0 1090.0 31
MW-2 MW-2 921111 pgv spreadsheet 5/93 7.20 47.7 31.3 280.0 20.6 26.0 134.0 0.0 47
MW-2 MW-2 921125 pgv spreadsheet 5/93 8.30 54.3 20.4 492.0 30.5 54.0 0.0 43
MW-2 MW-2 921209 pgv spreadsheet 5/93 7.90 57.9 28.7 615.0 33.2 47.0 158.0 1250.0 75
MW-2 MW-2 921223 pgv spreadsheet 5/93 8.20 52.4 20.0 646.0 35.7 46.0 122.0 1190.0 38
MW-2 MW-2 930120 pgv spreadsheet 5/93 7.80 41.6 26.1 487.0 29.2 48.0 154.0 1000.0 98
MW-2 MW-2 930204 pgv spreadsheet 5/93 8.00 39.4 25.1 469.0 29.3 55.0 148.0 925.0 98
MW-2 MW-2 930303 pgv spreadsheet 5/93 8.00 36.5 21.5 422.0 26.8 59.0 125.0 863.0 91
MW-2 MW-2 930331 pgv spreadsheet 5/93 8.60 28.6 11.7 518.0 29.1 78.0 85.0 850.0 52
MW-2 MW-2 930413 pgv spreadsheet 5/93 8.70 30.0 9.8 434.0 27.6 74.0 78.0 825.0 47
MW-2 MW-2 930517 brewer labs 0221-2 8.30 36.2 14.5 436.0 25.6 55.0 108.0 800.0 71
MW-2 MW-2 930526 brewer labs 0287-5 8.30 37.8 15.0 478.0 28.5 49.0 107.0 863.0 74
MW-2 MW-2 930609 brewer labs 0389-1 7.90 38.5 14.6 452.0 27.9 45.0 121 .0 863.0 67
MW-2 MW-2 930624 brewer labs 0484-2 8.20 37.4 13.0 460.0 27.1 44.0 105.0 863.0 62
MW-2 MW-2 930707 brewer labs 0575-2 7.90 40.6 13.5 454.0 29.2 39.0 122.0 875.0 56
MW-2 MW-2 930729 brewer labs 0722-2 7.80 39.3 15.6 474.0 29.6 45.0 115.0 900.0 69

MW-3 MW-3 910829 pgv spreadsheet 5/93, selected srrpl 7.70 19.0 13.0 -1.0 11.0 31.0 20.0 102
MW-3 MW-3 910918 pgv spreadsheet 5/93, selected srrpl 7.50 18.3 13.2 60.8 11.5 29.0 197.0 20.0 87
MW-3 MW-3 911211 pgv spreadsheet 5/93, selected srrpl 7.80 12.6 12.7 52.5 9.5 30.0 197.0 20.0 102
MW-3 MW-3 920325 pgv spreadsheet 5/93, selected srrpl 7.40 13.4 11.5 50.6 8.6 30.0 197.0 21.0 102
HW-3 MW-3 920715 pgv spreadsheet 5/93, selected srrpl 7.50 31.1 16.1 65.4 15.7 31.0 200.0 20.0 98
MW-3 MW-3 921111 pgv spreadsheet 5/93, selected srrpl 7.50 24.4 13.5 43.9 9.6 29.0 175 .0 101

Malama-Ki 9-9d 127 lovanetti(1990) 267.0 6887.0
Malama-Ki HALAMA KI 128 ENEL(1990) 267.0 6890.0
Malama-Ki MALAMA-KI 126 Thornas,USGSPP-1350 7.45 293.0 295.0 3333.0 218.0 598.0 5380.0 101
Halama-Ki Malama:ld Tilling and Jones (1991) 6.90 182.0 324.0 3090.0 262.0 681.0 5850.0 59
Malama-Ki 9-9c 620906 Iovanet t i(1990) 324.0 5850.0
Malama-Ki Makama-ki 620906 Tilling and Jones (1991) 6.90 182.0 324.0 3090.0 262.0 681.0 5850.0 59
Malama-Ki 9-ge 620928 Iovanet t i(1990) 324.0 5850.0
Halama-Ki MALAMA_KI 741213 127 ENEL(1990)
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GROUP NAME DATE TF DATASRC PH CA MG NA K HC03 C03 S04 CL SI02

Malama-Ki MALAMA_KI 741231 127 ENEL(1990) 324.0 5850.0
Malama-Ki MALAMA K. 750107 HGP INI.PH.II PROG. 2/76 7.02 66.8 210.0 2105.0 109.0 144.0 471.0 3811.0 101
Malama-Ki 9-9a 750107 126 lovanetti(1990) 210.0 2811.0
Malama-Ki MALAMA_KI 750107 126 ENEL(1990) 210.0 3810.0
Malama-Ki MALAMA K. 750722 HGP INI.PH.II PROG. 2/76 7.45 117.0 293.0 2890.0 149.0 128.0 598.0 3811.0
Malama-Ki 9-9b 750722 lovanetti(1990) 293.0 5120.0
Malama-Ki MALAMA_KI 750722 ENEL(1990) 293.0 5120.0
Malama-Ki MALAMA_KI 830701 131 ENEL(1990) 295.0 5380.0

Pahoa Pahoa 74 Thomas,USGSPP-1350 6.65 4.5 3.1 16.7 9.3 27.3 4.9 50
Pahoa Pahoa 1 Tilling and Jones (1991) 7.70 5.•0 4.2 20.0 2.6 51.0 6.8 20.0 54
Pahoa Pahoa 1 Tilling and Jones (1991) 7.50 3.3 3.3 16.5 3.4 51.0 12.5 6.0 52
Pahoa Pahoa 720303 73 Tilling and Jones (1991) 7.60 3.9 3.3 16.0 3.3 51.0 12.0 6.0 54
Pahoa Pahoa 720303 73 Tilling and Jones (1991) 7.40 2.7 3.3 17.0 3.4 50.0 13.0 6.0 50
Pahoa PAHOA2 740130 73 ENEL( 1990) 0.0
Pahoa PAHOA2 741231 73 ENEL(1990) 2.4 5.8
Pahoa 9-5a 750106 75 lovanetti(1990) 2.7 13.5
Pahoa PAHOA1 750106 ENEL( 1990) 2.7 13.5
Pahoa 9-5b 750721 73 lovanetti(1990) 1.9 9.8
Pahoa PAHOA1 750721 74 ENEL(1990) 1.9 9.8
Pahoa PAHOA1 821101 70 ENEL(1990) 3.1 4.9
Pahoa PahVillFrshW 851000 75 lovanetti(1990) 5.1 4.0

Pulama Pulama 631206 Tilling and Jones (1991) 7.40 16.0 31.0 170.0 8.5 54.0 65.0 345.0 72
Pulama PULAMA 631231 78 ENEL( 1990) 31.2 345.0

RAIN RAIN 750000 HGP INI.PH.II PROG. 2/76 -1.0 -1.0

Seawater seawater ENEL(1990) 450.0 1290.0 9600.0 398.0 2200.0 19500.0 4



TABLE 3.2: PUNA GEOC HEMISTRY DATA BASE -- CONCENTRATIONS IN MG/KG

KEY TO COLUMN HEADINGS [Listed in approximate order, some may not be included in this printout]

PARTS I AND II : SAMPLE BACKGROUND DATA

NUM =
NAME =
DATEHRS =
DATASRC =
PORT =

WHP =

SPG =
SPA
SEP_TC =
HT =
XSTM =

STATUSCOM =

sample nurber
full name of sample.
date and time of collection in format yymmdd.hrs
source of analytical data -- laboratory name and date, or report title.
sample type or source:

BRN = brine from weir or separator.
BLOO = water sample from blooie line, airlift.

wellhead pressure, g=gauge, a=absolute, psi

pressure of steam-water separation, psi gauge
pressure of steam-water separation, psi abs.
steam separation or sample temperature, deg.C
reported total flow enthalpy, btu/lb
steam flow as percent of total

comment concerning sample collection and/or status of source at time of collect ion

PHL =
CA ..... MN =
HC03,C03 =
TOSS =
COMMENT =
TRACEANIONS
TRACECATIONS

PARTS III TO V : ANALYTICAL DATA AND COMMENTS

sample pH, measured in laboratory, 25degC
species concentrations in mg/l
total alkalinity as bicarbonate and carbonate, mg/l
total dissolved solids by summation of Ca,Mg,Na ,K,Li,HC03,C03,S04,CI,Si02 and B
additional comments

= other anions
=other cations

Note: -1 or blank signifies no data. 0.0 indicates below detection limit of analysis,

PART VI : WELLS KS-9 AND KS-10, ANALYTICAL DATA REPORTED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII

GEOTHERMEX, INC.
2- 8-1995
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NUM NAME DATEHRS PORT \,/HP SPG SPA SEP_T HT XSTM DATASRC

1 HGP-A 761202.0000 BRN -1 -1.000 -1.000 -1.0 -1.00 -1.0000 Thomas,USGSPP-1350
2 HGP-A n0209.0000 BRN -1 -1.000 14.930 212.8 710.00 0.5459 Thomas,USGSPP-1350
3 HGP-A n0422.0000 BRN -1 -1.000 14.930 212.8 710.00 0.5459 Thomas,USGSPP-1350
4 HGP-A 800110.1000 BRN -1 88.000 102.700 329.7 710.00 0.4616 Thomas (1980) Dr),5 HGP-A 800111.1300 BRN 166g 154.000 168.700 367.8 710.00 0.4319 Thomas (1980); D'OLier etaL (1987)
6 HGP-A 800116.0000 BRN -1 ·1.000 132.000 348.5 710.00 0.4475 Thomas,USGSPP-1350

.< f ,.~ :, lt~ .t''-' .~

7 HGP-A 810612.0000 BRN ·1 -1.000 14.930 212.8 710.00 0.5455 Thomas,USGSPP-1350 -, .\.l~.l'· '" p"
8 HGP-A 810904.0000 BRN -1 -1.000 174.000 370.3 710.00 0.4300 Thomas,USGSPP-1350 '.,

9 HGP-A 811211.0000 BRN -1 -1.000 14.930 212.8 710.00 0.5455 Thomas,USGSPP-1350
10 HGP-A 820607.0000 BRN -1 -1.000 169.700 368.3 710.00 0.4315 Thomas,USGSPP-1350
11 HGP-A 821116.0000 BRN ·1 -1.000 169.700 368.3 710.00 0.4315 Thomas,USGSPP-1350
12 HGP-A 830504.0000 BRN -1 -1.000 169.700 368.3 710.00 0.4315 Thomas,USGSPP-1350
13 HGP-A 831205.0000 BRN -1 -1.000 159.500 363.3 710.00 0.4355 Thomas,USGSPP-1350
14 HGP-A 840112.0000 BRN 160g 170.000 -1.000 -1.0 -1.00 -1.0000 IOVANETTI HMO 871016; D'OLeir etaL(1987)
15 HGP-A 840626.0000 BRN -1 -1.000 159.500 363.3 710.00 0.4355 Thomas,USGSPP-1350
16 HGP-A 841128.0000 BRN -1 -1.000 159.500 363.3 710.00 0.4355 Thomas ,USGSPP-1350

17 KS-1 820821.0000 153g 151.000 165.700 · 1. 0 -1.00 -1.0000 D'OL ier etaL(1987) PGV rpt tbL.5
18 KS -1 830000.0000 0.000 0.000 113.0 0.00 0.0000 lovanetti(1990)

19 KS-1A 850000.0000 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.00 0.0000 levanetti(1990)
20 KS-1A 851016.0930 BRN 155g 160.000 174.700 370.6 -1.00 0.8300 TPnotesSmpl1002/Anatec
21 KS- 1A 851019.1700 BRN 155g 156.000 170.700 368.7 -1.00 0.8300 TPnotesSmpL1003/Anatec
22 KS-1A 851019.1700 BRN 155g 156.000 170.700 368.7 -1.00 0.8300 TPnotesSmpL1004/UURI
23 KS-1A 851024.2100 BRN 155g 155.000 169.700 368.3 -1.00 0.8300 TPnotesSmpL1005/Anatec
24 KS-1A 851024.2100 BRN 1559 155.000 169.700 368.3 -1.00 0.8300 TPnotesSmpl1006/UURI
25 KS-1A 851024.2100 BRN 155g 155.000 169.700 368.3 1054.00 0.8339 Thermal Power lov.mmo 851216/Brewer Labs
26 KS-1A 851024.2100 BRN 155g 155.000 169.700 368.3 1054 .00 0.8339 Thermal Power lov.mmo 851216/Brewer labs
27 KS-1A 851026.2100 BRN 80g n.ooo 86.700 317.6 -1.00 0.8500 TPnotesSmpl1007/Anatec
28 KS-1A 851028.0400 BRN 1559 154.000 168.700 367.8 -1.00 0.8300 TPnotesSmpl1009/Anatec
29 KS- 1A 851028.2330 BRN 345 153.000 167.700 367.3 -1.00 0.8300 TPnotesSmpL1010/Anatec
30 KS-1A 851029.1330 BRN 640 153.000 167.700 367.3 -1.00 0.8300 TPnotesSmpL1011/Anatec
31 KS-1A 851031.1245 BRN 155g 153.000 167.700 367.3 1042.00 0.8203 D'OLier etaL(1987); IOVANETTI HMO 871016

32 KS-2 820609.0000 BRN 175g -1.000 -1.000 -1.0 -1.00 -1.0000 D'Olier etal(1987);IOV.MMO 871016;EALLab
33 KS-2 820609.0000 atm -1 -1.000 -1.000 -1.0 -1.00 -1.0000 Letter D.Thomas to J.lov.820727,tb l2
34 KS-2 840000.0000 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.00 0.0000 lovanetti(1990)
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NUM NAME DATEHRS PORT WHP SPG SPA SEP_T HT XSTM DATASRC

35 KS-3 910325.1815 9 2009 53.000 67.700 -1.0 -1.00 -1.0000 pgv tbl sn be-001!uurii tst data
36 KS-3 910325.1830 18 2009 0.000 14.700 215.0 -1.00 -1.0000 pgv tbl sn ba-001!uurii tst data
37 KS-3 910325.2040 9 1959 65.000 79.700 -1.0 900.00 0.6859 pgv tbl sn be-002! uurii tst data
38 KS-3 910325.2050 18 1959 0.000 14.700 215.0 900.00 0.7418 pgv tbl sn ba-002! uuri r)~)39 KS-3 910326.0835 9 1829 62.000 76.700 -1.0 900.00 0.6874 pgv tbl sn be-003! uuri
40 KS-3 910326.0845 18 1829 0.000 14.700 215.0 897.00 0.7387 pgv tbl sn ba-003! uuri

<"""",~~>, ~ '-
>4 ~.,

41 KS-3 910326.1730 9 1759 60.000 74.700 -1.0 907.00 0.6962 pgv tbl sn be-004! uuri
42 KS-3 910326.1735 18 1759 0.000 14.700 215.0 907.00 0.7490 pgv tbl sn ba-004! uuri
43 KS-3 910327.0930 9 1729 61.000 75.700 -1.0 939.00 0.7311 pgv tbl sn be-005! uuri
44 KS-3 910327.0935 18 1729 0.000 14.700 215.0 939.00 0.7820 pgv tbl sn ba-005! uuri
45 KS-3 910327.1850 9 949 64.000 78.700 300.0 944.00 0.7352 pgv tbl sn be-006! uurii ht frm tst data
46 KS-3 910327.1855 18 949 0.000 14.700 215.0 944.00 0.7872 pgv tbl sn ba-006! uuri
47 KS-3 910328.1120 9 3009 59.000 73.700 295.0 891.00 0.6790 pgv tbl sn be-0071 uuri
48 KS-3 910328.1125 18 3009 0.000 14.700 215.0 891.00 0.7326 pgv tbl sn ba-0071 uuri
49 KS-3 910328.1720 9 3049 60.000 74.700 295.0 919.00 0.7094 pgv tbl sn be-008! uuri
50 KS-3 910328.1725 18 3049 0.000 14.700 215.0 919.00 0.7614 pgv tbl sn ba-008! uuri
51 KS-3 910329.0800 9 1029 59.000 73.700 290.0 958.00 0.7530 pgv tbl sn be-009! uuri
52 KS-3 910329.0805 18 1029 0.000 14.700 215.0 958.00 0.8016 pgv tbl sn ba-009! uuri
53 KS-3 910329.1430 9 4459 59.000 73.700 290.0 881.00 0.6680 pgv tbl sn be-010! uuri
54 KS-3 910329.1435 18 4459 0.000 14.700 215.0 881.00 0.7223 pgv tbl sn ba-010! uuri
55 KS-3 910330.0815 9 2379 58.000 72.700 289.0 996.00 0.7955 pgv tbl sn be-011! uuri
56 KS-3 910330.0820 18 2379 0.000 14.700 215.0 996.00 0.8408 pgv tbl sn ba-011! uuri
57 KS-3 910330.1720 9 2289 60.000 74.700 289.0 949.00 0.7426 pgv tbl sn be-012! uuri
58 KS-3 910330.1725 18 2289 0.000 14.700 215.0 949.00 0.7923 pgv tbl sn ba-012! uuri
59 KS-3 910331.0815 9 2369 60.000 74.700 289.0 945.00 0.7382 pgv tbl sn be-013! uuri3910290.pg4-16-91
60 KS-3 910331.0825 18 2369 0.000 14.700 215.0 945.00 0.7882 pgv tbl sn ba-013! uuri
61 KS-3 910331.1325 9 2329 60.000 74.700 289.0 940.00 0.7327 pgv tbl sn be-014! uuri
62 KS-3 910331.1330 18 2329 0.000 14.700 215.0 940.00 0.7831 pgv tbl sn ba-014! uuri

63 KS-8 920813.1820 brn 1337 9 227.000 241.700 400.0 1141.00 0.9277 pgv tbl1a #8rb-002iuurii tst data
64 KS-8 920816.1840 brn 1785 9 207.000 221.700 358.0 1080.00 0.8475 pgv tbl1a #8rb-009iuuri
65 KS-8 920818.1805 brn 1598 9 206.000 220.700 388.0 1108.00 0.8900 pgv tbl1a #8rb-016iuuri
66 KS-8 920918.0000 dh -1.000 -1.000 0.0 -1.00 0.0000 uuri 79201131.pg 09-22-92
67 KS-8 920918.0000 dh -1.000 -1.000 0.0 -1.00 0.0000 uuri 79201132.pg 09-22-92
68 KS-8 920918.0000 dh -1.000 -1.000 0.0 -1.00 0.0000 uuri 79201133.P9 09-22-92

69 KS-9 930619.1345 sep -1.000 -1.000 0.0 -1.00 0.0000 thermochem 4965-06,4953-6
70 KS-9 940203.0440 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.00 0.0000 thermochem 5417-4i PGV monthly geofluids
71 KS-9 940510.0220 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.00 0.0000 thermochem 5611-4iPGV monthly
72 KS-9 940927.0340 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.00 0.0000 thermochem 5903-4i PGV monthly geofluids
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105 pgv inj.KS1A 930618.0000 -1 -1.000 -1.000 -1.0 -1.00 -1.0000 brewer labs 0450-3
106 pgv inj.KS1A 930623.0000 -1 -1.000 -1.000 -1.0 -1.00 -1.0000 brewer labs 0468-3
107 pgv inj.KS1A 930630.0000 -1 -1.000 -1.000 -1.0 -1.00 -1.0000 brewer labs 0520·3
108 pgv inj.KS1A 930707.0000 ·1 -1.000 -1.000 -1.0 -1.00 -1.0000 brewer labs 0563-3
109 pgv inj.KS1A 930708.0730 ·1 60.000 -1.000 -1.0 -1.00 0.0000 thermochem 5009-1 Q,110 pgv inj.KS1A 930802.0915 -1 -1.000 -1.000 -1.0 -1.00 -1.0000 thermochem 5058-4
111 pgv inj.KS1A 930802.0933 -1 -1.000 -1.000 -1.0 -1.00 0.0000 thermochem 5059-1
112 pgv inj.KS1A 930811.0639 ·1 -1.000 -1.000 -1.0 -1.00 -1.0000 brewer labs 0821-3
113 pgv in] , 931104.0609 -1 -1.000 -1.000 -1.0 -1.00 -1.0000 thermochem 5251-3; pgv injectate
114 pgv In}, 931104.0625 -1 -1.000 -1.000 -1.0 -1.00 -1.0000 thermochem 5252-1; pgv monthly type 1
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73 KS-9 941018.0228 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.00 0.0000 thermochem 5936-2; PGV monthly geofluids

74 KS-10 930617.18002ph 1800 9 40.000 54.700 0.0 0.00 -1.0000 thermochem 4965-01,4951-2,4953-1,2
75 KS-10 930617.18402ph 1785 9 52.000 66.700 0.0 0.00 -1.0000 thermochem 4965-02,4951-3,4953-3,4
76 KS-10 930619.1405 sep -1.000 -1.000 /).0 -1.00 0.0000 thermochem 4965-07,4953-5 f ) ~~ r. ,,'''''' '".r'"
77 KS-10 931104.0543 sep 740 9 250.000 265.000 -1.0 1037.00 0.7990 thermochem 5251-2 L .t:t l ::~. it 1:78 KS-10 931209.0436 sep 1190 255.000 270.000 -1.0 -1.00 -1.0000 thermochem 5324-3
79 KS-10 940203.0457 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.00 0.0000 thermochem 5417-5; PGV monthly geofluids
80 KS-10 940510.0241 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.00 0.0000 thermochem 5611-5; PGV monthly geofluids
81 KS-10 940927.0403 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.00 0.0000 thermochem 5903-5; PGV monthly geofluids
82 KS-10 941018.0246 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.00 0.0000 thermochem 5936-5; PGV monthly geofluids

83 LANIPUNA 1 810422.0000 BLOO -1 -1.000 -1.000 -1.0 -1.00 -1.0000 GEx\Amtech0405-81
84 LANIPUNA 1 810714.2200 BLOO -1.000 -1.000 -1.0 -1.00 -1.0000 GEX/Amtech 0813-81
85 LANIPUNA 1 810715.0200 BLOO -1.000 -1.000 -1.0 -1.00 -1.0000 GEX/Amtech 0813-81
86 LANIPUNA 1 810715.0300 BLOO -1.000 -1.000 -1.0 -1.00 -1.0000 GEX/Amtech 0813-81
87 LANIPUNA 1 810799.9999 BLOO -1.000 -1.000 -1.0 -1.00 -1.0000 GEX/Amtech 0813-81

88 LANIPUNA 6 840803.1320 BLOO -1 -1.000 -1.000 -1.0 -1.00 -1.0000 GEx

89 pgv brine 930519.0000 acc. -1 -1.000 -1.000 -1.0 -1.00 -1.0000 brewer labs 0235-1
90 pgv brine 930526.0000 acc. -1 -1.000 -1.000 -1.0 -1.00 -1.0000 brewer labs 0287-1
91 pgv brine 930602.0800 acc. -1 -1.000 0.000 -1.0 -1.00 -1.0000 brewer labs 0332-1
92 pgv brine 930609.1214 acc. -1 -1.000 0.000 -1.0 -1.00 -1.0000 brewer labs 0332-1
93 pgv brine 930616.0000 acc. -1 -1.000 0.000 -1.0 -1.00 -1.0000 aecos labs 1093·6769
94 pgv brine 930618.0000 acc. -1 -1.000 -1.000 -1.0 -1.00 -1.0000 brewer labs 0450-1
95 pgv brine 930623.0000 acc. -1 -1.000 -1.000 -1.0 -1.00 -1.0000 brewer labs 0468-1
96 pgv brine 930630.0000 acc. -1 -1.000 -1.000 -1.0 -1.00 -1.0000 brewer labs 0520-1
97 pgv brine 930707.0000 acc. -1 -1.000 -1.000 -1.0 -1.00 -1.0000 brewer labs 0520-1
98 pgv brine 930811.0622 acc. -1 -1.000 -1.000 -1.0 -1.00 -1.0000 brewer labs 0821-1

99 pgv inj. 930504.0000 -1 -1.000 -1.000 -1.0 -1.00 0.0000 table sent by pgv 9/93
100 pgv inj.KS1A 930519.0000 -1 -1.000 ·1.000 -1.0 -1.00 ·1.0000 brewer labs 0235-1
101 pgv inj.KS3 930526.0921 -1 -1.000 -1.000 -1.0 -1.00 -1.0000 brewer labs 0287-3
102 pgv inj.KS1A 930602.0839 -1 -1.000 -1.000 -1.0 -1.00 -1.0000 brewer labs 0332-4,-4a
103 pgv inj.KS1A 930609.1207 -1 -1.000 -1.000 -1.0 -1.00 -1.0000 brewer labs 0332-4,-4a
104 pgv inj.KS1A 930616.0007 -1 -1.000 -1.000 -1.0 -1.00 -1.0000 aecos labs 1093-6769
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1 DOWNHOLE SAMPLE, -1300m
2 PROBABLY A WEIRBOX SAMPLE; HT FRM 810904, XSTM FRM HT
3 PROBABLY A WEIRBOX SAMPLE; HT FRM 810904, XSTM FRM HT
4 Brine line frm separator; HT FRM 810904, XSTM FRM HT
5 Brine line frm separator; HT FRM 810904, XSTM FRM HT
6 HT FRM 810904, XSTM FRM HT; tmf=38.39
7 PROBABLY A WEIRBOX SAMPLE; HT FRM 810904, XSTM FRM HT
8 HT FRM THOMAS TYPICAL XSTM 43% @ 1,200kPa=174psia
9 PROBABLY A WEIRBOX SAMPLE; HT FRM 810904, XSTM FRM HT

10 HT FRM 810904, XSTM FRM HT
11 HT FRM 810904, XSTM FRM HT
12 HT FRM 810904, XSTM FRM HT
13 HT FRM 810904, XSTM FRM HT
14 pressures in lov. and DIOl. different
15 HT FRM 810904, XSTM FRM HT
16 HT FRM 810904, XSTM FRM HT

17 sample=151psig sep.liq
18

19
20 NOTES SAY C.17%BRINE; begin flow test; PRODUCTION SEPARATOR,362F
21 NOTES SAY C.17%BRINE;PRODUCTION SEPARATOR, 357F
22 NOTES SAY C.17%BRINE; duplicate of smpl 1003
23 NOTES SAY C.17%BRINE; PRODUCTION SEPARATOR, 365F
24 NOTES SAY C.17%BRINE; PRODUCTION SEPARATOR, 365F
25 PRODUCTION SEPARATOR, 365F; 10 days into flow test
26 PRODUCTION SEPARATOR, 365F; 10 days into flow test
27 PRODUCTION SEPARATOR, 315F; XSTM ASSUMES HT 1050BTU/LB
28 PRODUCTION SEPARATOR, 365F; DURING STEP RATE TEST
29 PRODUCTION SEPARATOR, 363F;XSTM ASSUMES HIGH WHP NO EFFECT ON HT
30 PRODUCTION SEPARATOR, 363F;XSTM ASSUMES HIGH WHP NO EFFECT ON HT
31 PRODUCTION SEPARATOR, 365F, WHT=368F

32 filtered brine from separator(lov.mmo 821119)
33 cart sepltor brn flshd to atm;v.hi stm fr;many tsts=<24hrs 6/3-15
34

PUNA GEOCHEMISTRY DATA BASE -- MG/KG PART II
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hlbtulb = 181, hvbtulb=1150.8
hlbtulb = 181, hvbtulb=1150.8
hlbtulb = 300.5, hvbtulb=1187.6
hlbtulb = 340.6, hvbtulb=1195.9
hlbtulb = 320.2, hvbtulb=1191.3
hlbtulb = 181.0, hvbtulb=1150.8
hlbtulb = 343.2, hvbtulb=1196.4
hlbtulb = 181.0, hvbtulb=1150.8
hlbtulb = 341.1, hvbtulb=1196.0
hlbtulb = 341.1, hvbtulb=1196.0
hlbtulb = 341.1, hvbtulb=1196.0
hlbtulb = 335.8, hvbtulb=1195.1

hlbtulb = 335.8, hvbtulb=1195.1
hlbtulb = 335.8, hvbtulb=1195.1

hlbtulb = 343.5, hvbtulb=1196.4
hlbtulb = 341.6, hvbtulb=1196.0
hlbtulb = 341.6, hvbtulb=1196.0
hlbtulb = 341.1, hvbtulb=1196.0
hlbtulb = 341.1, hvbtulb=1196.0
hlbtulb = 341.1, hvbtulb=1196.0
hlbtulb = 341.1, hvbtulb=1196.0
hlbtulb = 288.0, hvbtulb=1184.5
hlbtulb = 340.6, hvbtulb=1195.9
hlbtulb = 340.1, hvbtulb=1195.9
hlbtulb = 340.1, hvbtulb=1195.8
hlbtulb = 340.1, hvbtulb=1195.8; enel(1990)lists same w/sep_t=343

STATUSCOM3
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xstm from sep rates=.672

xstm from sep rates=.756

xstm from sep rates=.735

xstm from sep rates=.741

xstm from sep rates=.798

xstm from sep rates=.744

xstm from sep rates=.712

xstm from sep rates=.683

xstm frm sep rates=.738

STATUSCOM3

xstm from sep rates=.700

xstm frm sep rates=.692

xstm frm sep rates=.691

xstm from sep rates=.733

flow 73.1hrs
flow 73.1hrs
flow 79.2hrs
flow 79.2hrs
flow 93.7hrs
flow 93.7hrs
flow 101.2hrs
flow 101.2hrs
flow 118.0hrs
flow 118.0hrs
flow 127.2hrs
flow 127.2hrs
flow 142.0hrs
flow 142.0hrs
flow 147.2hrs
flow 147.2hrs

elapsed test
elapsed test
elapsed test
elapsed test
elapsed test
elapsed test
elapsed test
elapsed test
elapsed test
elapsed test
elapsed test
elapsed test
elapsed test
elapsed test
elapsed test
elapsed test

under pressure in ss coil; brn flow v.lgCest.>500kph), no ht meas
to atmospheric pressure; brn flow v.lgCest.>500kph), no ht meas
brn flow 31.5kph Cbrn flow and ht from .2030hrs)
brn flow 31.5kph Cbrn flow and ht from .2030hrs)
brine flow 30.6kph
brine flow 31.0kph
brine flow 28.9kph
brine flow 28.9kph
brine flow 24.7kph
brine flow 24.7kph
brine flow 24.9kph
brine flow 24.9kph
brine flow 26.7kph;
brine flow 26.7kph;
brine flow 23.7kph;
brine flow 23.7kph;
brine flow 21.9kph;
brine flow 21.9kph;
brine flow 24.9kph;
brine flow 24.9kph;
brine flow 17.0kph;
brine flow 17.0kph;
brine flow 21.9kph;
brine flow 21.9kph;
brine flow 22.5kph;
brine flow 22.5kph;
brine flow 23.1kph;
brine flow 23.1kph;

cooled
boiled

35 "be" brine sfll>ls from port inmed.downstrm from separator,
36 "ba" smpls from port on line downstream of orifice plate,
37 10.35hrs into test
38 10.5 hrs into test
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53 orifice plates being cleaned, take ht from 1530hrs
54 orifice plates being cleaned, take ht from 1530hrs
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

NUM STATUSCOM1

63 5.73hrs into flow tst; 272.4kph; flows frm fract at 3,400ft;
64 78.07hrs into flow tst; 124.3kph; ht=ave 7 meas .1600-.2300hrs
65 125.5hrs into flow tst; 208.5kph;
66 downhole safll>le from 500ft, by pruett.
67 downhole safll>le from 1000ft, by pruett.
68 downhole safll>le from 1450ft, 69ft below top of Sin. inner liner,

inject well = ks1a, ks3Cminor use); brn=brine line out prod sep

shut-in Cil2400hrs
field ph c.5.1
field ph c.5.1
by pruett

ht,spg,spa,xstm from tst data
ht,spg,spa,xstm from tst data
ht,spg,spa,xstm from tst data

field ph c.5.1

69 ks-09 production separator
70 brine accumulator #1
71 geofluids; brine accumulator #1
72 brine separator #1
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73 brine separator #1

74 cleanout operation, pto permit condition 20; lip pressure 3.5psig tmf 177kph; sample from two-phase flowline, bottom port, sampl
75 cleanout operation, pto permit condition 20; lip pressure 7.0psig tmf 210kph; sample from two-phase flowline, bottom port, sampl
76 ks-10 production separator
77 production conditions frm daily rpt, 0800hrs; sep press = disch. press; xstm,ht from 442 kph stm, 111 kph brn @ 265psia.
78 production conditions frm daily rpt, 0015hrs and 0725hrs
79 brine accumulator #2
80 brine accumulator #2
81 brine separator #2
82 brine separator #2

83 LAST OF 4 AIR LIFT SMPLS,INCR.SAL.;PERM.ZONE 4000FT 160C
84
85
86
87 labeled sample from 4000ft+

88 unloading well

89 pgv brine accumulator sample port 2-1-8, weekly geofluids sample
90 pgv brine accumulator sample port 2-1-8, weekly geofluids sample
91 pgv brine accumulator sample port 2-2-8, weekly geofluids sample
92 pgv brine accumulator sample port 2-2-8, weekly geofluids sample
93 pgv brine accumulator sample port 2-1-8, weekly geofluids sample type, alternate lab
94 pgv brine accumulator sample port 2-2-8, weekly geofluids sample
95 pgv brine accumulator sample port 2-1-8, weekly geofluids sample
96 pgv brine accumulator sample port 2-1-8, weekly geofluids sample
97 pgv brine accumulator sample port 2-1-8, weekly geofluids sample
98 pgv brine accumulator sample port 2-1-8, weekly geofluids sample

ing separator
ing separator

99 weekly geofluids sample?
100 KS1A injectate, weekly geofluids sample
101 KS3 injectate, weekly geofluids sample
102 KS1a injectate, weekly geofluids sample
103 KS1a injectate, weekly geofluids sample
104 KS1a injectate, weekly geofluids sample type analysis by alternate lab
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105 KS1A injectate, weekly geofluids sample
106 KS1A injectate, weekly geofluids sample
107 KS1A injectate, weekly geofluids sample
108 KS1A injectate, weekly geofluids sample
109 uic type 1 - injectate 160degf, 60 psi
110 KS1A injectate
111 uic type 1 injectate (#5-1a-1) == ks1a injectate
112 KS1A injectate, weekly geofluids sample
113
114 pgv monthly type 1 injectate sample

PUNA GEOCHEMISTRY DATA BASE -- MG/KG PART II

E:PUNANAi

STATUSCOM2 STATUSCOM3
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NUM NAME DATEHRS BASIS PHL CA MG NA K LI HC03 C03 S04 CL F SI02 B TOSS
D~[Jr;~ :;' /L, ~ '",;

- .. .: ~.

1 HGP-A 761202.0000 SAMP LE - 1.00 17.3 0.70 480.00 85.00 -1.00 -1.00 - 1.00 - 1.00 920.00 740.00 -1.00 2243
2 HGP-A 770209.0000 SAMPLE -1.00 30.1 0.10 720.00 135.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1. 00 -1.00 1610.00 -1. 00 -1.00 2495
3 HGP-A 770422.0000 SAMPLE -1.00 72.2 0.10 1480.00 277.00 -1.00 -1. 00 - 1.00 - 1.00 3190.00 -1.00 -1. 00 5019
4 HGP -A 800110.1000 SAMPLE -1 .00 16.3 0.00 1430.00 200.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1. 00 50.00 2390.00 865.00 -1 .00 4951 r "" r'~"5 HGP-A 800111.1300 SAMPLE -1. 00 33.2 0.00 1463 .00 211.00 -1. 00 -1.00 - 1.00 60.00 2450.00 792.00 -1.00 5009 .£ I 'c.";" P..' ;';,",,; "6''''

6 HGP-A 800116.0000 SAMPLE - 1.00 33.9 0.01 1520.00 224.00 -1. 00 -1. 00 -1.00 69.00 2593 .00 832.00 - 1.00 5272 " d t \Li '''Zr f
7 HGP-A 810612.0000 SAMPLE - 1.00 25.5 0.01 900.00 200.00 -1.00 - 1.00 -1.00 69.00 2065.00 11 98. 00 - 1.00 4458
8 HGP-A 810904.0000 SAMPLE -1.00 66.5 0.03 1890.00 295.00 -1. 00 -1.00 - 1. 00 69.00 3622.00 860.00 -1 .00 6803
9 HGP-A 811211.0000 SAMP LE -1.00 33.0 0.01 1590.00 300.00 -1. 00 -1.00 -1. 00 69.00 2763 .00 1004.00 -1.00 5759

10 HGP-A 820607.0000 SAMPLE -1. 00 122.5 0.05 3120.00 525.00 -1. 00 -1.00 -1.00 69.00 5667.00 803.00 -1.00 10307
11 HGP -A 821116.0000 SAMPLE -1.00 217.0 0.10 3940.00 650.00 -1. 00 -1.00 -1.00 69.00 7029.00 829.00 -1.00 12734
12 HGP-A 830504.0000 SAMPLE -1. 00 270.0 0.15 4220.00 675.00 -1.00 -1.00 - 1.00 69.00 7965.00 805.00 -1.00 14004
13 HGP-A 831205.0000 SAMPLE -1 .00 319.0 0.21 4650.00 763.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 24.00 8827.00 825.00 -1.00 15408
14 HGP-A 840112.0000 SAMPLE 6.60 358.0 0.26 4927.00 756.00 1.10 18.50 0.00 24.00 8968.00 0.25 386.00 4.30 15434
15 HGP -A 840626.0000 SAMPLE -1.00 489.0 0.25 4840.00 m.oo -1.00 -1.00 -1 .00 15.00 8900.00 885.00 -1.00 15902
16 HGP-A 841128.0000 SAMPLE -1.00 399.0 0.20 5420.00 733.00 -1.00 -1. 00 -1.00 4.50 9514.00 913.00 -1.00 16984

17 KS -l 820821.0000 SAMPLE -1.00 -1.0 -1. 00 - 1.00 -1.00 -1. 00 -1.00 -1.00 -1. 00 1722.00 -1.00 -1. 00 -1
18 KS-l 830000 .0000 0.00 0.0 30.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1150.00 0.00 0. 00 0

19 KS -1A 850000.0000 0.00 0.0 2.71 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1098.00 0.00 0.00 0
20 KS-1A 851016.0930 SAMPLE 5.80 950.0 1.20 9750.00 2500 .00 8.40 15.00 0.00 25.00 19000.00 1. 10 850.00 11.00 33103
21 KS-1A 851019.1700 SAMPLE 4.80 900.0 1.70 10000.00 2500.00 8.20 0.00 0.00 11 .00 19500 .00 1.00 1000.00 10.00 33931
22 KS-1A 851019.1700 SAMPLE 4.80 800.0 0.00 9428.00 2308.00 7.33 1. 20 0.00 15.00 18800.00 0.93 870.00 8.80 32238
23 KS -1A 851024.2100 SAMPLE 4.60 860.0 1.70 10000.00 2500.00 8.60 0.00 0.00 20.00 21000.00 0.91 1500 .00 7.00 35897
24 KS-1A 851024.2100 SAMPLE 4.60 838.0 0.00 9805.00 2400.00 7.68 1.20 0.00 14.00 19465.00 -1.00 1390.00 8.40 33929
25 KS- 1A 851024.2100 SAMPLE 8.32 903.0 2.15 10720.00 2940.00 -1.00 3.50 0.00 25.00 19645.00 0.75 900.00 5.50 35142
26 KS-1A 851024.2100 SAMPLE 5.42 853.0 2. 19 11030.00 -1.00 - 1. 00 3.30 0.00 -1. 00 19620.00 0.76 -1.00 -1.00 31507
27 KS-1A 851026.2100 SAMPLE 4.70 1100 .0 2.40 12500. 00 2400.00 10.00 0.00 0.00 7. 20 24000 .00 1. 10 1700. 00 14. 00 41734
28 KS -1A 851028.0400 SAMPLE -1.00 870.0 1.80 9500.00 2500.00 8.40 -1. 00 - 1.00 -1. 00 -1. 00 -1.00 -1.00 -1. 00 12880
29 KS-1A 851028.2330 SAMPLE 3. 80 710.0 1.50 8100.00 2100.00 6.90 0.00 0.00 7. 20 17000.00 0.76 1000. 00 8.70 28934
30 KS- 1A 851029.1330 SAMPL E 3.80 590.0 0.60 6700.00 1800.00 3.90 0.00 0.00 6_30 13000. 00 0.69 950.00 7.20 23058
31 KS- 1A 851031.1245 SAMP LE 4.50 920.0 2.00 10000.00 2700.00 8.70 0.00 0.00 -1.00 21000.00 0.86 2000.00 11 .00 36642

32 KS-2 820609.0000 SAMPLE -1. 00 2400.0 20.00 15000 .00 3600.00 12.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1. 00 0.80 11 00.00 25.00 22157
33 KS-2 820609.0000 SAMPLE -1 .00 -1.0 -1.00 -1.00 -1. 00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 37520.00 -1 .00 - 1.00 -1.00 -1
34 KS-2 840000.0000 0.00 0.0 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1600.00 0.00 0.00 0
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NUM NAME OATEHRS BASIS PHL CA MG NA K LI HC03 C03 S04 CL F- SI02 B TOSS

35 KS-3 910325.1815 SAMPLE 3.16 3537.0 50.09 19848.00 4624.00 13.68 0.00 0.00 2.90 43100.00 1.56 1436.30 21.18 75064
36 KS-3 910325.1830 SAMPLE 3.68 4055.1 38.48 22618.13 5396.74 16.67 0.00 0.00 4.50 49600.00 1.92 1358.06 21.23 86259 ~ r.'" ,>
37 KS-3 910325.2040 SAMPLE 3.68 3747.3 37.69 21116.28 4929.34 15.14 0.00 0.00 1.20 47800.00 1.82 1281.60 18.99 81860 LiJ:J<:' ~l::; 1~:; ' (it '38 KS-3 910325.2050 SAMPLE 3.53 4129.3 45.10 23743.74 5522.96 17.50 0.00 0.00 -1. 00 52800.20 2.25 1401.34 20.81 90893
39 KS-3 910326.0835 SAMPLE 3.62 3503.9 39.94 21079.40 4869.29 14.74 0.00 0.00 2.1046300.00 1.78 1340.86 20.75 79676 'r..;.~ "

40 KS-3 910326.0845 SAMPLE 3.46 4065 .8 48.08 24554.27 5683.74 17.65 0.00 0.00 -1.00 52300.00 1.87 1509 .55 23.32 91119
41 KS-3 910326.1730 SAMPLE 3.62 3540.7 39.40 20975.07 4950.56 15.26 0.00 0.00 2.30 46000.00 1.69 1339.26 21.31 79387
42 KS-3 910326.1735 SAMPLE 3.48 3848.1 53.64 22806.39 5379.58 16.65 0.00 0.00 2.70 50400.00 1.87 1428.40 23.30 86693
43 KS-3 910327.0930 SAMPLE 3.n 3604.0 42.96 20891.974891.78 15.63 0.00 0.00 2.50 46600.00 1.70 1300.26 22.63 79939
44 KS·3 910327.0935 SAMPLE 3.88 4039.9 46.36 23160.46 5443.64 16.63 0.00 0.00 -1.00 52500.00 1.88 1394.17 24.45 89510
45 KS-3 910327.1850 SAMPLE 3.75 3904.8 46.61 22496.66 5262.96 16.73 0.00 0.00 2.30 50700.00 1.74 1244.87 24.08 86501
46 KS-3 910327.1855 SAMPLE 3.71 4456.2 53.46 24883.40 5872.67 17.47 0.00 0.00 1.80 56300.00 1.83 1381.53 26.61 96187
47 KS-3 910328.1120 SAMPLE 3.75 3292.7 44.22 18989.83 4364.50 14.15 0.00 0.00 3.30 43100.00 1.72 1281.46 20.09 73426
48 KS-3 910328.1125 SAMPLE 3.84 3730.5 53.85 20966.90 4884.83 14.01 0.00 0.00 1.40 47200.00 1.80 1406.99 21.87 80893
49 KS-3 910328.1720 SAMPLE 3.65 3732.3 54.41 20892.274845.70 14.95 0.00 0.00 4.50 45700.00 1.78 1361.52 22.74 79255
50 KS-3 910328.1725 SAMPLE 3.51 4136.5 60.38 22574.55 5288.23 14.44 0.00 0.00 4.60 50700.00 1.92 1476.33 24.03 87194
51 KS·3 910329.0800 SAMPLE 3.60 4300.5 59.50 23852.99 5605.02 16.79 0.00 0.00 6.30 54200.00 1.92 1339.04 26.22 92461
52 KS-3 910329.0805 SAMPLE 3.41 4706.8 64.71 25908.30 6084.90 17.71 0.00 0.00 3.70 59400.00 2.17 1431.74 27.73 101003
53 KS-3 910329.1430 SAMPLE 3.62 3188.9 44.24 182n.89 4236.89 13.44 0.00 0.00 3.60 41000.00 1.70 1291.85 19.70 70325
54 KS-3 910329.1435 SAMPLE 3.51 3645.6 46.68 20489.97 4777.47 14.75 0.00 0.00 4.40 43980.00 1.72 1444.10 21.17 76990
55 KS-3 910330.0815 SAMPLE 3.57 4n4.5 70.60 26775.39 6232.23 18.86 0.00 0.00 1.10 60700.00 2.00 1356.08 27.86 103394
56 KS-3 910330.0820 SAMPLE 3.56 5419.0 78.46 30108.95 7022.71 20.43 0.00 0.00 4.70 67100.00 2.50 1508.24 30.44 115205
57 KS-3 910330.1720 SAMPLE 3.61 4198.1 62.03 23995.41 5535.24 16.64 0.00 0.00 6.20 52500.00 1.98 1397.30 24.75 90697
58 KS-3 910330.1725 SAMPLE 3.39 4703.4 66.58 26704.106164.38 19.51 0.00 0.00 2.80 58500 .00 2.20 1514.13 26.66 101021
59 KS-3 910331.0815 SAMPLE 3.58 3948.9 58.32 22674.93 5288.01 16.28 0.00 0.00 6.00 50100.00 2.00 1399.16 23.34 86283
60 KS-3 910331.0825 SAMPLE 3.40 4496.2 64.60 25475.64 5915.10 18.20 0.00 0.00 2.30 56700.00 2.04 1550.13 26.11 97412
61 KS-3 910331.1325 SAMPLE 3.63 3950.3 -1.0022605.165254.35 16.58 0.00 0.00 6.30 50400.00 1.98 1401.03 23.21 86415
62 KS-3 910331.1330 SAMPLE 3.40 4569.1 67.4225865.166049.96 18.47 0.00 0.00 7.00 55400.00 2.00 1581.62 26.68 96784

63 KS -8 920813.1820 SAMPLE 6.47 18.8 0.00 8.62 3.19 -1.00 6.90 0.00 4.70 44.00 0.40 161.09 3.65 0
64 KS-8 920816.1840 SAMPLE 4.78 9.9 0.00 7.30 2.91 -1.00 1.00 0.00 3.20 36.00 0.28 181.58 5.64 0
65 KS -8 920818.1805 SAMPLE 4.85 4.1 0.00 5.39 1.58 -1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 14.00 0.30 202.13 6.31 0
66 KS -8 920918.0000 SAMPLE -1.00 17.1 2.84 20.52 2.30 0.08 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 28.49 0.19 ·1
67 KS-8 920918.0000 SAMPLE '1.00 4.4 0.71 85.33 0.78 0.08 -1.00 - 1. 00 ·1.00 -1.00 9.06 0.00 -1
68 KS-8 920918.0000 SAMPLE ' 1.00 20.2 0.95 29.72 0.80 0.15 -1.00 '1 .00 -1.00 -1.00 99.23 0.32 -1

69 KS-9 930619.1345 SAMPLE 5.80 0.5 0.01 2.07 1.88 0.00 0.00 -1.00 1.28 3.66 0.555 205.00 9.42 -1
70 KS-9 940203.0440 SAMPLE 5.60 0.4 0.03 0.73 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.64 1.670.369 207.00 14.20 2
71 KS-9 940510.0220 SAMPLE 5.17 0.0 0.01 0.55 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.40 0.346 175 .00 12.20 6
72 KS-9 940927.0340 SAMPLE 5.80 1.4 0.02 0.98 0.23 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.59 0.517 186.00 13.80 2
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73 KS-9 941018.0228 SAMPLE 6.00 1.3 0.03 0.81 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.78 178.00 13.70 0

74 KS-10 930617.1800 SAMPLE 7.62 1.5 0.91 22.30 24.80 0.18 17.10 0.00 50.20 3.93 0.235 151.00 7.93 0 r:75 KS-10 930617.1840 SAMPLE 7.62 1.4 0.37 9.62 11.00 0.09 18.50 0.00 29.40 3.10 0.269 143.00 7.75 0 "',JI ;,

76 KS-10 930619.1405 SAMPLE 5.90 0.5 0.14 1.11 0.37 0.00 0.00 -1.00 1.95 0.97 0.256 143.00 7.97 -1 :~':-~'

n KS-10 931104.0543 SAMPLE -1.00 60.9 -0.20 3850.00 876.00 1.80 -2.00 0.00 9.32 6820.00 -1 728.00 14.70 -1
78 KS-10 931209.0436 SAMPLE -1.00 137.0 0.13 6320.00 1470.00 2.45 0.00 0.00 -1.00 11800.00 <3.0 1110.00 8.21 -1
79 KS-10 940203.0457 SAMPLE 5.40 150.0 0.16 6970.00 1580.00 2.93 0.00 0.00 8.94 12800.00 O. 1046.00 8.08 0
80 KS-10 940510.0241 SAMPLE 5.39 171.0 0.22 7140.00 1600.00 2.49 0.00 0.00 9.24 13200.00 0.294 1270.00 8.40 0
81 KS-10 940927.0403 SAMPLE 5.16 186.0 0.19 7060.00 1730.00 2.59 0.00 0.00 8.53 13300.00 1.35 1270.00 0.75 noo
82 KS-10 941018.0246 SAMPLE 5.26 201.0 0.24 7290.00 1750.00 2.32 0.00 0.00 9.08 13000.00 1200.00 7.18 0

83 LANIPUNA 1 810422.0000 SAMPLE 7.00 1530.0 0.50 8578.00 8.10 0.64 92.00 0.00 112.00 15700.00 0.27 52.90 5.36 26033
84 LANIPUNA 1 810714.2200 SAMPLE 6.88 794.0 0.16 5950.00 399.00 0.81 45.30 0.00 89.80 10500.00 0.28 201.00 3.53 17961
85 LANIPUNA 1 810715.0200 SAMPLE 7.14 1160.0 0.85 6830.00 505.00 0.95 56.60 0.00 59.10 13700.00 0.38 150.00 5.26 22439
86 LANIPUNA 1 810715.0300 SAMPLE 4.48 1590.0 0.62 8240.00 983.00 1.66 0.00 0.00 57.80 17500.00 0.27 284.00 16.40 28673
87 LANIPUNA 1 810799.9999 SAMPLE 6.55 1350.0 0.23 7800.00 840.00 1.53 9.28 0.00 70.90 16400.00 0.14 0.00 7.27 26475

88 LANIPUNA 6 840803.1320 SAMPLE 8.40 1393.0 14.00 7750.00 397.00 -1.00 50.00 0.00 430.00 14400.00 137.00 3.50 24549

89 pgv brine 930519.0000 SAMPLE 7.50 -1.0 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 6.00 2.50 22.60 -1.00 -1
90 pgv brine 930526.0000 SAMPLE 6.30 -1.0 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 7.00 4.00 250.00 -1.00 -1
91 pgv brine 930602.0800 SAMPLE 6.40 -1.0 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 3.00 4.00 214.00 -1.00 -1
92 pgv brine 930609.1214 SAMPLE 6.00 -1.0 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 2.00 3.00 88.00 -1.00 -1
93 pgv brine 930616.0000 SAMPLE 4.90 -1.0 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 1.36 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1
94 pgv brine 930618.0000 SAMPLE 4.90 -1.0 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 2.00 2.00 181.00 -1.00 -1
95 pgv brine 930623.0000 SAMPLE 4.70 -1.0 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 2.00 9.00 200.00 -1.00 -1
96 pgv brine 930630.0000 SAMPLE 4.40 -1.0 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 2.00 4.00 210.00 -1.00 -1
97 pgv brine 930707.0000 SAMPLE 5.00 -1.0 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 6.00 3.00 175.00 -1.00 -1
98 pgv brine 930811.0622 SAMPLE 4.80 -1.0 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 4.00 3.00 190.00 -1.00 -1

99 pgv inj. 930504.0000 SAMPLE 4.40 0.0 0.27 2.80 0.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 6.00 4.00 brl 25.00 1.20 -1
100 pgv inj.KS1A 930519.0000 SAMPLE 4.80 -1.0 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 11.00 0.00 23.80 -1.00 -1
101 pgv inj.KS3 930526.0921 SAMPLE 4.50 -1.0 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 7.00 1.00 24.50 -1.00 -1
102 pgv inj.KS1A 930602.0839 SAMPLE 4.40 1.5 1.90 11.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.00 3.00 <0.1 22.70 1.00 -1
103 pgv inj.KS1A 930609.1207 SAMPLE 4.80 -1.0 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 6.00 0.00 21.20 -1.00 -1
104 pgv inj.KS1A 930616.0007 SAMPLE 4.10 -1.0 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 42.20 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1
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105 pgv inj.KS1A 930618.0000 SAMPLE 3.70 -1.0 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 40.80 3.00 30.00 -1.00 -1 '-; 1
, ..' );1:

106 pgv inj.KS1A 930623.0000 SAMPLE 3.60 -1.0 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 12.00 0.00 21.80 -1.00 -1
107 pgv inj.KS1A 930630.0000 SAMPLE 4.50 -1.0 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 2.00 1.00 22.50 -1.00 -1
108 pgv inj.KS1A 930707.0000 SAMPLE 3.70 -1.0 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 41.00 3.00 30.20 -1.00 -1
109 pgv inj.KS1A 930708.0730 SAMPLE 4.25 3.5 1.07 10.70 1.22 0.00 0.00 -1.00 34.40 1.05 <0.75 33.50 2.05 -1
110 pgv inj.KS1A 930802.0915 SAMPLE -1.00 -1.0 -1.00 1.62 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 0.61 23.10 -1.00 -1
111 pgv inj.KS1A 930802.0933 SAMPLE 3.69 0.6 0.32 1.62 0.28 0.00 0.00 -1.00 16.90 0.63 0.070 21.90 1.14 -1
112 pgv inj.KS1A 930811.0639 SAMPLE 4.60 -1.0 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 40.00 3.00 29.30 -1.00 -1
113 psv inj. 931104.0609 SAMPLE -1.00 -1.0 -1.00 541.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 12.20 1080.00 143.00 -1.00 -1
114pgvinj. 931104.0625 SAMPLE 4.19 10.2 0.33 561.00 118.00 0.25 -2.00 0.00 14.30 1034.00 <2.5 135.00 1.71 0
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NUM NAME

1 HGP-A
2 HGP-A
3 HGP-A
4 HGP-A
5 HGP-A
6 HGP-A
7 HGP-A
8 HGP-A
9 HGP-A

10 HGP-A
11 HGP-A
12 HGP-A
13 HGP-A
14 HGP-A
15 HGP-A
16 HGP-A

17 KS-1
18 KS-1

DATEHRS H2S NH4

761202.0000
770209.0000
770422.0000
800110.1000
800111. 1300
800116.0000
810612.0000
810904.0000
811211. 0000
820607.0000
821116.0000
830504.0000
831205.0000
840112.0000 15.00
840626.0000
841128.0000

820821. 0000
830000.0000

FE

44.00 0.09

MN COMMENT1

sample raw, untreated

0.21

19 KS-1A
20 KS-1A
21 KS-1A
22 KS-1A
23 KS-1A
24 KS-1A
25 KS-1A
26 KS-1A
27 KS-1A
28 KS-1A
29 KS-1A
30 KS-1A
31 KS-1A

32 KS-2
33 KS-2
34 KS-2

850000.0000
851016.0930 6.00 0.17 0.30 20.00 0.40 4.00 si02 smpl diluted, cation smpl.acidif.
851019.1700 3.40 0.19 3.00 40.00 0.50 8.10 si02 smpl diluted, cation smpl.acidif.
851019.1700 3.20 15.00 53.00 0.30 7.80 si02 smpl diluted, cation smpl.acidif.
851024.2100 7.80 0.13 8.60 80.00 0.60 8.10 si02 smpl diluted, cation smpl.acidif.
851024.2100 7.20 0.13 9.77 74.00 0.44 8.76 si02 smpl diluted, cation smpl.acidif.
851024.2100 30.00 0.21 8.32 0.06 13.80 si02 smpl diluted, cation smpl.acidif.
851024.2100 26.00 10.01 0.06 13.30 duplicate analysis
851026.2100 2.20 0.12 8.10 100.00 0.80 9.50 si02 smpl diluted, cation smpl acidif
851028.0400 4.30 0.11 5.40 0.50 8.00 si02 smpl diluted, cation smpl acidif
851028.2330 8.30 6.50 70.00 0.40 7.60 si02 smpl diluted, cation smpl acidif
851029.1330 7.80 0.10 3.40 50.00 0.40 5.80 si02 smpl diluted, cation smpl acidif
851031.1245 5.20 0.10 8.40 80.00 8.50 si02 smpl diluted, cation smpl acidif

820609.0000 1100. 1.50 0.00 110.00
820609.0000
840000.0000
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NUM NAME DATEHRS H2S NH4 FE BR AS MN COMMENT 1 [I t"'/,rir,
- f j-) i J.. ,~ •

I Ii f:"\
35 KS-3 910325.1815 2117.1 176.10 pb=4.14

I."U g ~
~ !

36 K5-3 910325.1830 2707.5 228.41 cd=.43, pb=5.45
37 KS-3 910325.2040 2505.8 205.06 pb=1.38
38 KS-3 910325.2050 2753.4 225.38 cd=0.3; pb=6.44
39 K5-3 910326.0835 2134.1 178.06
40 KS-3 910326.0845 2478.1 206.15 pb=6.61

f'1:41 K5-3 910326.1730 2125.4 178.77 al=3.31, pb=2.09
42 K5-3 910326.1735 2306.0 193.81 cd=0.29; pb=9.87 L~'

43 KS-3 910327.0930 2192.6 183.11
;0.., ¥,

44 K5-3 910327.0935 2454.8 204.07 as=2.68; cd=0.38; cu=1.55; pb=3.85
45 K5-3 910327.1850 2398.6 197.13
46 I(S-3 910327.1855 2n5.4 223.82 cu=1.53; pb=4.01
47 KS-3 910328.1120 1977.0 163.79 pb=1.27
48 KS-3 910328.1125 2229.0 183.38 cu=1.2; pb=1.27
49 K5-3 910328.1720 2246.1 185.36
50 K5-3 910328.1n5 2482.9 203.18 cu=1.5; pb=3.96
51 K5-3 910329.0800 2610.6 212.88 pb=1.23
52 KS-3 910329.0805 2863.6 133.45 cu=0.39; pb=2.72
53 K5-3 910329.1430 1917.2 160.21
54 KS-3 910329.1435 2183.3 181.20 cu=0.54
55 KS-3 910330.0815 2939.9 238.86 high sr=typo?
56 KS-3 910330.0820 3336.8 270.65 pb=2.41
57 K5-3 910330.1nO 2524.3 208.29 pb=1.76
58 KS-3 910330.1725 2824.2 232.29 cu=0.37; pb=1.58
59 KS-3 910331.0815 2354.1 195.45 pb=2.76
60 K5-3 910331.0825 2694.0 220.74 pb=4.19
61 KS-3 910331.1325 2342.4 195.05 pb=1.94
62 KS-3 910331.1330 2723.8 221.77 pb=5.28

63 KS-8 920813.1820 0.09 <dl gas,injection,condensate samples also taken
64 KS-8 920816.1840 0.29 <dl
65 KS-8 920818.1805 0.46 <dl
66 KS-8 920918.0000 0.06 <0.49 2.73 icp analysis only.
67 KS-8 920918.0000 0.66 <0.49 0.91 icp analysis only
68 KS-8 920918.0000 0.07 <0.49 2.92 icp analysis only

69 K5-9 930619.1345 6.38 <0.2 <0.50 <0.1 0.016 tic as co2 <4
70 K5-9 940203.0440 0.44 0.021
71 KS-9 940510.0220 7.38 0.7679 0.035
72 KS-9 940927.0340 7.84 0.088 0.019
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NUM NAME

73 KS-9

DATEHRS H2S

941018.0228 7.39

NH4 FE

0. 146

BR MN

0.042

C()olMENT1

74 KS-10
75 KS-10
76 KS-10
n KS-10
78 KS-10
79 KS-10
80 KS-10
81 KS-10
82 KS-10

83 lANIPUNA 1
84 lANIPUNA 1
85 lANIPUNA 1
86 lANIPUNA 1
87 lANIPUNA 1

88 lANIPUNA 6

89 pgv brine
90 pgv brine
91 pgv brine
92 pgv brine
93 pgv brine
94 pgv brine
95 pgv brine
96 pgv brine
97 pgv brine
98 pgv brine

930617.1800 11 .2 0.20
930617.18408.n <0.2
930619.1405 7.57 <0.2
931104.0543 -1 -1
931209.0436 4.84
940203.0457 5.75
940510.0241 4.82
940927.0403 3.24
941018.0246 2.95

810422.0000
810714.2200
810715 .0200
810715.0300
810799.9999

840803.1320

930519.0000
930526.0000
930602.0800
930609.1214
930616.0000
930618.0000
930623.0000
930630.0000
930707.0000
930811.0622

1.44 <0.1
0.56 <0.1
<0.50 <0.1
0.79 23.0
1.18
1.16
1.46
1.35
1.24

0.35
<0.20
0.52
0.43

0.213
0.35
0.35
1.1
0.89
0.71

0.076 0.063 sr 0.024, hg<0.00025, cd<0.00025, be<0.00025, pb<0.0010, no3<0.1
0.080 0.056 sr 0.030, hg<0.00025, cd<0.00025 , be<0.00025, pb<0.0010, no3<0.1

0.092 tic as co2 <4
<0.50 <0.20 al<0.60; a9<0.10; be<1.0; bi<2.40; cd<0.10; ce<0.20; co<0.02;

0.555
0.53 0.71

0.854
0.72
0.960

ecdil=37500
ecdil=46600
ecdil=59900
ecdil=57000

raw, unacidif

<0.10
<0.10
<0.10
<0.10
<0.02 cl not measured because of sulf ide interference
<0.10
<0.10
<0.10
<0.10
<0.10

99 pgv inj. 930504 .0000
100 pgv inj.KS1A 930519.0000
101 pgv inj.KS3 930526.0921
102 pgv inj.KS1A 930602.0839
103 pgv inj.KS1A 930609.1207
104 pgv inj.KS1A 930616.0007

0.80
0.44
<0.20

0.18 0.21
0.52
0.374

brl
<0.10
<0.10

<0.10 <0.10
<0.10
<0.02 chloride not analysed due to sulfide interference



02-08-1995

PUNA GEOCHEMISTRY DATA BASE .. MG/KG PART IV

E:PUNANAi Page 4

E!r,),''Al;,,~
NUM NAME DATEHRS H2S NH4 FE BR AS- MN COMMENT 1 IJJj /i~"U 7r~"rrY'1

I§ ,.)" " " "
105 pgv inj.KS1A 930618.0000 0.36 <0.10 .....:~ ',),'1 d / ti' t,
106 pgv inj.KS1A 930623.0000 1.1 <0.10
107 pgv inj.KS1A 930630.0000 1.4 <0.10
108 pgv inj.KS1A 930707.0000 0.30 <0.10
109 pgv inj.KS1A 930708.0730 881 <0.2 0.28 <0.1 0.011 0.012 tic as hco3 =159, tss 340
110 pgv inj.KS1A 930802.0915 1.08 0.041 tss 25
111 pgv inj.KS1A 930802.0933 586 0.215 0.47 <0.1 0.011 tic as hco3 =77.6
112 pgv inj.KS1A 930811.0639 0.37 <0.10
113pgvinj. 931104.0609 0.36 0.054 tss<1.0
114 pgv inj. 931104.0625 538 <0.2 0.23 3.53 0.052 0.034 se<0.061; hg<0.00025; cd<0.00031i pb<0.0012; ni<0.0061i cu<0.0024



02-08-1995

NUM COMMENT2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18

PUNA GEOCHEMISTRY DATA BASE -- MG/KG PART V

E:PUNANA;

COMMENT3

Page 1

19
20 ANALYSES IN MG/l; DENSITY 1.02; alternate copy has 9900mg/l Na
21 ANALYSES IN MG/l; DENSITY 1.02; Cl=ave 2 det. 19000 &20000
22 ANALYSES IN ppm; DENSITY 1.016; Cl=ave 2 det. 18500 & 19100
23 ANALYSES IN MG/l; DENSITY 1.03; Cl = also reptd 17000 &20000
24 ANALYSES IN ppm; DENSITY 1.017; Cl = ave two det. 19230 & 19700
25 SP.GR = 1.02345; tds=35224
26
27 ANAl.IN MG/l; DEN. 1.03; Na=ave 12000&13000; K 24001 OR 29001
28 ANALYSES IN MG/l
29 ANALYSES IN MG/l
30 ANALYSES IN MG/l global geochem rpt sev.smpls 10/85:_0 c.O to-10, _180 +.5to -2.1
31 ANALYSES IN MG/l; DENSITY 1.03; si02=1250 in D'Olier et al 1<20

32 gross alpha 2.5+-2.6
33 ave 3 samples during day; ave 19 atmflsh samples 6/5-6/14= 39446
34



02-08-1995

NUM COMMENT2

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

63 sample 2 of 16 taken 8/13-8/18
64
65 last sample taken during test
66 cr=.13
67
68

69
70
71
72

PUNA GEOCHEMISTRY DATA BASE -- MG/KG PART V

E:PUNANAi

COHMENT3

smpltreat=ru,ficp
smpltreat=ru,ficp
smpltreat=ru,ficp

Page 2



02-08-1995

NUM COMMENT2

73

PUNA GEOCHEMISTRY DATA BASE -- MG/KG PART V

E:PUNANA;

COMMENT3

Page 3

74 tic as co2<4, tss 66, gr.alpha 0+-4pel, gr.beta 46+-6 pel
75 tic as co2<4, tss 1400, gr.alpha 9+-5pel, gr.beta 25+-4 pel
76
77 cr<0.10; cu<0.10; mo<0.60; ni<0.10; pb<0.20; sn<0.10; sb<0.50;
78
79
80
81
82

83 MG/L CONCENTRATIONS
84 lab reported difficulty obtaining reproducible Si02 values
85 lab reported diff.obtaining reproducible Si02 values
86 lab reported diff.obtaining reproducible Si02 values
87

88

89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98

99
100
101
102
103
104

v<1.20; tss=1.4

raw,untreated
raw,untreated
raw,untreated
raw,untreated



105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114 cr=0.0084j ag<0.0012j v=0.012j thiosulfate<1.2j no3<1.0j tss<1.0 density=0.998

02-08-1995

NUM COMMENT2

PUNA GEOCHEMISTRY DATA BASE -- MG/KG PART V

E:PUNANAj

COMMENT3

Page 4



Well KS-9:

Table 3.2: Puna, Hawaii Geochemistry Data Base, Part VI - Concentrations in mg/1

VI-I

Date NA K Mg Ca IC Cl S04 MgCaCOIl Si02 % Ion Bal TetratiCl ph @ 25 °C Na-K-Ca

4/20/93 29.6 4.19 0.04 0.88 7.86 14.15 29.7 99.7 13.0 13.5 6.6 197

4/21/93 121 5.69 1.14 40.7 11.7 90.55 206.8 152.3 8.5 11.7 8.61 133

4/22/93 97.7 5.66 1.6 40.2 8.29 81.08 212.4 143.3 2.9 10.5 8.87 139

4/23/93 7.05 4.66 0.06 1.82 5.88 2.86 3.86 185.5 26.5 8.68 7.03 260

4/26/93 10.6 1.01 0.04 1.23 11.2 3 3.03 210.5 11.4 155

4/30/93 8.91 2.1 0.05 1.6 9 2.43 2.34 205.1 21.2 11.1 197

5/03/93 6.57 1.46 0.02 0.57 10.7 1.58 239.6 2.6 12.4 19

5/17/93 2.21 0.46 0.02 6.4 3.45 2.02 214.0 51.0 154

6/16/93 7.56 0.15 0.25 3.99 1.12 261.0 43.5

6/21193 1.19 2.37 1.13 1.97 250.0 62.0 9.91 307

6/24/93 5.74 2.7 0.24 7.71 2.86 2.1 229.0 1.8 10.6 254

7/8/93 1.96 0.57 0.01 0.19 4.1 0.32 1.58 259.0 -17 201

7/16/93 1.85 0.48 0.16 4.76 0.27 278.0 -16 5.12 195

7/29/93 1.5 0.26 0.18 2.83 0.33 284.0 -3.5 168

8/27/93 0.994 0.24 0.01 0.38 2.22 1.93 0.594 205.0 -25 172

9/23/93 1.08 0.31 0.03 0.26 2.01 3.72 1.02 201.0 -37 186

11116/93 1.06 0.37 0.02 1.02 23.7 225.0 1.45 183

12/08/93 0.941 0.34 0.02 4.05 202 2.6 171

12/29/93 0.896 0.35 0.02 1.33 204 1.48 184

1120/94 0.454 0.30 0.02 2.64 205 3.09 195



Well KS-10:

Date NA K Mg Ca IC Cl S04 MgCaC031l Si02 Ion Bal % Tetrati ci ph @25 °C Na-K-Ca

6/1193 16.3 7.04 0.20 1.2 2.82 38.66 18.6 117 0.6 4.99 6.6 253

6/19/93 1.29 0.34 0.11 0.30 3.75 1.40 1.28 152 0.0 4.93 183

6/21193 0.61 0.09 0.01 0.5 1.00 0.92 2.06 149 -0.9 00.33 5.29 138

6/24/93 0.65 0.15 0.24 2.92 1.01 1.23 167 -0.2 0.78 5.22 166

6/30/93 0.93 0.16 0.01 0.29 1.29 0.96 1.61 248 -0.2 5.58 156

7/8193 0.90 0.05 0.03 0.12 2.37 0.44 14.6 -0.0 5.42 112

7/16/93 0.43 0.03 0.1 0.92 0.43 233 -0.2 1.07 113

7/29193 2.61 0.24 1.46 1.66 4.12 11.63 225 -1.0 8.19 130

8/27/93 0.53 0.14 0.06 1.14 1.19 1.53 248 -1.0 5.58 183

9/30/93 0.55 0.22 1.08 0.52 19.0 001 0.0 pO.989

10/2793 1.21 0.41 0.28 3.03 209 0.0 1.26 197

11104/93 1189 557 0 19.7 7984 13.05 5.05 706 7283

11/05f93 4114 540 0 69.4 9842 9.47 4.51 8283

11/12f93 5263 698 0 97.1 9602 10.13 20.2 10569

11/16f93 6144 793 0.05 114 11215 10.65 30.2 11773

12/08f93 6518 875 0.10 130 12464 11.58 13682 256

12/29f93 7269 988 0.12 159 14429 10.27 13858 258

1113/94 6593 860 0.09 160 13318 10.22 13900 252

1120/94 6826 896 0.23 156 13298 9.69 14314 254

VI-2



Table 3.3: Results of Separator Isolation Tests

Date WeD
Flow, kph Steam Enthalpy

Steam Brine Total Fraction btu/fb"

Nov. 24, 1993 KS-9

KS-I0
"

.. (KS-9/10)
I;':'"

Dec. 8, 1993 KS-9

KS-lO

367.2

62.2

397.0

45.6

36.0

107.7

35.0

105.3

403.2

169.9

573.1

432.0

150.9

0.911 1,129.0

0.366 681.8

0.919 1,135.0

0.302 629.4

*At 250 psig/264.5 psia

":': '.' <

,v. ",c"",:.'

Enthalpy at 6400P = 679.1 btu/lb
6000P = 617.1 but/Ib



Table 4.1 Deep Wells Drilled in the KERZ

Well Name Operator
Year

Depth, Feet
Maximum

Result and Status
(by year) Drilled! Temperature, of

HGP-A State of Hawaii 1976 6,456 680 Field discovery well - produced up to 3 MW between
WO 1994 1982-89 - shut-in - workover completed 12/1/94

Ashida 1 Barnwell-WRI 1981 8,300 550 Exploratory - dry - plugged

Lanipuna 1 Barnwell-WRI 1981 8,389 685+ Production test - dry - may be hottest well in field -
plugged

KS-1 Thermal Power 1981 7,290 650 Production test - tested at 3.2 MW - damaged - plugged
and abandoned

KS-2 Thermal Power 1982 8,005 670+ Production test - tested at 2 MW - damaged - plugged
and abandoned

Lanipuna 1 Barnwell-WRI 1983 6,271 429 Production test - sidetrack of Lanipuna 1 - probably
Sidetrack outside of reservoir - plugged

Lanipuna 6 Barnwell-WRI 1984 4,956 335 Production test - coolest hole - probably outside of
reservoir - possible injector - suspended

KS-1A Thermal Power 1985 6,505 670 Production test - tested at 3 MW - damaged - possible
WO 1991 injector - plugged - workover to deepen - workover to
WO 1992 add liner - injection test - injector, fish in hole?

KS-3 PGV 1990-91 7,406 664+ Production test - tested at 3.2 MW - shut-in - workover
WO 1992 to injector, fish in hole?

SOH-4 State of Hawaii 1990 6,562 576 Scientific observation - may have entered reservoir -
monitoring

KMERZ True/Mid-Pacific 1989-91 8,741 635 Exploratory - original hole plus sidetrack and 3 redrills -
A-1 Geothermal (A-1 logged and tested - deepest hole in rift zone - steam

Sidetrack)" entries reported - suspended



Table 4.1 Deep Wells Drilled in the KERZ

Well Name Operator
Year Depth, Feet Maximum

Result and Status
(by year) Drilled! Temperature, of

KS-7 PGV 1991 1,678 500+ Injection test - steam/gas blowout - plugged and
abandoned

SOH-1 State of Hawaii 1991 5,526 408 Scientific observation - probably outside of reservoir -
monitoring

SOH-2 State of Hawaii 1991 6,802 661 Scientific observation - may have entered reservoir -
monitoring

KS-8 PGV 1991-92 3,488 630+ Production test - steam/gas blowout - potentially large
(711) producer - repaired - tested 8/92 - placed on line to

production 10, 11/92 - possible casing damage - plugged
and abandoned

KS-4 PGV 1992 6,795 620 Injection test - tested capacity >860 gpm at zero WHP
and 1,100 gpm at 150 psig WHP - injector

KS-9 PGV 1992-93 4,564 647 Production test - drill - clean out - repair damaged casing
- producer on line 4/22/93

KS-10 PGV 1993 5,083 Production test - original hole abandoned at 200+ft due
to stuck bit - slide rig - drill - complete - producer on line
6/18/93

Notes:
1) WO = workover
2) See "Report on Status of Geothermal Injection Wells for Puna Geothermal Venture, Covering the Period Through March 31, 1993"
by R.V. Verity, April 12, 1993. Combined total injection capacity at 150 psig is c.150% of plant requirement: KS-IA (35%), KS-3
(16%) and KS-4 (100%). Injectivity at KS-3 is believed impaired by sloughing formation around fish in hole at 6,895 ft.. KS-IA has
obstruction at 6,112 ft. and fish in hole at 5,745 ft ..
3) Longest and deepest leg, others slightly shorter and shallower.



TABLE 5.1 SAMPLES FROM WELLS HGP-A, KS-1A AND KS-10 CORRECTED FOR STEAM LOSS FROM QUARTZ TEMPERATURE ENTHALPY

02-15-1995

NAME DATEHRS PHL CA MG NA K LI HC03 C03 S04

D:PUNSC;

SI02 B

HGP-A
HGP-A
HGP-A
HGP-A
HGP-A
HGP-A
HGP -A
HGP-A
HGP -A
HGP-A
HGP-A
HGP-A
HGP -A
HGP-A
HGP-A
HGP-A

761202.0000 -1.00
770209.0000 -1.00
770422.0000 -1.00
800110.1000 -1.00
800111.1300 -1.00
800116.0000 -1.00
810612.0000 -1.00
810904.0000 -1.00
811211.0000 -1.00
820607.0000 -1.00
821116.0000 -1.00
830504.0000 -1.00
831205.0000 -1.00
840112.0000 6.60
840626.0000 -1.00
841128.0000 -1.00

-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
11.8
25.5
25.2
14.8
49.8
20.5
93.8

164.3
206.4
240.9

-1.0
360.1
290.4

-1.00
-1.00
-1.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.02
0.01
0.04
0.08
0.12
0.16

-1.00
0.18
0.15

-1.0
- 1. 0
-1.0

1032.6
1124.1
1129.8
521.7

1414.6
989.4

2387.8
2982.7
3226.5
3511.1

-1.0
3563.8
3944.7

-1.0 -1.00
-1.0 -1.00
-1.0 -1.00

144.4 -1.00
162.1 -1.00
166.5 -1.00
115 .9 -1.00
220.8 -1.00
186.7 -1.00
401.8 -1.00
492.1 -1. 00
516.1 -1.00
576.1 -1.00

-1.0 -1.00
569.2 -1.00
533.5 -1.00

-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0

-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0

-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
36.1
46.1
51.3
40.0
51.6
42.9
52.8
52.2
52.8
18.1
-1.0
11.0
3.3

-1.0 -1.00
-1. 0 -1.00
-1.0 -1.00

1725 •7 -1. 00
1882.5 -1.00
1927.3 -1.00
1197.1 -1. 00
2710.8 -1.00
1719.3 -1.00
4337.1 -1.00
5321.2 -1.00
6089.8 -1.00
6665.1 -1.00

-1.0 0.25
6553.2 -1.00
6924.4 -1.00

-1
-1
-1

625
609
618
694
644
625
615
628
615
623

-1
652
664

-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1 .0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0

KS-1A
KS-1A
KS -1A
KS-1A
KS -1A
KS-1A
KS-1A
KS-1A
KS-1A
KS-1A
KS- 1A
KS- 1A

851016.0930 5.80
851019.1700 4.80
851019.1700 4.80
851024.2100 4.60
851024.2100 4.60
851024.2100 8.32
851024.2100 5.42
851026.2100 4.70
851028.0400 -1.00
851028.2330 3.80
851029.1330 3.80
851031.1245 4.50

714.2
633.3
595.5

-1.0
- 1. 0

663.4
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0

499.0
424.0

-1.0

0.90
1.20
0.00

-1.00
-1.00
1.58

-1.00
-1.00
-1.00
1.05
0.43

-1.00

7329.9 1879.5 6.31
7036.6 1759.1 5.77
7018.3 1718.1 5.46

-1.0 -1 .0 -1.00
-1.0 -1.0 -1.00

7875.4 2159.9 -1.00
-1.0 -1.0 -1.00
-1.0 -1.0 -1.00
-1.0 -1.0 -1.00

5692.8 1475.9 4.85
4814.9 1293.6 2.80

-1.0 -1.0 -1.00

11.3
0.0
0.9

-1.0
-1. 0
2.6

-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
0.0
0.0

-1.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

-1.0
-1.0
0.0

-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
0.0
0.0

-1.0

18.8 14283.9 1.10
7.7 13721.3 1.00

11.2 13994.9 0.93
-1.0 -1.0 0.91
-1.0 -1.0 -1.00
18.4 14432.2 0.75
-1.0 -1.0 0.76
-1.0 -1.0 1.10
-1.0 -1.0 -1.00
5.1 11947.8 0.76
4.5 9342.3 0.69

-1.0 -1.0 0.86

639
704
648

- 1
-1

661
-1
-1
-1

703
683

-1

8.3
7.0
6.6

-1.0
- 1. 0
4.0

-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
6.1
5.2

-1.0

KS-10
KS -10
KS -10
KS-10
KS-10
KS-10
KS-10
KS-10
KS- 10

930617.1800 7.62
930617.1840 7.62
930619.1405 5.90
931104.0543 - 1.00
931209.0436 -1.00
940203.0457 5.40
940510.0241 5.39
940927.0403 5.16
941018.0246 5.26

1.4
1.4

-1.0
49.7
93.4

105.9
-1.0
-1.0

129.0

0.88
0.36

-1.00
-0.16
0.09
0.11

-1.00
-1.00
0.15

21.4 23.9 0.17
9.4 10.8 0.09

-1.0 -1 .0 -1.00
3144.7 715.5 1.47
4309.4 1002.4 1.67
4918.8 1115.0 2.07

-1.0 -1.0 -1.00
-1.0 -1.0 -1.00

4680.0 1123 .4 1.49

16.4
18.2
-1. 0
-1. 6
0.0
0.0

-1.0
-1.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

-1. 0
0.0
0.0
0.0

-1.0
-1.0
0.0

48.3
28.8
-1.0
7.6

-1.0
6.3

-1.0
-1.0
5.8

3.8 -1.00
3.0 -1.00

-1.0 -1.00
5570.7 -1.00
8046.1 -1.00
9033. 1 -1. 00

-1.0 -1.00
-1.0 -1.00

8345.6 -1.00

145
140
-1

595
757
738

-1
-1

770

7.6
7.6

-1. 0
12.0
5.6
5.7

-1.0
-1.0
4.6



TABLE 5.1B GAS DATA FROM PUNA GEOTHERMAL WELLS

KEY:
10-06-1993 E:PUNGAS; WHP= WELLHEAD PRESSURE

WHT = WELLHEAD, TEMP.
NAME DATEHRS WHP WHT SPG SPA SEP_T HT XSTM PORT DATASRC SPG = STEAM SEPARATION

PRESSURE, PSIG
KS-1A 851024.2100 155g 155.000 169.700 186.8 1054.00 0.8339 STM Thermal Power lov.mmo 851216 SPA = STEAM SEPARATION
KS-1A 851030.1320660g 149.000 163.700 183.9 900.00 0.6570 STM Thermal Power lov.mmo 851216 PRESSURE, PSIA
KS-1A 851019.0000 155g 156.000 170.700187.1 1050.00 0.8300 TPnotesSmpl1003/Anatec1003-gb SEP T = STEAM SEPARATION
KS-1A 851019.0000 155g 156.000 170.700187.1 1050.00 0.8300 TPnotesSmpl1004/anatec 1004 gb TEMPERATURE
KS-1A 851028.2330 345 153.000 167.700 186.3 1050.00 0.8300 TPnotesSmpl1010/Anatec 1010 gb HT = TOTAL FLOW MEASURED

ENTHALPY, BU/LB
KS-3 910325.1730 200g 385f 53.000 67.700 305.0 -1.00 -1.0000 8 pgv tbl sn g-001/thenmochem; tst data PORT = CODE INDICATING
KS-3 910325.2030 1959 385f 65.000 79.700 315.0 901.00 0.6860 8 pgv tbl sn g-002/thermochem; tst data LOCATION OF
KS-3 910326.0830 182g 380f 62.000 76.700 307.0 900.00 0.6870 8 pgv tbl sn g-003/thenmochem; tst data SAMPLE PORT
KS-3 910326.1725 175g 377f 60.000 74.700 305.0 907.00 0.6960 8 pgv tbl sn g-004/thenmochem; tst data DATASRC = SOURCE OF
KS-3 910327.1000 172g 377f 61.000 75.700 307.0 945.00 0.7410 8 pgv tbl sn g-005/thermochem; tst data ANALYTICAL DATA
KS-3 910327.1840 94g 332f 64.000 78.700 310.0 955.00 0.7350 8 pgv tbl sn g-006/thermochem; tst data
KS-3 910328.1110300g 417f 59.000 73.700 305.0 891.00 0.6790 8 pgv tbl sn g-007/thenmochem; tst data
KS-3 910328.1710304g 419f 60.000 74.700 306.0 924.00 0.7090 8 pgv tbl sn g-008/thermochem; tst data
KS-3 910329.0820 102g 338f 59.000 73.700 305.0 968.00 0.8020 8 pgv tbl sn g-009/thermochem; tst data
KS-3 910329.1425 445g 450f 59.000 73.700 306.0 881.00 0.6680 8 pgv tbl sn g-010/thenmochem; tst data
KS-3 910330.0810 237g 398f 58.000 72.700 305.0 997.00 0.7960 8 pgv tbl sn g-011/thermochem; tst data
KS-3 910330.1710 228g 393f 60.000 74.700 306.0 947.00 0.7430 8 pgv tbl sn g-012/thermochem; tst data
KS-3 910331.0810 236g 395f 60.000 74.700 306.0 950.00 0.7380 8 pgv tbl sn g-013/thermochem; tst data
KS-3 910331.1320 232g 394f 60.000 74.700 306.0 940.00 0.7330 8 pgv tbl sn g-014a/thenmochem; tst data
KS-3 910331.1400 232g 393f 60.000 74.700 306.0 940.00 0.7830 8 pgv tbl sn g-014b/thermochem; tst data

KS-8 920813.1845 1337 9 579 220.000 234.700 400.0 1113.00 0.8900 stm pgv tbl3 #8rg-003/thermochem; tst data
KS-8 920816.1730 1785 9 627 207.000 221.700 364.0 1080.00 0.8475 stm pgv tbl1a #8rb-009/thenmochem; tst data
KS-8 920818.1824 1598 9 602 206.000 220.700 388.0 1108.00 0.8900 stm pgv tbl1a #8rb-016/thermochem; tst data

KS-9 930420.1345 36.000 0.000 0.0 -1.00 -1.0000 fln thenmochem 4817-01
KS-9 930420.1430 48.000 0.000 0.0 -1.00 -1.0000 fln thermochem 4817-02
KS-9 930420.1500 48.000 0.000 0.0 -1.00 -1.0000 fln thermochem 4817-03
KS-9 930420.1515 49.000 0.000 0.0 -1.00 -1.0000 fln thermochem 4817-04
KS-9 930420.1517 49.000 0.000 0.0 -1.00 -1.0000 fln thermochem 4817-05
KS-9 930421.1800 95.000 0.000 0.0 -1.00 -1.0000 sep thermochem 4817-06
KS-9 930421.1803 98.000 0.000 0.0 -1.00 -1.0000 sep thermochem 4817-07
KS-9 930602.0930 1000 540 245.000 0.000 400.0 1111.00 0.8911 stmh thermochem 4919-01 pgv steam header

KS-10 930617.1740 48.000 0.000 0.0 -1.00 -1.0000 fln thermochem 4950-01
KS-10 930617.1750 47.000 0.000 0.0 -1.00 -1.0000 fln thermochem 4950-02
KS-10 930617.1845 60.000 0.000 0.0 -1.00 -1.0000 fln thermochem 4950-03
KS-10 930617.1850 62.500 0.000 0.0 -1.00 -1.0000 fln thermochem 4950-04
KS-10 930619.1000 1700 607 250.000 0.000 0.0 -1.00 -1.0000 mini thermochem 4950-05
KS-10 930619.1005 1700 607 250.000 0.000 0.0 -1.00 -1.0000 mini thermochem 4950-06
KS-10 930619.1007 1700 607 250.000 0.000 0.0 -1.00 -1.0000 mini thermochem 4950-07

pgv stm 930619.1153 260.000 0.000 404.0 1077.00 0.8481 hdr thermochem 4950-08
pgv stm 930619.1154 260.000 0.000 404.0 1077.00 0.8481 hdr thermochem 4950-09
pgv stm 930708.0829 0.000 0.000 0.0 1100.00 0.8700 hdr thermochem 5008-02; 1-hd-s
pgv stm 930802.0902 0.000 0.000 0.0 1110.00 0.8800 hdr thermochem 5055-02; 1-hd-s



xstm from sep_t, ht
ht from sep_t, xstm
ht from sep_t, xstm
ht from sep_t, xstm

cooled under pressure in ss coili brn flow v.lg, no ht meas
than in brine line (sep_t of brine "bc" analyses)

STATUSCOM2 (COMMENT ON STATUS, PART 2)DATEHRS STATUSCOM1 (COMMENT ON STATUS, PART 1)

851024.2100 PRODUCTION SEPARATOR, 365Fi 10 days into flow test
851030.1320 stm line from prod sepi 16 days into flow test; wht=480f
851019.0000 NOTES SAY C.17%BRINE;PRODUCTION SEPARATOR, 357F
851019.0000 NOTES SAY C.17%BRINE; duplicate of smpl 1003
851028.2330 PRODUCTION SEPARATOR, 363FiXSTM ASSUMES HIGH WHP NO EFFECT ON HT

910325.1730 "g" steam/gs s~ls from port inmed.downstrm from separator,
910325.2030 note pgv records higher sa~le t~ (sep_t) in steam line
910326.0830
910326.1725
910327.1000
910327.1840
910328.1110
910328.1710
910329.0820
910329.1425 orifice plates being cleaned, take ht from .1530hrs
910330.0810
910330.1710
910331.0810
910331.1320
910331.1400

KS-1A
KS-1A
KS-1A
KS-1A
KS-1A

NAME

KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3

KS-8
KS-8
KS-8

KS-9
KS-9
KS-9
KS-9
KS-9
KS-9
KS-9
KS-9

KS-10
KS-10
KS-10
KS-10
KS-10
KS-10
KS-10

pgv stm
pgv stm
pgv stm
pgv stm

920813.1845 6.15hrs into flow tst; flows frm fract at 3,400fti
920816.1730 77.07hrs into flow tsti 122.0kph; ht=ave 7 meas .1600-.2300hrs
920818.1824 125.8hrs into flow tst; 208.5kph;

930420.1345 clean out flow line, 36 psig
930420.1430 clean out flow line, 48 psig
930420.1500 clean out flow line, 48 psig
930420.1515 clean out flow line, 49 psig
930420.1517 clean out flow line, 49-30 psig (1 typo in report)
930421.1800 separator steam header
930421.1803 separator steam header
930602.0930 pgv steam header (ks-09 only well on-line)

930617.1740 initial flow of well
930617.1750 initial flow of well, lip=3.5psig
930617.1845 initial flow of well
930617.1850 initial flow of well
930619.1000 s~ling separator, 2-phase line, 250 psig
930619.1005 sa~ling separator, 2-phase line, 250 psig
930619.1007 sampling separator, 2-phase line, 250 psig

930619.1153 pgv steam header, lp=260 psig, It=404degf
930619.1154 pgv steam header, lp=260 psig, It=404degf
930708.0829 pgv steam header
930802.0902 pgv steam header

inject well = ks1a, ks3(minor use)i stm=steam line out prod sepi

shut-in @2400hrs

thermochem 4818-03 = c~rehensive hc scan
thermochem 4818-01 = c~rehensive hc scan

196kph
196kph
whp,wht,xstm frm daily prod rpt, 0900hrsi ht from sep_t, xstm

lip=4psig
thermochem 4947-02 is c~rehensive hc scan
l ip=6.8psig
lp=60-65psig, lip=6.8-9.0
thermochem 4964-3to-5: cl<0.025, na=0.0080 to 0.012

should be combined flow ks09 and ks10
should be combined flow ks09 and ks10
combined flow ks09 and ks10i xstm,ht from graph (pgv prod.hist)
xstm,ht from graph (pgv prod.hist)



NAME DATEHRS STATUSCOM3 (COMMENT ON STATUS, PART 3)

KS-1A 851024.2100
KS-1A 851030.1320
KS-1A 851019.0000
KS-1A 851019.0000
KS-1A 851028.2330

KS-3 910325.1730
KS-3 910325.2030
KS-3 910326.0830
KS-3 910326.1725
KS-3 910327.1000
KS-3 910327.1840
KS-3 910328.1110
KS-3 910328.1710
KS-3 910329.0820
KS-3 910329.1425
KS-3 910330.0810
KS-3 910330.1710
KS-3 910331.0810
KS-3 910331.1320
KS-3 910331.1400

KS-8 920813.1845 well being throttled .1833-.1853hrs: ht,spa,spg,xstm approx.
KS-8 920816.1730 ht,spg,spa,xstm from tst data
KS-8 920818.1824 ht,spg,spa,xstm from tst data

KS-9 930420.1345
KS-9 930420.1430
KS-9 930420.1500
KS-9 930420.1515
KS-9 930420.1517
KS-9 930421.1800 thermochem 4818-02 = comprehensive hc scan
KS-9 930421.1803 note smpls -08,-09 are gas compressor outlet, have higher n2
KS-9 930602.0930 brine 56.2kph, stm 460kph

KS-10 930617.1740 thermochem 4947-01 is comprehensive hc scan
KS-10 930617.1750 thermochem 4964-1&2: cl<0.025,<0.025, na=0.087,0.091
KS-10 930617.1845 thermoehem 4947-03 is comprehensive hc scan
KS-10 930617.1850 thermochem 4947-04 is comprehensive hc scan
KS-10 930619.1000 thermochem 4947-05 is comprehensive hc scan
KS-10 930619.1005 thermochem 4947-06 is comprehensive hc scan
KS-10 930619.1007

pgv stm
pgv stm
pgv stm
pgv stm

930619.1153 xstm,ht from daily prod rpt, tot brn & tot stm, + sep_t
930619.1154 thermochem 4964-6: cl<0.025, na<0.0050
930708.0829
930802.0902 thermochem 5058-3: cl<0.025, na<0.0050
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NAME DATEHRS WHP WHT SPG XSTM NCGPPMW C02PPMW H2SPPMW NH3PPMW ARPPMW N2PPMW CH4PPMW H2PPMW NCGTF H2STF

KS-1A
KS-1A
KS-1A
KS-1A
KS-1A

851019.0000 155g
851019.0000 155g
851024.2100 155g
851028.2330 345
851030.1320 660g

156.000 0.8300 2000.0
156.000 0.8300 1800.0
155.000 0.8339 1662.0
153.000 0.8300 2000.0
149.000 0.6570 1885.0

330.0 1200.0
240.0 1200.0
427.0 1010.0
330.0 1300.0
352.0 1490.0

-1.3
-1.3
-1.3
-1.5
-1.3

8.9 480.0
6.1 340.0
3.1 212.0
5.9 350.0
0.0 7.5

-0.1
-0.1
-0.1
0.0

-0.1

16.0 1660.0 996.0
13.0 1494.0 996.0
10.0 1385.9 842.2
17.0 1660.0 1079.0
5.3 1238.4 978.9

KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3

910325.1730 200g
910325.2030 1959
910326.0830 182g
910326.1725 175g
910327.1000 172g
910327.184094g
910328.1110300g
910328.1710304g
910329.0820 102g
910329.1425445g
910330.0810 237g
910330.1710 228g
910331.0810 236g
910331.1320 232g
910331.1400 232g

385f
385f
380f
srn
srn
332f
417f
419f
338f
450f
398f
393f
395f
394f
393f

53.000 -1.0000
65.000 0.6860
62.000 0.6870
60.000 0.6960
61.000 0.7410
64.000 0.7350
59.000 0.6790
60.000 0.7090
59.000 0.8020
59.000 0.6680
58.000 0.7960
60.000 0.7430
60.000 0.7380
60.000 0.7330
60.000 0.7830

1790.0
1800.0
1330.0
1330.0
1290.0
1200.0
1390.0
1390.0
1190.0
1190.0
1190.0
1200.0
1170.0
1320.0
1250.0

1250.0
1180.0
734.0
692.0
606.0
540.0
598.0
596.0
505.0
553.0
556.0
517.0
487.0
510.0
475.0

493.0
575.0
559.0
592.0
637.0
623.0
753.0
754.0
655.0
611.0
611.0
658.0
654.0
760.0
613.0

1.5
0.9
1.1
0.8
0.7
0.9
0.4
0.3
0.5
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1

0.4
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.4
1.8

18.7
19.2
15.5
27.2
32.7
20.6
19.2
24.4
19.1
7.9

11.5
10.5
13.1
27.5

139.0

17.5
18.6
8.3
5.7
3.9
3.6
3.4
2.7
1.9
2.7
1.8
1.8
1.5
1.7
1.6

7.0 -1.0
9.9 1234.8
8.7 913.7

10.4 925.7
10.8 955.9
10.4 882.0
13.6 943.8
13.1 985.5
11.4 954.4
16.4 794.9
13.7 947.2
14.6 891.6
13.2 863.5
15.7 967.6
14.0 978.8

-1.0
394.4
384.0
412.0
472.0
457.9
511.3
534.6
525.3
408.1
486.4
488.9
482.7
557.1
480.0

KS-8
KS-8
KS-8

920813.1845 1337 9 579
920816.1730 1785 9 627
920818.1824 1598 9 602

220.000 0.8900 1810.0
207.000 0.8475 1540.0
206.000 0.8900 1540.0

448.0 1300.0
388.0 1110.0
376.0 949.0

1.6
0.6
0.5

1.6
1.7
0.8

47.2
35.3
36.1

0.5
0.4
0.4

10.4 1610.9 1157.0
8.7 1305.2 940.7
8.0 1370.6 844.6

KS-9
KS-9
KS-9
KS-9
KS-9
KS-9
KS-9
KS-9
KS-9
KS-9
KS-9

930420.1345
930420.1430
930420.1500
930420.1515
930420.1517
930421.1800
930421.1803
930602.0930 1000
940927.0303 870
941018.0158 780
941103.1245 700

540
524
510
498

36.000 -1. 0000
48.000 -1. 0000
48.000 -1. 0000
49.000 -1. 0000
49.000 -1. 0000
95.000 -1.0000
98.000 -1. 0000

245.000 0.8911
235.000 -1. 0000
250.000 -1.0000
270.000 -1. 0000

1460.0
1360.0
1350.0
1350.0
1350.0
1300.0
1350.0
1180.0
1540.0
1410.0
1490.0

381.0
359.0
364.0
345.0
352.0
320.0
373.0
361.0
685.0
700.0
723.0

1010.0
942.0
936.0
985.0
982.0
934.0
932.0
800.0
821.0
701.0
742.0

1.0
0.3
0.0
0.3
0.0
0.8
0.3
0.0

-0.5
-0.3
-0.3

1.1
1.0
0.9
0.9
1.1
0.9
0.9
0.3

-0.6
1.0
0.5

53.9
44.0
39.1
35.1
59.3
32.5
32.5
15.8
23.1
28.1
20.1

1.1
0.8
1.0
0.9
0.7
0.9
0.7
0.0
0.2

-0.5
0.1

9.1 -1.0
7.9 -1.0
8.2 -1.0
8.4 -1.0
7.8 -1.0
8.2 -1.0
8.2 -1.0
8.0 1051.5
7.2 -1.0
5.0 -1.0
7.5 -1.0

-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0

712.9
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0

KS-10
KS-10
KS-10
KS-10
KS-10
KS-10

930617.1740
930617.1750
930617.1845
930617.1850
930619.1000 1700 607
930619.1005 1700 607

48.000 -1.0000 1160.0
47.000 -1.0000 1180.0
60.000 -1.0000 1190.0
62.500 -1.0000 1200.0

250.000 -1.0000 1130.0
250.000 -1.0000 1120.0

247.0
252.0
243.0
255.0
229.0
220.0

884.0
899.0
918.0
915.0
875.0
868.0

0.5
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.5
0.5
0.4
0.5
0.5
0.5

17.9
16.6
16.0
16.3
17.1
15.9

0.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

9.9
10.4
10.3
10.4
10.5
10.6

-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0

-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
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NAME DATEHRS WHP WHT SPG XSTM NCGPPMW C02PPMW H2SPPMW NH3PPMW ARPPMW N2PPMW CH4PPMW H2PPMW NCGTF H2STF

KS-10 930619.1007 1700 607 250.000 -1.0000 1140.0 236.0 881.0 0.0 0.4 15.2 0.0 10.7 -1.0 -1.0

CF'1jr''1 "', I
pgv reinject 930802.0832 0.000 -1.0000 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 i.J ~:( £

U~ In'"":

pgv stm head 930619.1153 260.000 0.8481 1240.0 375.0 836.0 0.0 0.1 24.7 0.0 8.9 1051.6 709.0
pgv stm head 930619.1154 260.000 0.8481 1210.0 366.0 835.0 0.0 0.8 45.8 0.0 9.1 1026.2 708.2
pgv stm head 930708.0829 0.000 0.8700 1450.0 546.0 883.0 0.0 0.4 13.3 0.1 7.9 1261.5 768.2
pgv stm head 930802.0902 0.000 0.8800 1490.0 616.0 849.0 0.3 0.4 18.6 0.1 8.7 1311.2 747.1

pgv stm head 940927.0328 0.000 0.5040 1540.0 671.0 835.0 0.5 0.5 21.9 0.2 7.0 776.2 420.8
pgv stm head 941008.0221 0.000 -1.0000 1540.0 710.0 820.0 -0.3 0.8 0.9 -0.4 8.5 -1.0 -1.0
pgv stm head 941103.0115 0.000 0.6020 1540.0 691.0 834.0 -0.4 0.3 8.3 0.1 3.5 927.1 502.1

Key: DATEHRS =DATE AND TIME IN FORMAT YYMMDD,HRS
WHP = WELLHEAD PRESSURE, PSIG
WHT =WELLHEAD TEMPERATURE, DEG.F
SPG =STEAM SEPARATION PRESSURE, PSIG
XSTM =STEAM FRACTION
NCGPPMW =TOTAL NON·CONDENSIBLES IN STEAM, PPM·WT
C02PPMW =C02 IN STEAM, PPM·WT
H2SPPMW = H2S IN STEAM, PPM-WT
NH3PPMW = NH3 IN STEAM, PPM·WT
ARPPMW = AR IN STEAM, PPM-WT
N2PPMW = N2 IN STEAM, PPM·WT
CH4PPMW = CH4 IN STEAM, PPM·WT
H2PPMW =H2 IN STEAM, PPM-WT
NCGTF =TOTAL NON·CONDENSIBLES IN TOTAL FLOW, PPM-WT
H2STF =H2S IN TOTAL FLOW, PPM-WT
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NAME

KS-1A
KS-1A
KS-1A
KS-1A
KS-1A

DATEHRS STATUSCOM1

851019.0000 NOTES SAY C.17X8RINE;PRODUCTION SEPARATOR, 357F
851019.0000 NOTES SAY C.17X8RINE; duplicate of smpl 1003
851024.2100 PRODUCTION SEPARATOR, 365F; 10 days into flow test
851028.2330 PRODUCTION SEPARATOR, 363F;XSTM ASSUMES HIGH WHP NO EFFECT ON HT
851030.1320 stm line from prod sep; 16 days into flow test; wht=480f

STATUSCOM2

ht from sep_t, xstm
ht from sep_t, xstm

ht from sep_t, xstm
xstm from sep_t, ht

KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3

KS-8
KS-8
KS-8

KS-9
KS-9
KS-9
KS-9
KS-9
KS-9
KS-9
KS-9
KS-9
KS-9
KS-9

KS-10
KS-10
KS-10
KS-10
KS-10
KS-10

910325.1730 "g" steam/gs smpls from port inmed.downstrm from separator,
910325.2030 note pgv records higher sample temps (sep_t) in steam line
910326.0830
910326.1725
910327.1000
910327.1840
910328.1110
910328.1710
910329.0820
910329.1425 orifice plates being cleaned, take ht from .1530hrs
910330.0810
910330.1710
910331.0810
910331.1320
910331.1400

920813.1845 6.15hrs into flow tst; flows frm fract at 3,400ft;
920816.1730 77.07hrs into flow tst; 122.0kph; ht=ave 7 meas .1600-.2300hrs
920818.1824 125.8hrs into flow tst; 208.5kph;

930420.1345 clean out flow line, 36 psig
930420.1430 clean out flow line, 48 psig
930420.1500 clean out flow line, 48 psig
930420.1515 clean out flow line, 49 psig
930420.1517 clean out flow line, 49-30 psig (1 typo in report)
930421.1800 separator steam header
930421.1803 separator steam header
930602.0930 pgv steam header (ks-09 only well on-line)
940927.0303
941018.0158
941103.1245

930617.1740 initial flow of well
930617.1750 initial flow of well, lip=3.5psig
930617.1845 initial flow of well
930617.1850 initial flow of well
930619.1000 sampling separator, 2-phase line, 250 psig
930619.1005 sampling separator, 2-phase line, 250 psig

cooled under pressure in ss coil; brn flow v.lg, no ht meas
than in brine line (sep_t of brine "bc" analyses)

inject well = ks1a, ks3(minor use); stm=steam line out prod sep;

shut-in @2400hrs

thermochem 4818-03 = comprehensive hc scan
thermochem 4818-01 = comprehensive hc scan

196kph
196kph
whp,wht,xstm frm daily prod rpt, 0900hrs; ht from sep_t, xstm

l ip=4psig
thermochem 4947-02 is comprehensive hc scan
l ip=6.8psig
lp=60-65psig, lip=6.8-9.0
thermochem 4964-3to-5: cl<0.025, na=0.0080 to 0.012



KS-10 930619.1007 sampling separator, 2-phase line, 250 psig
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STATUSCOM2
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pgv reinject 930802.0832 pgv ncg reinjection

pgv stm head 930619.1153 pgv steam header, lp=260 psig, It=404degf
pgv stm head 930619.1154 pgv steam header, lp=260 psig, It=404degf
pgv stm head 930708.0829 pgv steam header
pgv stm head 930802.0902 pgv steam header

pgv stm head 940927.0328 steam fraction from daily prod report, total flow rates
pgv stm head 941008.0221
pgv stm head 941103.0115 steam fraction from thermochem report

should be combined flow ks09 and ks10
should be combined flow ks09 and ks10
combined flow ks09 and ks10i xstm,ht from graph (pgv prod.hist)
xstm,ht from graph (pgv prod.hist)
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NAME DATEHRS STATUSCOM3 HT XSTM PORT DATASRC

KS-1A
KS-1A
KS-1A
KS-1A
KS-1A

KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3
KS-3

851019.0000
851019.0000
851024.2100
851028.2330
851030.1320

910325.1730
910325.2030
910326.0830
910326.1725
910327.1000
910327.1840
910328.1110
910328.1710
910329.0820
910329.1425
910330.0810
910330.1710
910331.0810
910331.1320
910331.1400

1050.00 0.8300
1050.00 0.8300
1054.00 0.8339 STM
1050.00 0.8300
900.00 0.6570 STM

-1.00 -1.0000 8
901.00 0.6860 8
900.00 0.6870 8
907.00 0.6960 8
945.00 0.7410 8
955.00 0.7350 8
891.00 0.6790 8
924.00 0.7090 8
968.00 0.8020 8
881.00 0.6680 8
997.00 0.7960 8
947.00 0.7430 8
950.00 0.7380 8
940.00 0.7330 8
940.00 0.7830 8

TPnotesSmpl1003/Anatec1003-gb
TPnotesSmpl1004/anatec 1004 gb
Thermal Power Iov.mmo 851216
TPnotesSmpl1010/Anatec 1010 gb
Thermal Power Iov.mmo 851216

pgv tbl sn g-001/thermochem; tst data
pgv tbl sn g-002/thermochem; tst data
pgv tbl sn g-003/thermochem; tst data
pgv tbl sn g-004/thermochem; tst data
pgv tbl sn g-005/thermochem; tst data
pgv tbl sn g-006/thermochem; tst data
pgv tbl sn g-007/thermochem; tst data
pgv tbl sn g-008/thermochem; tst data
pgv tbl sn g-009/thermochem; tst data
pgv tbl sn g-010/thermochem; tst data
pgv tbl sn g-011/thermochem; tst data
pgv tbl sn g-012/thermochem; tst data
pgv tbl sn g-013/thermochem; tst data
pgv tbl sn g-014a/thermochem; tst data
pgv tbl sn g-014b/thermochem; tst data

KS-8
KS-8
KS-8

KS-9
KS-9
KS-9
KS-9
KS-9
KS-9
KS-9
KS-9
KS-9
KS-9
KS-9

KS-10
KS-10
KS-10
KS-10
KS-10
KS-10

920813.1845 well being throttled .1833-.1853hrs: ht,spa,spg,xstm approx.
920816.1730 ht,spg,spa,xstm from tst data
920818.1824 ht,spg,spa,xstm from tst data

930420.1345
930420.1430
930420.1500
930420.1515
930420.1517
930421.1800 thermochem 4818-02 = comprehensive hc scan
930421.1803 note smpls -08,-09 are gas compressor outlet, have higher n2
930602.0930 brine 56.2kph, stm 460kph
940927.0303
941018.0158
941103.1245

930617.1740 thermochem 4947-01 is comprehensive hc scan
930617.1750 thermochem 4964-1&2: cl<0.025,<0.025, na=0.087,0.091
930617.1845 thermochem 4947-03 is comprehensive hc scan
930617.1850 thermochem 4947-04 is comprehensive hc scan
930619.1000 thermochem 4947-05 is comprehensive hc scan
930619.1005 thermochem 4947-06 is comprehensive hc scan

1113.00 0.8900 stm pgv tbl3 #8rg-003/thermochem; tst data
1080.00 0.8475 stm pgv tbl1a #8rb-009/thermochem; tst data
1108.00 0.8900 stm pgv tbl1a #8rb-016/thermochem; tst data

-1.00 -1.0000 fln thermochem 4817-01
-1.00 -1.0000 fln thermochem 4817-02
-1.00 -1.0000 fln thermochem 4817-03
-1.00 -1.0000 fln thermochem 4817-04
-1.00 -1.0000 fln thermochem 4817-05
-1.00 -1.0000 sep thermochem 4817-06
-1.00 -1.0000 sep thermochem 4817-07

1111.00 0.8911 stmh thermochem 4919-01 pgv steam header
0.00 0.0000 stmh thermochem 5901-01 (dry gas analysis)
0.00 0.0000 thermochem 5934-01 (dry gas analysis)
0.00 0.0000 thermochem 5973-01 (dry gas analysis)

-1.00 -1.0000 fln thermochem 4950-01
-1.00 -1.0000 fln thermochem 4950-02
-1.00 -1.0000 fln thermochem 4950-03
-1.00 -1.0000 fln thermochem 4950-04
-1.00 -1.0000 mini thermochem 4950-05
-1.00 -1.0000 mini thermochem 4950-06
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-1.00 -1.0000 mini thermochem 4950-07

NAME

KS-10

DATEHRS STATUSCOM3

930619.1007

HT XSTM PORT DATASRC

pgv reinject 930802.0832

pgv stm head 930619.1153 xstm,ht from daily prod rpt, tot brn &tot stm, + sep_t
pgv stm head 930619.1154 thermochem 4964-6: cl<0.025, na<0.0050
pgv stm head 930708.0829
pgv stm head 930802.0902 thermochem 5058-3: cl<0.025, na<0.0050

pgv stm head 940927.0328
pgv stm head 941008.0221
pgv stm head 941103.0115

-1.00 -1.0000 thermochem 5055-01 (dry gas analysis)

1077.00 0.8481 hdr thermochem 4950-08
1077.00 0.8481 hdr thermochem 4950-09
1100.00 0.8700 hdr thermochem 5008-02; 1-hd-s
1110.00 0.8800 hdr thermochem 5055-02; 1-hd-s

0.00 0.5040 hdr thermochem 5901-02
0.00 0.0000 hdr thermochem 5934-02

-1.00 0.6020 hdr thermochem 5973-02
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Table 5.3: Rock Temperatures Interpreted from Downhole Temperature Surveys

Elevation (feet, msl)
Temperature, of

(Estimated) -1,000 -2,000 -3,000 -4,000 -5,000 -6,000 -7,000

Lanipuna 1 100 210 295 385 450 520 680

Lanipuna 1 118 175 280 385 415 330 --
Sidetrack

Lanipuna 6 150 235 320 255 -270 -- --
HGP-A 215 410 510 550 555 -660 --
KS-l/KS-l A 175 336 483 580 640 -660 --
KS-2 110 240 415 520 580 640 --

Note: - = value derived from downward projection of gradient
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Table 5.4: Pressures at -5,000 feet msl and Vertical Pressure
Gradients Between -4,000 and -5,000 Feet msl

Well Pressure, psig at -5,000 Vertical Pressure
feet msl (Projected Where Gradient, psi/foot, -4,000

Necessary) to -5,000 feet msl

Lanipuna 1 Sidetrack 2,620 0.44

HGP-A 2,180 0.42

KS-1A 1,980 0.33

KS-2 2,200 0.33



Table 7.1 Larger Historic Earthquakes Felt in the KERZ (ML6, lL VTI)

(510) 527-9876
CABLE ADDRESS GEOTHERMEX
TELEX 709152 STEAM UD
FAX (510) 527-8164

GeothermEx, Inc.
SUITE 201
5221 CENTRAL AVENUE
RICHMOND, CALIFORNIA 94804-5829

(, ;

I ', Year J '\: T : I~:,:':M
:•. ,.:. '''v' ••..• >,:.":");. , " ~ ". '. ..

1886 X >7

1919 vn -

1941 vn -

1951 vn 6.5

1955 vn --
1975 vm 7.2

' . -.--' -:;::::";: --.. . . -'."

':•• ·Cqrnmtmt"L:.,.:/: · / }:'·::""::'·":'" .,

Very destructive over most of Hawaii, felt on
Oahu and Kauai; lO-foot tsunami.

Chimneys down at Kilauea.

Mauna Loa area (near KERZ).

Slight damage in Hilo; small landslides.

Waterlines broken.

Located on Hilina Fault, south of KERZ; largest
earthquake since 1868; 20-foot tsunami; local but
severe damage to structures.
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Table 8.1: Layer Distribution of the Numerical Model canFIDfm'JfJL

LAYER TOP(FT) BOTTOM (FT) THICKNESS (FI)

1 6,250 7,000 750

2 5,750 6,250 500

3 5,500 5,750 250

4 5,250 5,500 250

5 5,100 5,250 150

6 4,950 5,100 150

7 4,800 4,950 150

8 4,650 4,800 150

9 4,250 4,650 400

10 3,000 4,250 .. 1,250

11 1,000 3,000 2,000
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